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This is the second Sustainability Report published by Fubon Insurance aimed at elaborating 
Fubon Insurance's endeavors and performance in finance, environmental sustainability, social 
commitment, and corporate governance. In the future, we will sustain our efforts in publishing the 
annual sustainability report.

About This Report

This report describes the company's performance from January 1, 2021, to December 31, 
2021. To ensure full information disclosure, some contents involve implementation results 
before January 1, 2021, and plans extending beyond December 31, 2021.

Period Covered

The financial data covered in this report are verified by certified public accountants and 
disclosed in the shareholder meeting's annual report. Monetary data are listed in NTD. Fubon 
Insurance is among Fubon Financial Holdings' subsidiaries. The non-financial data covered 
in this report are gathered based on the independent investigation and statistics from Fubon 
Insurance in accordance with GRI standards. The scope of the report is limited to operations in 
Taiwan, including 29 branches and 44 service locations. Should discrepancies arise, they will 
be explained in the report.

Scope of the Report

This report was developed in accordance with the standards of the Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI), insurance industry standards published by the Sustainability Accounting Standards 
Board (SASB), and the framework put forth by the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) of the Financial Stability Board (FSB). Related GRI index, SASB index, and 
Principles for Sustainable Insurance (PSI) are listed in the appendix.

Reporting Guidelines

Fubon Insurance commissioned KPMG to perform a limited assurance engagement on this report 
developed by the company following GRI standards. The assurance report prepared in compliance 
with the guidelines for "assurance engagements other than audits or reviews of historical financial 
information" described in the first statement of assurance standards by R.O.C. (stipulated in 
accordance with ISAE3000 standards) is affixed in the appendix of this report.

Report Verification

Fubon Insurance publishes the Sustainability Report on a yearly basis. The last report was 
published in June 2020. Past sustainability reports in Chinese and English versions are fully 
disclosed in the "Corporate Sustainability" section on Fubon Insurance's official website for 
browsing and download.

Publication Contact Information

Data Compliance Standards Verification Body

Sustainability
The first statement of assurance standards, R.O.C. 
(stipulated in accordance with ISAE3000 standards)

KPMG

Finance
Rules Governing Auditing and Certification of 
Financial Statements by Certified Public Accountants 
and Generally Accepted Auditing Standards 

KPMG

Environment

ISO 14064-1 Organization greenhouse gas inventory
ISO 14001 Environmental management system
ISO 14067 Product Carbon Footprint
ISO 50001 Energy management system

British Standards 
Institution (BSI)

ESG
SectionAddress: 14F, No.179, Liaoning St., 

Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City

Telephone: +8862-6636-7890

Planning Department Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. 
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In the Global Risks Report 2022, the world Economic Forum cited climate 
action failure as the most critical threat to the world in the next decade, 
followed by extreme weather. According to the latest report by the world's 
leading provider of reinsurance, Munich Re, natural disaster losses 
worldwide in 2021 amount to US$ 120 billion, reaching a level second to 
the highest record. Increasingly frequent catastrophe losses as a result of 
climate change have imposed challenges for insurance service providers 
in risk management and unprecedented catastrophe modeling. The 
challenges at hand also prompt us to look into Fubon Insurance's role 
to earth, society, businesses, and individuals. As we consistently deliver 
our commitments to policyholders, we also strive to expand our reach of 
positive and sustainable influence.

To facilitate public-private collaboration on achieving carbon reduction 
and sustainable development goals, governing bodies have responded 
to global sustainability trends. In 2020, the Financial Supervisory 
Commission (FSC) announced two momentous policies concurrently, 
the "Green Finance Action Plan 2.0" and "Corporate Governance 3.0 
– Sustainable Development Roadmap". The proposals are expected 
to facilitate the virtuous cycle of sustainable development in Taiwan 
through financial structures, and establish a healthy and competent ESG 
ecosystem. As a leader in the market, Fubon Insurance is committed 
to offering comprehensive support in leading sustainability through 
dynamic endeavors echoing latest policy developments. Leveraging the 
company's core competencies as an insurer, together with integrated 
corporate resources supported by our parent company, Fubon Financial 
Holdings, Fubon Insurance fully supports a variety of sustainability 
projects in environmental, social and governance-related aspects on 
an organizational and structural basis. Through various sustainability 
projects, we aspire to take on the leading role in implementing 
sustainable finance in the insurance industry in Taiwan. Meanwhile, 
to increase information transparency and enhance stakeholder 
communication, Fubon Insurance develops sustainability reports to 
disclose implementation results of our sustainability projects. In active 
adoption of international standards, the 2021 Sustainability Report hereof 
discloses corporate sustainability information in accordance with the 
framework put forth by the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) and Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 
(SASB) standards.

Over the years, Fubon Insurance has been actively involved in our 
parent company, Fubon Financial Holdings' ESG Visioning Project. In 
response to ESG trends, we have developed four themes for the 2021 
ESG strategies: decarbonization, digitalization, empowerment, and 
connection. In facilitating a low-carbon society, the company offers 
sustainable risk protection and proficient loss control services to help 
our customers enhance ESG risk management, establish sustainable 
business models, and improve the resilience of social assets. Our 
vigorous support for the development of sustainable energy makes 
us the most noteworthy guardian of the green industry in Taiwan. In 
implementing low-carbon operations, we have completed the ISO 14067 
verification of property insurance product carbon footprint in December 
2021. In promoting "digitalization", Fubon Insurance continues to develop 
innovative insurance and claims services with a focus on "heartfelt" 
experiences incorporated with insurance technology to meet the diverse 
insurance needs of varying customers. Internally, we have adopted 
robotic process automation (RPA) tools to optimize operating processes, 
replacing traditional labor with automated systems, which effectively 
improves efficiency and company competitiveness. In "empowering" 
employees to embrace healthy and sustainable lifestyles, Fubon 
Insurance has dedicated rapid testing stations in response to pandemic 
developments, offering employees real-time testing to reduce risks of 
mobility and congregation. Company-provided insurance for statutory 
communicable diseases is also added to the employee group insurance. 
Moreover, Fubon Insurance provides employees with abundant resources 
for personal competency enhancement. Fintech-themed lectures were 
held to foster innovative mindsets and encourage skills application. As 
an insurer dedicated to risk awareness and education, Fubon Insurance 
creates positive "impacts" by introducing diverse insurance products and 
professional risk management knowledge through seminars and training 
sessions for individuals, corporate clients, and the general public. In 
addition, we launched the first digital picture book of risk education 
and an online driving game "Fubon Safety GO!" in an effort to convey 
risk management concepts and knowledge through fun and intriguing 
means.

Driven by a steady and stable corporate mindset, Fubon Insurance has 
sustained consistent growth. For years on end, we have received excellent 
ratings from multiple prominent global credit rating agencies, including 
Taiwan Ratings (twAA+), S&P (A-), Moody' s (A1), and A.M. Best (A). 
Our sustainability efforts received numerous awards and recognitions, 
including the Taiwan Insurance Excellent Performance Award, The Asset, 
Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Awards (TCSA), and PwC Sustainability 
Impact Award. In the future, as Fubon Insurance strives for extraordinary 
business performance, we will continue to promote the ideology of 
sustainability and develop action plans based on our core competencies. 
Aspiring to become a leader in sustainable operations, Fubon Insurance 
will exert its positive impacts and ensure impassioned defense of a 
sustainable future for society, businesses, and individuals.

Chairman's Message

Chairman
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About Fubon Insurance

Founded on April 19, 1961, Fubon Insurance is the first privately-owned property insurance company in Taiwan. Our primary services include auto insurance, fire insurance, marine insurance, 
engineering insurance, and a variety of novel insurance products.

To this day, Fubon Insurance still adheres to "customer-oriented" service principles. For 40 years consecutively, we have secured leadership in the market undisputedly. Based on the vision that 
"Fubon always responds to customer needs", we continue to improve service quality and expand service categories. Striving for customer satisfaction and driven by the company spirit of "Be positive 
Stay protected", Fubon Insurance offers customers timely and adequate assistance through the comprehensive network of service locations across Taiwan with considerate and professional claims 
service specialists. In addition, based on our core competencies in professional risk consultancy, Fubon Insurance actively provides corporate clients with damage loss control services and risk 
management solutions. We have introduced international post-disaster recovery methodologies to assist clients with a speedy recovery from disasters and prevent disruption in operations and 
property losses. Our comprehensive, all-process service packages offer clients full support for sustainable operations.

In the future, Fubon Insurance will continue to provide consumers with insurance products and services that are more diversified and appropriate. We will also leverage the impacts of insurance to 
implement sustainable values, striving to become the best choice for consumers in need of insurance services.

Company Profile

2,879

Number of employees by the end of 2021

Core values

•1 headquarters, 29 branches, 44 service locations

•4 overseas sites (China, Vietnam, Philippines, Thailand)

•7 overseas branches (China, Vietnam)

•3 overseas representative offices (China, Malaysia, 
Indonesia)

Operation sites by the end of 2021 Economic performance in 2021

•Profit after tax: 7.202 billion dollars

•Operating revenue: 50.458 billion dollars

•Capital: 3.178 billion dollars

•EPS: 21.57 dollars

Integrity Sincerity Professionalism Innovation
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Awards and Recognitions in 2021

Received High Distinction Awards in four categories for Best 
Image, Best Expertise, Best After-sales Services, and Most 
Worthy of Recommendation in Best Quality Awards of Insurance.

 ● Gold trophies for Charity Excellent Performance Award, Talent Development Excellent Performance Award, 
Innovative Product Planning Excellent Performance Award, Insured Services Excellent Performance Award, 
Risk Management Excellent Performance Award, and Emerging Risk Protection Product Development 
Excellent Performance Award

Received Taiwan Insurance Excellent Performance Award in nine 
categories, remains the biggest winner among property insurers for 
several years consecutively. 

 ● Best Social Responsibility Award, Best Insurance Expertise Award, Best Communication Division (Commercial 
Insurance Sales Dept. III), Best Product Creativity (Fubon Insurance Corporate Epidemic Prevention Insurance 
for Salary Expenses), Best Insurance Achievement Award, and Best Professional Consultant Award

 ● Honorable Mention for Best Insurance Education Contribution Award, Best Product Creativity Award (Fubon 
Insurance Medical Care and Expenses Compensation Insurance for Statutory Communicable Diseases), and 
Best Communication Division Award (Taitung Branch) 

Received recognitions of the Faith, Hope & Love Awards of 
Insurance, winning the most number of corporate awards among 
property insurers.

Selected as the most recommended property insurance company 
by 1000 enterprises for twenty years in succession. 

Credit Rating

Agency Ratings Effective Date

Standards & Poor's A- 2021.12.30

Moody's A1 2021.09.07

AM Best A 2021.11.05

Taiwan Rating Corp. twAA+ 2021.12.30

The largest insurance service provider for green energy in Taiwan 
with the biggest market share in both solar photovoltaic energy 
and wind power sectors.

The largest insurance service provider for fisheries and 
agricultural sectors in Taiwan.

Awarded Digital Insurer of the Year – Taiwan by The Asset's Triple 
A Digital Awards 2021, the only insurer in Taiwan to receive the 
honor.

Received the honor of Outstanding Digital CX–Corporate 
Insurance by The Digital Banker.

Received the honor of General Insurance Customer Satisfaction 
& Happiness Taiwan 2021 by the GLOBAL BANKING & FINANCE 
AWARDS.

Received the PwC Sustainability Impact Award in "Responsible 
Product" with the production of a video about agricultural 
insurance titled " The reassuring force for farmers in extreme 
climates ".

Received the Growth Through Innovation Leadership Award 
and Corporate Sustainability Report - Bronze Medal by Taiwan 
Corporate Sustainability Awards (TCSA) in 2021.

 ● Silver trophies for Information Application Excellent Performance Award, Information Security Promotion 
Excellent Performance Award, and Compulsory Auto Liability Insurance Promotion Excellent Performance 
Award
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 ● Agricultural Insurance

 ● General Travel + Domestic 
Travel Insurance Plan

 ● Product Liability Insurance 
(Food Safety)

 ● Agricultural Insurance
Helps farmers overcome 
challenging environmental 
impacts, steadily supports the 
sustainable development of food 
and agriculture sectors.

 ● General Travel + Domestic 
Travel Insurance Plan

Offers better protection under 
the domestic travel plan for 
policyholders eating out with 
compensations for food poisoning 
when more than two people 
traveling together show similar 
symptoms of food poisoning.

 ● Product Liability Insurance 
(Food Safety)

Protects businesses from claims 
related to product defects. It also 
protects consumer rights and 
facilitates the adoption of food 
safety interventions.

Food

 ● Epidemic Prevention Insurance 
&  Vaccination Insurance 

 ● Cancer Insurance for da Vinci 
Surgery 

 ● Medical Security - Claims 
Payment for Hospitalization 
Expenses 

 ● Epidemic Prevention Insurance &  
Vaccination Insurance

Offers compensation for confirmed 
cases or home isolation for the 
statutory communicable diseases, 
and hospitalization bills for adverse 
events following vaccination, providing 
policyholders more comprehensive 
protection amidst the pandemic.

 ● Cancer Insurance for da Vinci 
Surgery

Offers pay-as-you-go hospitalization 
insurance and additional coverage for 
da Vinci surgical treatment for cancer, 
enabling policyholders to opt for high-
end and advanced medical care.

 ● Medical Security - Claims 
Payment for Hospitalization 
Expenses

When a policyholder is hospitalized 
in a contracted hospital, upon the 
permission to activate the "claims 
service to cover medical expenses", 
the Company will pay the medical 
bills directly using insurance claims.

Healthcare

 ● New Home Insurance 
 ● Wealth Inheritance Home 

Insurance
 ● Green Energy Insurance

 ● New Home Insurance
Offers owners of rental properties 
compensation for home price fall 
resulting from specific accidents in 
addition to basic fire insurance.

 ● Wealth Inheritance Home 
Insurance

Offers protection in three aspects, 
home-related property damage, 
household disaster costs, and 
earthquake disaster repair 
expenses.

 ● Green Energy Insurance
Assists the renewable energy 
industry with the planning of 
feasible and sustainable insurance 
for the protection of social and 
national sustainable assets.

Accommodation
 ● Car & scooter insurance
 ● Public Transportation Tenfold 

Insurance Plan
 ● Two-in-One Comprehensive 

Insurance Plan
 ● Passenger Transport Service 

Liability Insurance 
 ● Engineering Insurance
 ● Immediate Rescue and On-the-

spot Payments 

Offers property protection 
and liability coverage in traffic 
accidents

 ● Car & scooter insurance
 ● Immediate rescue
 ● On-the-spot payments

Offers passengers protection 
against risks incurred while 
traveling on public transportation

 ● Public Transportation Tenfold 
Insurance Plan

 ● Passenger Transport Service 
Liability Insurance

Transportation

 ● Comprehensive Insurance Plan 
for Children

 ● Pet Insurance
 ● Long-Term Care Facility Liability 

Insurance 

 ● Comprehensive Insurance Plan 
for Children

Offers basic accident and healthcare 
insurance, including accidental 
injuries, accidental burns and scalds, 
comprehensive medical insurance 
for injuries, and childcare insurance, 
providing children with more 
comprehensive protection against 
injuries and medical expenses.

 ● Pet Insurance
Provides pet owners with enhanced 
protection in four primary aspects, 
including infringement liability, 
lost pet ad costs, funeral expenses 
for accidental death, and medical 
expenses.

 ● Long-Term Care Facility Liability 
Insurance

Offers liability insurance in the event 
of a third-party loss resulting from 
a breach of duty due to mistakes 
or negligence at a long-term care 
facility and stabilizes the operation of 
long-term care facilities.

Childcare and 
Eldercare

 ● General Travel + Domestic Travel 
Insurance Plan

 ● Insurance Plan for Special Events 
(Maritime Activities, Hiking, Cycling, 
Road Running)

 ● Public Liability Insurance (Event

 ● General Travel + Domestic 
Travel Insurance Plan

Offers self-driving liability insurance 
for car rental in addition to personal 
accident insurance in light of the 
popularization of domestic travel.

 ● Insurance Plan for Special 
Events (Maritime Activities, 
Hiking, Cycling, Road Running)

Offers accident insurance for 
specific high-risk activities to 
reduce shock and regrets in the 
event of an unfortunate  accident.

 ● Public Liability Insurance 
(Events)

Offers liability insurance for 
corporate-held "events" and 
provides participants of the events 
with insurance protection. 

Entertainment

Fubon Insurance Sustainable Value Map

Products and Services
Sustainable Value

Deeply rooted in Taiwan for years, Fubon Insurance offers the public 
comprehensive insurance services based on the spirit of exerting positive 
impacts and ensuring impassioned defense. Covering all aspects of life, 
including food, healthcare, accommodation, transportation, childcare 
and eldercare, and entertainment, Fubon Insurance's products and 
services contribute to the stable and healthy development of society.

Engineering Insurance

 ● Offers insurance for public 
construction like the MRT 
and highway, providing the 
transportation network with 
solid support.
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CH1 Support

 ● In 2021, the Sustainability Strategy Task Force convenes two report meetings and reported to the Board of Directors twice on the 
implementation progress and planning.

 ● In 2021, the insurance premium income was 50.87 billion, accounting for a 24.6% market share which secured the Company's market 
leadership for the 40th consecutive year. 

Highlight performance

Corresponding SDGs

Offering Comprehensive Support 
for Sustainability

1.1 Material Topics and Transparent Communication
1.2 Sustainability Strategies and Operating Performance



The Sustainability Strategy Task Force reviews important transaction counterparties of Fubon Insurance and discusses 
with different parties to identify the stakeholders with whom each division does business and has close contacts and 
who either affect or are affected by the Company's operations. Stakeholders of Fubon Insurance may be internal or 
external groups or individuals.

Fubon Insurance adheres to the five principles of the AA1000 Stakeholder Engagement Standard: Dependency, 
Responsibility, Influence, Diverse Perspectives, and Tension. We refer to leading international companies and 
benchmark insurance companies in Taiwan and invite members of the Sustainability Strategy Task Force to contribute 
opinions on stakeholder identification. The Company's eight primary stakeholders are investors (parent company)/
evaluation institution, employees, customers, competent authority, partners, insurance brokers and reinsurance 
companies, media/general public, and NPO/NGO/experts and scholars.

Stakeholder Identification

1.1 Material Topics and Transparent Communication

1.1.1 Stakeholder Communication

Fubon Insurance communicates with stakeholders through different 
channels to learn about their issues of concern and adjust the Company's 
operational strategies accordingly. The Company also determines 
whether it has effectively responded to the needs of stakeholders.

Eight Primary
Stakeholders

NPO/NGO/experts 
and 

scholars

Investor (parent 
company)/ evaluation 

institution

Partners

Insurance brokers 
and reinsurance 

companies

Media/general public

Eight Primary Stakeholders of Fubon Insurance

Stakeholder Issue of Concern Communication Frequency and Channels Actions in 2021

❶ Corporate governance 

❷ Climate strategies

Note: Since there is more than one 
tertiary issue, the disclosure hereof 
focuses on the top two issues of 
concern.

 ● Publish revenue reports monthly

 ● Hold investor conferences quarterly

 ● Respond to requests for information from domestic and 
foreignevaluation institutions

 ● Respond to external institutions' questions

 ● Organized investor conferences with the parent company 
quarterly.

 ● Disclosed investment activities in Sustainability reports.

 ● Signed the compliance statement for the Stewardship 
Principles for Institutional Investors of Taiwan Stock 
Exchange Corporation.

 ● Issued a stewardship report and participated in the rating 
for the list of companies with better institutional investor 
stewardship disclosure.

Investor (parent 
company)/ evaluation 

institution

Competent 
authority

Employees

Customers

Contents CH3 Evolve AppendixCH4 Accelerate CH5 DedicateCH2 LeverageCH1 Support
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❶ Sustainable product services 
and promotion

❷ Talent cultivation and 
development 

Note: Since there is more than one 
tertiary issue, the disclosure hereof 
focuses on the top two issues of 
concern.

 ● Participate in meetings organized by the competent 
authority monthly

 ● Cooperate with the competent authority's special projects 
and financial examinations

 ● Respond to requests for information and evaluation reports 
from the competent authority

 ● Frequently communicate via written correspondence, 
e-mail, or telephone

 ● Participated in meetings of the committees of the Non-Life 
Insurance Association monthly.

 ● Attended at least 12 meetings of the Accident Insurance 
Committee annually.

 ● Responded with the own-risk and solvency assessment 
report, evaluation results based on the Risk Management 
Best-Practice Principles for Insurance Enterprises, and 
implementation status of IFRS 17 adoption.

❶ Regulatory compliance
❷ Customer relations and 

claims management
❸ Ethical management/

economic performance

 ● Participate in labor-management meetings quarterly

 ● Set up the "employee grievance" section

 ● Set annual performance target and conduct performance 
evaluations

 ● Announce the latest information on the employee-exclusive 
"518" and "EIP" systems, and announce the latest 
information on "HR+" and "M+" apps on an irregular basis 

 ● Communicate frequently via e-mail or telephone

 ● The renewal of the group contract with Fubon Financial 
Holdings Group Labor Union was effective on September 1, 
2021.

 ● No complaints on labor relations or discrimination were 
filed in 2021. 

 ● Each primary subsidiary held labor-management meetings 
regularly to build a bridge for labor-management 
communication. There were no unclosed cases. 

 ● Each employee has completed the annual performance 
evaluation.

❶ Regulatory compliance
❷ Ethical management
❸ Customer relations and 

claims management

 ● Organize corporate seminars and provide risk training 
courses based on customer requirements on an irregular 
basis

 ● Conduct customer satisfaction surveys regularly

 ● Establish customer grievance channels and customer 
service hotlines

 ● Check for posts on social media regularly to listen to the 
voice of customers

 ● Organized 2 seminars, 10 loss control training sessions, and 
66 automobile insurance promotion programs to increase 
customers' risk management awareness.

 ● Conducted the 2021 customer satisfaction survey. The 
overall satisfaction rate is 85.9%, and the net promoter 
score is 38.7.

 ● Conducted automobile insurance claims satisfaction 
survey and road rescue satisfaction survey monthly. The 
satisfaction rate for automobile insurance claims in 2021 is 
91.28%, and the satisfaction rate for road rescue in 201 is 
98.68%. 

 ● Detected 50 customer experience-related comments and 
posts on social media in 2021, 45 of which are complaints 
that are immediately reported to relative units for 
investigation and handling. All cases were handled and 
closed.

Stakeholder Issue of Concern Communication Frequency and Channels Actions in 2021

Competent authority

Employees

Customers

Contents CH3 Evolve AppendixCH4 Accelerate CH5 DedicateCH2 LeverageCH1 Support
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❶ Sustainable supply chain 
management

❷ Privacy and information 
security management

❸ Regulatory compliance/
multi-party collaboration to 
facilitate ESG endeavors

 ● Conduct supplier qualification inspection and management 
on an irregular basis, and reach a consensus with suppliers 
on the Company's sustainable policies and purchase targets 

 ● Fubon Financial Holdings conducted supplier CSR training, 
supplier CSR evaluation, and supplier CSR exchange 
sessions.

❶ Risk management and 
underwriting

❷ Customer relations and 
claims management

❸ Regulatory compliance/
ethical management

 ● Communicate frequently in person, via written correspondence, 
e-mail, telephone, or fax

 ● Organize professional certification courses based on needs

 ● Hold products and claims promotion courses on an 
irregular basis 

 ● Held case study meetings when necessary.

 ● Held 4 professional certification courses for insurance 
brokers.

❶ Privacy and information 
security management

❶ Ethical management 

❶ Corporate governance

Note: All three issues rank first in 
the level of concern.

 ● Publish press releases on an irregular basis

 ● Communicate via newspapers, magazines, radio, television, 
and offline activities

 ● Communicate via service locations, 0800 hotline, mail, 
e-mail, and fax

 ● Set up Facebook and Instagram official accounts to 
establish diverse communication channels

 ● Published 36 press releases. 

 ● Published 134 posts on Facebook fan page.

 ● Created an official account on Instagram and published 61 
posts.

❶ Climate strategies

❷ Multi-party collaboration to 
facilitate ESG endeavors

❸ Corporate sustainability 
strategies / risk 
management and 
underwriting

 ● Collect invoices from employees to donate to NPOs regularly

 ● Actively participate in philanthropic activities and encourage 
employees to submit charity service proposals

 ● Actively support Fubon Charity Foundation's activities

 ● Donated 3,352 invoices.

 ● Approved 20 charity ambassador projects.

 ● Donated NT$ 34,617,764 to Fubon Charity Foundation, 
Fubon Cultural & Educational Foundation, Fubon Art 
Foundation, World Vision Taiwan, Taipei Blood Center, and 
Taiwan Restoration Association.

Stakeholder Issue of Concern Communication Frequency and Channels Actions in 2021

Partners

Insurance brokers 
and reinsurance 

companies

Media/general 
public

NPO/NGO/experts and 
scholars

Contents CH3 Evolve AppendixCH4 Accelerate CH5 DedicateCH2 LeverageCH1 Support
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Stakeholder Inquires and Complaints Channel

Internal 
stakeholders

External 
stakeholders

Type Inquiries and Complaints Channel

Fubon Insurance whistleblower mailbox：whistleblowing.ins@fubon.com

HR+ mobile app employee care mailbox：HRplus.fhc@fubon.com

 ● Telephone：02-6602-7597

 ● Fax：02-6600-3808

 ● E-mail：022sug@fubon.com

For sexual harassment, employee compliant and feedback

Fubon Financial Holdings mailbox for investors: 
https://fubon.irpro.co/tw/ircontact.php

Mailbox for legal persons: ir@fubon.com
(Upon receiving inquiries, the Investor Relations Department of Fubon 
Financial Holdings will report the questions and contents to the 
responsible unit(s) for handling and response.)

Whistleblowing section on
official website: 

Customer feedback mailbox:

Customer service hotline: 0800-009-008

Mailing address: 7F-14F, No.179, Liaoning St., Zhongshan Dist., 
Taipei City, 104

Fax: 02-2325-4723

Flowchart of customer complaint handling of Fubon Insurance

Customers Handling departments Related departments

Customer service hotline
Branch/Communications 
Office
Comments on the official 
website
Fubon Financial Holding's 
complaint channel

Reply with processing 
results

Communicate with the 
customer about the 

processing methods; 
or give the reason and 

apologize

Case closed

Develop solutions

Can it be handled as 
requested by customers?

Accepted or not?

The request does 
not comply with

A.Laws and regulations;
B.Systems and procedures

Complaint channels Case accepted

No

Yes

Yes

YesNo

No

Contents CH3 Evolve AppendixCH4 Accelerate CH5 DedicateCH2 LeverageCH1 Support
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Identification Method for Material Issues

A list of 19 material topics is created based on 
the material topics of 2020 in accordance with 
global standards (DJSI, SASB, PSI), material 
topics of benchmark companies in Taiwan and 
overseas, key focus areas of the competent 
authority, and the Company's operational 
strategies. The feedback of the Sustainability 
Strategy Task Force is also considered.

Material Topic Identification

Step1

Materiality Confirmation

Material topics are sequenced based on 
materiality converted from the scores in the 
survey responses and categorized into key 
topics, secondary topics, and other topics. 
The reporting structure and contents are 
determined accordingly as well. 

Step3
Materiality Assessment 
and Sequencing

Through online surveys, we collected 77 
responses from eight stakeholders on 
the level of impact of material topics on 
their evaluation and decision-making 
and 15 responses from internal divisions 
on the Company's level of impact on the 
environment, society, and economy to 
determine the sequence of material topics.

Step2

1.1.2 Material Topics Identification

In 2021, Fubon Insurance identified 19 material issues on three levels including 
"key topics", "secondary topics", and "other topics" in accordance with sustainable 
development trends in the international financial industry, global standards, materials 
topics of benchmark companies in Taiwan and overseas, issues of concerns to Fubon's 
stakeholders, Principles for Sustainable Insurance (PSI), and the Company's operational 
strategies. The position of each issue in the matrix represents the level of positive and 
negative impact caused by Fubon Insurance and its value chain on the environment, 
society, and economy, and each issue is disclosed according to its level of importance.

19

77   15
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Level of impact of the corporate 
value chain on ESG

X axis
Used scores on survey responses from internal divisions on the corporate value chain's level of impact on the 
three aspects of ESG.  

Level of impact on stakeholders' 
evaluation and decision-making

Y axis
Used scores on survey responses from the eight primary stakeholders on Fubon Insurance's actions' level of 
impact on their evaluation and decision-making.

Aspect Representative axis Statistical method

Level of impact of the corporate value chain on ESG

Im
pact on stakeholders' evaluation and decision m

aking

Key topics
Issues that are of high concern 
to stakeholders, are essential 
to business operation, and have 
significant impact on ESG

High

HighLow

19

12

Local Community Support19

18 Employee Care and Workplace Safety

16 Human Rights Commitments and Workplace
Inclusiveness

15 Customer Relations and Claims Management

17 Talent Cultivation and Development

13 Economic Performance

10 Energy Resource Management

Privacy and Information Security Management14

11 Sustainable Supply Chain Management

Responsible Investment12

01 Digital Finance and Innovation

02 Multi-Party Collaboration to 
Facilitate ESG Endeavors

04 Corporate Governance

05 Climate Strategies

07 Sustainable Product Services and
Promotion
Ethical Management08

Risk Management and
Underwriting Management09

06 Regulatory Compliance

Corporate Sustainability Strategies 03

18

17
16

15

10

13

11

14

01

08
07

09

04 03
02

0605

Secondary topics
Issues that are important to 
operations of which materiality 
is between key topics and other 
topics

Other topics
Basic management issues 
in regular operations

Materiality Matrix
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Description of Material Topic Impact and Responses 

Material 
topics Reasons and significance of materiality Responses

Impact boundary

Corresponding 
chapter Scope of impact

Level of involvement of Fubon 
Insurance

Direct Indirect Via business 
relationship

Ethical 
Management

The market, international norms, and
stakeholders expect companies to
demonstrate their compliance with
integrity, governance, and responsible
business practices. The occurrence of
unethical conduct in a company may result
in losses or penalties from the competent
authority and affect the company's image,
which may create a negative impact on the
sustainable development of the company.

The Company adheres to operational 
principles of integrity, transparency, 
and responsibility and operates in 
accordance with Fubon Financial 
Holding's pertinent regulations.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

○ Employees
● Customers
● Competent authority
○ Partners
● Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and 

scholars

●
2.1.2 Ethical 
Management

Regulatory 
Compliance 

The financial industry is a licensed industry 
highly supervised by regulatory authorities. 
The Company must actively take responsive 
and appropriate measures according to 
the requirements and changes in laws and 
ordinances of the authorities to prevent 
penalties from the competent authority due 
to compliance risks or violations of laws 
from affecting the Company's image and 
business development.  

Fubon Insurance established 
the "Compliance System and 
Management Policy", "Insurance 
Compliance and Management 
Regulations", and "Notification 
and Management Regulations 
for Material Discrepancies or 
Fraud", and appointed independent 
compliance officers in each 
department to ensure compliance 
with laws and regulations.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
● Customers
● Competent authority
○ Partners
● Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and 

scholars

●
2.1.3 Regulatory 
Compliance

Risk 
Management 

and 
Underwriting 
Management

Customers that do not have advanced 
ESG risk management mechanisms or 
those with high ESG risks may have a 
direct impact on the Company's business 
performance. The impact of climate 
change on the economy and businesses 
will also significantly affect the Company's 
sustainable development.

Fubon Insurance has established a 
comprehensive risk management 
system and policies, and became a 
TCFD supporter in 2019 following 
the parent company Fubon 
Financial Holdings to include ESG 
into sustainability risk assessment 
procedures.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
● Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and 

scholars

● ●

2.2.1 Risk 
Management and 
Underwriting 
Management
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Material 
topics Reasons and significance of materiality Responses

Impact boundary

Corresponding 
chapter Scope of impact

Level of involvement of Fubon 
Insurance

Direct Indirect Via business 
relationship

Sustainable 
Product 

Services and 
Promotion

The development of products and services 
that reduce risks and positively impact 
ESG will affect business performance and 
profitability. Fubon Insurance offers sales 
and marketing personnel ESG training and 
incorporates ESG messaging in marketing 
strategies or campaigns. 

Fubon Insurance actively develops 
inclusive and sustainable products and 
services to solve social problems using 
its core competencies in insurance. 
We also incorporated digital innovation 
and sustainable development into 
marketing strategies, create a 
sustainable culture through training 
programs, and build a sustainable 
social circle.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
● Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
● Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
● Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

● ●
4.1.1 Sustainable 
Product Services and 
Promotion

Climate 
Strategies

Investors and international institutions pay 
close attention to whether the Company 
has established a strategy to address 
climate change risks and proposed relevant 
countermeasures to reduce the impact of 
climate change on the Company's operations.

Fubon Insurance seeks to identify 
the risks brought forth by climate 
change as early as possible and 
actively respond to and develop related 
opportunities. In addition to exerting 
the green influence of the financial 
sector, climate strategies also 
increase the resilience of the Company 
and ensure sustainable development.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

○ Employees
● Customers
● Competent authority
○ Partners
● Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
● Media/general public
● NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

●
2.2.2 Climate Change 
Risk Management

Corporate 
Sustainability 

Strategies 

Green finance is an important government 
policy. The Company follows sustainable 
development trends in the international 
financial industry to create the Company's 
internal sustainable development culture and 
consensus. The Company also guided the 
finance and insurance market to encourage 
industries, investors, and consumers to pay 
attention to sustainability.

Fubon Insurance follows the parent 
company's sustainable development 
strategy and uses its Sustainability 
Strategy Task Force to leverage 
the financial influence and guide 
the sustainable transformation of 
companies.

●  Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
● Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
● Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

● ●
1.2.1 Sustainability 
Strategies and 
Implementation 

Multi-Party 
Collaboration 
to Facilitate 

ESG 
Endeavors

International norms and stakeholders expect 
companies make use of their financial 
influence. They must increase customers' 
and corporate partners' commitment to ESG 
and work with the government, insurance 
supervision units, and other stakeholders to 
promote ESG-related issues.

Fubon Insurance actively engages 
government agencies, academic 
institutions, companies, private 
organizations and individuals 
regarding ESG sustainability risks and 
is fully committed to improving the 
sustainability risk awareness of the 
society.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

○ Employees
● Customers
● Competent authority
● Partners
● Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
● Media/general public
● NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

● ●
4.1.3 Multi-Party 
Collaboration on ESG 
Endeavors
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Material 
topics Reasons and significance of materiality Responses

Impact boundary

Corresponding 
chapter Scope of impact

Level of involvement of Fubon 
Insurance

Direct Indirect Via business 
relationship

Digital 
Finance and 
Innovation

In response to digital innovations, the 
Company has developed emerging 
technologies such as blockchain, big data, and 
artificial intelligence to integrate internal and 
external resources and create new business 
models through cross-industry collaboration 
and business creation. Meanwhile, the 
application of emerging technologies creates 
new competitors, poses challenges to existing 
businesses and affects the Company's 
business performance and profitability.

Fubon Insurance actively integrates 
resources and uses new technologies 
and innovative products and services 
that meet the needs of society to 
grasp business opportunities in future 
trends.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
● Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
● Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
● Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

● ●
3.1 Digital Finance 
and Innovation

Corporate 
Governance

The financial industry is a licensed industry 
and the competent authorities pay close 
attention to the supervision of the corporate 
governance framework and operations 
including the composition and operations of 
the Board of Directors, shareholders' rights 
and interests, and their participation in 
decision-making.

Committed to fulfilling its corporate 
responsibilities, Fubon Insurance 
complies with the programs promoted 
by competent authorities and the 
Corporate Governance Best Practice 
Principles established by the Company.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

○ Employees
○ Customers
● Competent authority
○ Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

●
2.1.1 Corporate 
Governance

Responsible 
Investment

Investors expect the Company to consider 
ESG in the decision-making process for 
investments and establish responsible 
investment policies, management 
mechanisms and measures, and dedicated 
units.

The Company follows the "Fubon 
Financial Holding Co. and Subsidiaries 
Sustainable Finance Policy" and 
voluntarily complies with PRI 
principles to expressly require 
employees to consider ESG investment 
management mechanisms when 
regulating the use of funds.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

○ Employees
● Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

● ●
4.1.2 Responsible 
Investment

Economic 
Performance

The Company's business overview, revenue 
and expenditures, profitability, business 
strategies and performance are the basic 
commitments of Fubon Insurance to its 
investors and customers. If the Company does 
not perform well, it will affect the confidence 
of investors and customers and lead to losses 
in business.

Fubon Insurance upholds its 
professionalism in insurance and uses 
a diverse range of channels to optimize 
the business structure. We also 
carefully review financial investments 
to pursue business growth, gain 
insights on future development trends, 
and actively explore innovation and 
applications in insurance technology.

● IInvestor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

○ Employees
○ Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

●
1.2.2 Economic 
Performance
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Material 
topics Reasons and significance of materiality Responses

Impact boundary

Corresponding 
chapter Scope of impact

Level of involvement of Fubon 
Insurance

Direct Indirect Via business 
relationship

Privacy and 
Information 

Security 
Management

Fubon Insurance consistently applies the 
highest standards in the processing of each 
customer's personal information. In the 
event of a personal data leak or information 
security incident, the Company must bear legal 
liabilities. Such incidents may severely damage 
the Company's image and may interrupt 
business operations or cause reputation or 
financial losses.

Fubon Insurance established the 
"Personal Data Protection and 
Management Policy" and continuously 
obtained BS 10012: 2017 and Personal 
Data Protection System certification to 
create efficient and secure services.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
● Customers
● Competent authority
○ Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

●
3.2 Privacy and 
Information Security 
Management

Energy 
Resource 

Management

The Paris Agreement signed at the end of 
2015 established a framework for global 
greenhouse gas emissions and climate 
change responses. Companies must 
implement carbon management in business 
operations to achieve the common goal of 
reducing global warming.

Fubon Insurance follows the Science 
Based Targets (SBT) that the parent 
company Fubon Financial Holdings 
had committed to at the end of 2016 
to implement carbon management 
in corporate operations. We also set 
targets for energy conservation and 
carbon emission reduction such as 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction, 
power consumption reduction, and 
water consumption reduction.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
○ Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

● 4.2 Energy Resource 
Management

Sustainable 
Supply Chain 
Management

The international community is increasingly 
paying attention to supplier management 
mechanisms and supplier human rights 
risks. Supplier management is critical to the 
Company's brand and operations.

Fubon Insurance complies with 
the "Supplier Corporate Social 
Responsibility Code of Conduct" of 
the parent company Fubon Financial 
Holdings and requests suppliers to 
sign the "Supplier Code of Conduct 
Compliance Statement".

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

○ Employees
○ Customers
○ Competent authority
● Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

●
2.3 Supply Chain 
Management and 
Communication

Customer 
Relations 

and Claims 
Management

The insurance industry is a licensed industry. 
Its service performance is reflected in the 
profits and losses of the customers' assets. 
Fair and reasonable customer treatment and 
transparent and fast claims services are crucial 
to protecting customer interests, and they are 
also items closely monitored by the competent 
authority.

Fubon Insurance established 
regulations such as Treating 
Customers Fairly Principles, 
regulations for filing complaints, and 
claims mechanisms to protect the 
rights and interests of customers and 
resolve consumer disputes quickly.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

○ Employees
● Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
● Media/general public
○NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

● ●
3.3 Customer 
Relations and Claims 
Management
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Human Rights 
Commitments 
and Workplace 
Inclusiveness

Human capital is an important asset for 
corporate sustainable development. If the 
Company fails to respect human rights or the 
interests of workers, the failure will affect 
talent recruitment and retention and may 
even impact the Company's reputation and 
brand image and further result in business 
losses.

To protect the rights and interests of 
employees, the Company established 
the "Human Rights Policy" and 
complaint and communication 
mechanisms in accordance with 
relevant domestic labor laws and 
regulations and the values in the 
United Nations Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, Global Compact, 
and conventions of the International 
Labour Organization.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
● Customers
○ Competent authority
● Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

● ●

5.1.2 Human Rights 
Commitment 
and Workplace 
Inclusiveness

Talent 
Cultivation 

and 
Development

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
○ Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

●
5.1.1 Talent 
Acquisition and 
Development

Employee 
Care and 

Workplace 
Safety

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
○ Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
○ Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

● 5.1.3 Employee Care 
and Workplace Safety

Local 
Community 

Support

Fubon Insurance is deeply rooted in the local 
communities with a comprehensive service 
network consisting of 29 branches and 44 
service locations throughout Taiwan. We 
have consistently created and integrated 
the overall social engagement in ESG 
sustainability risks and remain dedicated 
to increasing sustainable risk awareness, 
implementing the brand spirit of "be positive 
and stay protected".

Fubon Insurance remains people-
oriented. In addition to collaborating 
with charity organizations, we also 
support and take part in philanthropic 
activities serving different age groups 
through the four foundations of the 
Group.

● Investor (parent company)/
evaluation institution

● Employees
○ Customers
○ Competent authority
○ Partners
○ Insurance brokers and 

reinsurance companies 
● Media/general public
○ NPO/NGO/experts and scholars

● ● ● 5.2 Local Community 
Support

Material 
topics Reasons and significance of materiality Responses

Impact boundary

Corresponding 
chapter Scope of impact

Level of involvement of Fubon 
Insurance

Direct Indirect Via business 
relationship
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1.2 Sustainability Strategies and Operating Performance

1.2.1 Sustainability Strategies and Implementation

Management Approach for Material Topic – Corporate Sustainability Strategies 
Fubon Insurance's response to Fubon Financial Holdings' 

Four Sustainability Strategies

In response to the risks, opportunities and challenges associated with risks in corporate 
sustainable operations, and issues of concern to all stakeholders, Fubon Insurance and 
Fubon Financial Holdings launched the "Fubon ESG Visioning Project" in 2015 with an ESG 
task force under the Corporate Governance and Sustainability Committee of Fubon Financial 
Holdings. In 2021, a new sustainability vision blueprint was introduced focusing on four ESG 
strategies, decarbonization, digitalization, empowerment, and connection. Leveraging the 
Company's core competencies, we deepen our ESG efforts in environmental protection, 

social development, and economic growth through action plans echoing the United Nations 
sustainable development goals (SGDs). Fubon Insurance joins Fubon Financial Holdings 
in taking the lead in the industry on sustainable development while enhancing corporate 
competitiveness and exerting the impact of insurance.

Leveraging Core Competencies to Continuously Deepen 
Sustainable Impact

Management Policy
Corporate Social Responsibility Best 
Practice Principles for Fubon Financial 
Holding Co., Ltd. 

Responsible Unit
Sustainability Strategy Task Force

Commitment 

Fubon Insurance leverages its core 
competencies to strengthen action plans 
corresponding to United Nations SDGs and 
is committed to attaining sustainability 
in environmental protection, social 
development, and economic growth.

Dedicated Resources

The President convenes managers of 
17 departments regularly to review 
sustainability strategies and action plans.

Goal

Set long-term goals for 2025 based on core competencies in accordance with Fubon 
Financial Holdings' four sustainability strategies, decarbonization, digitalization, 
empowerment, and connection, target both employees internally and customers externally, 
and lead in the industry in sustainable development.

Action

❶ The President convenes managers of 17 departments for a meeting semiannually to 
review corporate sustainability strategies and action plans. 

❷ Regularly publish ESG-related commercial information to inspire internal development 
of sustainable business opportunities and planning of sustainable action plans. 

Offer sustainability insurance and professional loss control services. 
In addition to offering assistance to promote decarbonization, we help 
customers enhance ESG risk management, support the development of 
the renewable energy industry, build sustainable operational models, 
and enhance social asset resilience. Fubon Insurance participated in the 
insurance plans for every offshore wind farm and over 48% of the onshore 
wind turbines and accounts for 28% of the solar power insurance market.Decarbonization

Actively promote digitalization strategies. Externally, we offer innovative 
services and customer experience, continue to optimize claims 
services, utilize InsurTech to create heartfelt services, and cater to 
diverse customer needs for insurance. Internally, we optimize operating 
procedures with the adoption of RPA tools to replace manual labor needed 
for repetitive tasks that require little expertise. We also help employees 
who formerly handled simple processes with digital transformation to 
improve operational efficiency. Digitalization

Provide opportunities and stages for growth, and mobilize positive forces 
through Fubon's diverse platforms to bring change to society and build 
influence. In taking action to solve social problems, Fubon Insurance is 
committed to education in rural areas through consistent support and 
actual participation in programs initiated by Fubon Charity Foundation, 
Fubon Cultural & Educational Foundation, and Fubon Art Foundation.

Connection

Create a diverse environment where people are treated with respect 
and communications are harmonious, continue to promote talent 
development, attraction and retention plans, and create a healthy and 
safe workplace; continue to launch diverse online and offline professional 
training courses to enhance employee competency and facilitate 
insurance talent development.Empowerment
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To more effectively integrate our core insurance competencies and corporate social 
responsibilities and incorporate ESG in corporate governance and operational strategies, 
Fubon Insurance established the Sustainability Strategy Task Force dedicated to ESG project 
management in 2019. The President is the convener and the head of 17 departments, including 
product, customer service, loss control & safety and health, investment and risk management 
departments, in the implementation of sustainability strategies.

To comprehensively improve the Company's endeavors in all ESG aspects, the Sustainability 
Strategy Task Force incorporates ESG into internal operational regulations through the 
proposal, discussion and monitoring of projects such as green product planning, underwriting 
claims process optimization, and system process optimization. The Sustainability Strategy 
Task Force shall regularly report the Company's ESG strategies and implementation status 
to the convener, and the secretariat planning department of the task force shall report the 
contents to the Fubon Insurance Board of Directors. In 2021, two report meetings were held in 
January and July respectively.

Meanwhile, Fubon Insurance actively engages the Responsible Finance and Innovative Service 
Teams of Fubon Financial Holdings to understand the research and development of property 
insurance in agricultural insurance, green insurance, customer service, and innovative financial 
services and to deepen the social significance and value of insurance.

The Sustainability Strategy Task Force is also responsible for the implementation of the "Fubon 
ESG Visioning Project" within Fubon Insurance. It implements Fubon Financial Holdings' ESG 
strategic framework and develops core businesses for the sustainable development of Fubon 
Insurance. Externally, the Sustainability Strategy Task Force demonstrates the results of Fubon 
Insurance's ESG endeavors by responding to surveys conducted by DJSI, CDP, and MSCI ESG 
Rating. Internally, it adopts the TCFD framework to identify and rank key issues and risks, 
formulate strategies and implementation plans, and increase the social significance and functions 
of insurance products and services for society.

The Launch of the Sustainability Strategy Task Force to Implement Sustainability Strategies

Implementation
Units

Personal Insurance
Product Dept.

Casualty Insurance 
Product Dept.

E-commerce 
Dept.

Investment 
Dept.

Automobile Insurance
Product Dept.

Risk Management 
Dept.

Digital 
Operation Dept.

Administrative 
Dept.

Engineering & Marine 
Insurance Product Dept.

Loss Control & 
Safety, Health Dept.

Finance 
Dept.

Legal 
Compliance Dept.

Fire Insurance 
Product Dept.

Customer Service & 
Claim Management Dept.

Human 
Resources Dept.

IT Dept.

Convener
President

Organizational Chart of the Sustainability Strategy Task Force

Voluntarily Adhering to International Sustainability Principles to Enhance Sustainable Governance

Fubon Insurance adopted the United Nations Principles for Sustainable Insurance (PSI) in 2020. Through the identification, assessment, 
management, control and monitoring of ESG risks and opportunities, the Company increases corporate efficiency. We also voluntarily comply 
with PSI in publishing the 2019 Fubon Insurance Principles for Sustainable Insurance Report. In response to corporate governance sustainable 
development policies issued by the competent authority, Fubon Insurance further adopted GRI principles in 2021 and consolidated the reporting 
of PSI and sustainability. Reports are published in the ESG section on the Company's official website, which disclose Fubon Insurance's endeavors 
in attaining sustainable development, as well as its negative or positive impact on the economy, environment, and society.

Sustainability
Reports

Board 
of

Directors

Report to the Board of Directors twice a year.

Vice Convener
Director of 

shared resources 

Task Force
Secretary

Planning Dept.
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year 2019 2020 2021

Total assets (NTD thousand)      100,184,845      107,639,763 121,459,404

otal equity (NTD thousand)        36,330,483        40,177,066 44,661,550

Net profit after tax (NTD thousand)         4,393,874        5,640,488 6,856,305

Earnings per share 13.82 17.75 21.57

Net worth per share 114.30 126.41 140.52

Return on assets (ROA) 4.62% 5.44% 6.02%

Return on equity (ROE) 13.21% 14.74% 16.16%

Personal insurance 14,557,128 policie

Corporate insurance 936,108 policie

Reinsurance 61 policie

Total number of policies 15,493,297 policie

 ● Fubon Financial Holdings and Subsidiaries 
Tax Governance Policy

 ● Tax Management Regulations for Fubon 
Financial Holdings and Subsidiaries 

 ● Tax Management Rules for Fubon Financial 
Holdings and Subsidiaries 

1.2.2 Economic Performance

Management Approach for Material Topic – Economic Performance

Management Policy Responsible Unit

Accounting Dept.

Commitment

Fubon Insurance is committed to business 
optimization and balanced development 
to build a more solid foundation for the 
Company's stable and comprehensive 
development and the protection of 
customer rights and interests.

Dedicated Resource

A workforce of 25 employees responsible 
for financial and business reports.

Goal

Achieve corporate sustainable development and increase shareholder value in response to 
global trends in tax governance. 

Fubon Insurance offers a wide range of insurance products including home safety, accident 
injury, engineering insurance, and various liability insurance policies to provide individuals and 
companies with comprehensive insurance coverage. The Company's main sources of revenue 
consist of underwriting profits and investment income. In 2021, the Company's premium income 
from insurance policies totaled NT$50.87 billion, which equaled a market share of 24.6%. The 
Company has dominated the market for 40 consecutive years. We have managed to sustain 
growth and outstanding performance through adequate underwriting, investment strategies, 
and risk management with NT$6.856 billion in net profit after tax and an EPS of NT$21.57. By 
utilizing the Group's resources and a diverse range of channels, Fubon Insurance has optimized 
the business structure and balanced development to create a more solid foundation for the 
Company's development and the protection of customer interests.

Focused on Insurance Operation and Balanced Development,
Delivering a Steady and Robust Performance under the Pandemic 

Number of Policies of Existing Insurance Products

Note: The values listed above are the number of policies signed.

Financial status in the past three years:

Deeply rooted in Taiwan, Fubon Insurance also continues to enhance overseas services. We 
have expanded Fubon Property & Casualty Insurance in China, Fubon Insurance in Vietnam, 
Fubon Insurance Broker Corporation in Thailand and the Philippines, and Representative 
Offices in Beijing, Malaysia, and Indonesia. ● Regularly and adequately disclose tax information via public channels to ensure 

information transparency. 
 ● Regularly conduct self-assessment on regulatory compliance in tax operations, review 
the impact of new regulations on the Company's taxes, and fill out the "Regular Tax 
Review Table".

 ● Stipulate annual operational plans to be approved by the Board of Directors and confirm 
business strategies and guidelines.

 ● Produce financial and business reports quarterly. 

Action
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Solid tax management is the foundation of the Company's economic performance. Fubon Insurance established a tax strategy based on the "Tax Management Regulations for Fubon Financial 
Holdings and Subsidiaries", "Tax Management Rules", and the "Fubon Financial Holdings and Subsidiaries Tax Governance Policy" introduced in 2021 to strengthen the Company's tax compliance 
and commitment to fulfilling corporate social responsibility. The implementation principles are as follows.

Fubon Financial
Holdings

Tax Governance

01

05

02

06

03

07

04
Fully understand and comply with 
local tax regulations of the operating 
location; while interpreting tax 
regulations, the literal meaning and 
legislative purpose shall both be 
considered; accurately calculate tax 
bearing and pay taxes by the due date, 
and fulfill the social responsibility of a 
taxpayer.

Build and maintain close and honest 
communication with local tax 
authorities, offer industry perspectives 
and help improve the tax environment 
and system.

Establish tax risk management 
mechanisms; carefully evaluate the 
changes of local and international tax 
regulations for timely responses and 
strategy adjustments; consider tax 
risks and impact in important corporate 
decision-making.

Enhance professional capabilities of tax 
personnel and professional competency 
in tax operations through continuous 
internal training and external seminars 
on taxes. 

Regulatory
compliance

Honest
communication

Risk
management

Talent
cultivation

Information transparency: Regularly 
disclose tax information via public 
channels to ensure information 
transparency.

Information
transparency

Do not establish tax structure for 
intended tax avoidance; carry out 
tax planning based on reasonable 
commercial purposes; do not 
conduct non-business transactions to 
deliberately transfer profits to non-
cooperative jurisdictions and tax havens 
(low-tax countries) defined by the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development and the European 
Commission for tax avoidance.

Reasonable 
structure

The Accounting Department of Fubon Insurance is the unit 
responsible for all tax operations of the Company. The Department 
upholds an honest and professional attitude and communicates all 
tax risks and interpretation of tax laws with the local competent 
authority. It meets local tax regulations and disclosure requirements, 
files taxes within the prescribed deadline, pays taxes, responds to 
the questions of the competent authority for taxation, and provides 
information. In the event of a material tax risk, it notifies the 
Accounting and Tax Division of Fubon Financial Holdings.

Active Implementation of Tax Management Fubon Insurance closely adheres to the seven tax principles in its corporate operations and strictly abides by tax 
regulations. Through various concrete measures, we further pursue sustainability efforts exceeding legal requirements. 
The projects initiated and implementation status in 2021 are as follows.

❶ The Company complies with the "Tax Management Guidelines" of Fubon Financial Holdings and conducts regular self-assessment of 
compliance with tax laws. We also review the impact of new regulations on the Company's taxes and fill out the "Regular Tax Review Table".

❷ The Company implements tax reviews and establishes tax management mechanisms to monitor potential tax risks.

❸ The Company's tax personnel regularly attend the quarterly tax training courses held by the parent company Fubon Financial 
Holdings and tax courses or regulatory update orientations held occasionally by external consultants or accounting firms to enhance their 
expertise in tax operations.

❹ Sales units of the Company discuss and evaluate the impact of new products or important transactions on taxes with the Company's tax units.

The conditions in transactions between 
related parties, in commercial or 
financial terms, are not different from 
that of transactions between non-related 
parties and should comply with the OECD 
Transfer Pricing Guidelines.

Transfer 
pricing
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CH2 Leverage
Integrating Resources for    
Sustainable Operation

 ● The composition of the Board of Directors is diverse, and female directors account for 22% of the board members.

 ● All employees and board members completed training on ethical management.

 ● The regulatory compliance system was established to enhance compliance management efficiency and quality of compliance outcomes. 

 ● The Company's risk-based capital (RBC) is at least 300% of the control standards.

 ● All suppliers listed in the electronic procurement system signed the Supplier Code of Conduct Compliance Statement.

Highlight performance

2.1 Solid Governance and Responsible Operations

2.2 Risk Management and Climate Response

2.3 Supply Chain Management and Communication

Corresponding SDGs



2.1.1 Corporate Governance

Management Approach for Material Topic – Corporate Governance

Goal

Propose the adoption of the governance system for directors and complete 
the system in 2022.

Action

 ● Comply with the corporate governance roadmap implemented by the 
competent authority and internal principles for corporate governance.

 ● The composition of the Board of Directors is diverse, and female directors 
account for 22% of the board members.

 ● Convened at least one board meeting quarterly; the attendance rate of 
directors in 2021 was 98.6%.

 ● Conduct an annual performance evaluation of the Board of Directors and 
functional committees to review the operations.

 ● Directors received at least 6 hours of continuing education in 2021. 

Management Policy

 ● Fubon Insurance Corporate Governance Best Practice 
Principles

 ● Fubon Financial Holdings and Subsidiaries Management 
Policy for the Assignment or Recommendation of Directors 
and Supervisors to Investee Companies

Commitment

 ● Fubon Insurance adheres to an honest, transparent, and 
responsible business mentality and has built a corporate 
culture based on ethical management to facilitate the 
Company's comprehensive and sustainable development.

 ● We abide by laws and regulations stipulated by the 
competent authority and actively implement the corporate 
governance roadmap and corporate governance best 
practice principles to fulfill our responsibilities.

Responsible Unit

 ● Audit Committee
 ● Risk Management Committee 

Dedicated Resources

 ● 9 directors (including 4 independent 
directors) in the Board of Directors.

 ● 4 personnel in the Audit Committee that 
consists of all independent directors. 

2.1 Solid Governance and Responsible Operations

Corporate 
Governance 
Best Practice 
Principles

Adhering to an honest, transparent, and responsible business mentality, Fubon Insurance has built a corporate culture based on ethical management 
to facilitate the Company's comprehensive and sustainable development. We abide by laws and regulations stipulated by the competent authority and 
actively implement the corporate governance roadmap and internal corporate governance best practice principles to fulfill our responsibilities.

Fubon Insurance is owned by a single corporate shareholder, Fubon Financial Holdings, and all Directors are appointed by Fubon Financial Holdings. The Company's President shall implement 
all guidelines determined by the Board of Directors and oversee all businesses of the Company. The Board of Directors shall bear the ultimate responsibility for ensuring the establishment and 
maintenance of appropriate and effective internal control systems. Fubon Insurance elected nine members of the 8th Board of Directors on June 12, 2020, including four independent directors, 
with a term of three years. To maintain the independence of the Board of Directors, the number of independent directors exceeds one-third of the number of directors. To ensure that independent 
directors fulfill their duties objectively and avoid a long tenure from compromising independence, independent directors may not serve for more than nine consecutive years. The composition of 
the Fubon Insurance Board of Directors is diverse with directors of various professional skills and capabilities.  Currently, the board includes two female directors, accounting for 22% of the board 
members. The average age of directors is 61 years old.

Diversity and Independence in the Board of Directors
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Ben Chen ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Tze-Ming Juang ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Tsan-Ming Shih ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Roman Cheng ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Chien-Ming Lo ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Wei-Ling Chiang ● ● ● ● ● ●

Chi-Ling Wang ● ● ● ● ● ●

Chih-Li Sun ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Jin-Li Hu ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Note: Director Chien-Ming Lo's tenure was succeeded by Director Jung-Tsung Lai on January 1, 2022. Director Tze-Ming Juang's tenure was succeeded by Director Douglas Tsai on January 20, 2022.

The duties of the Board of Directors include:

Members of 
the 8th Board 
of Directors

Independent 
Director

Gender Age Tenure(year) Core Diversification Item

Female Male 40-50
years old

50-60
years old

Over 60 
years old <3 3-6 >6 Law Accounting Business Finance Business 

management Marketing Technology Environment

1. Review and approval of important bylaws 

5. Formulation of proposals for capital increase or decrease

3. Review of the budget and final accounts

7. Formulation of investment plans

2. Decision-making on business policies and plans

6. Review of material asset transactions

4. Formulation of proposals for earnings distribution 

9. Other matters to be resolved in the board meeting in
accordance with laws and the authorization of the
shareholders' meeting

8. Appointment or dismissal of the Company's personnel
ranked managers and above (including the Chief Auditor)

The Board of Directors of Fubon Insurance convenes at least once quarterly, and eight board meetings were 
held in 2021. The attendance rate was 98.6% (100% if attendance by proxy was included). The Chief Auditor 
and the Chief Compliance Officer of the Head Office reports the audit operations and compliance status 
to the Board of Directors and the Audit Committee every six months. In the event of a material violation of 
law or rating decline, the unit responsible shall prepare an improvement report for the Chief Compliance 
Officer of the Head Office, notify the responsible unit of Fubon Financial Holdings, and report it to the next 
board meeting. 

The Company has a clear conflict of interest avoidance system in place. According to the "Rules of 
Procedure for Board of Directors Meetings" of Fubon Insurance, if a director has a conflict of interest in the 
agenda item (including cases where the spouse or a blood relative within the second degree of kinship of a 
director, or a director's controlling or affiliated company has a conflict of interest with an agenda item), the 
director must explain in the board meeting. When such a relationship is likely to jeopardize the interests 
of the Company, the director shall not participate in the discussion and voting, and shall recuse himself/
herself therefrom. In addition, the member shall not exercise the voting right for and on behalf of another 
director.

Operations of the Board of Directors
Board Members

9 people

Attendance rate 98.6%
(100% including attendance by proxy)

5 directors 

Convened 8 board meetings

4 independent directors
• exceeds one-third of the number of directors
• not serve for more than three terms
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Audit Committee

To strengthen the operations of the organization, Fubon Insurance voluntarily set up the 
"Audit Committee", a functional committee under the jurisdiction of the Board of Directors 
on June 12, 2020 to replace the functions of supervisors. The Audit Committee consists of 
all independent directors of the Company. The committee of independent directors and their 
continuous supervision help the Company implement corporate social responsibility and 
sustainable development. 

Risk Management Committee

The Company established the "Risk Management Committee" many years ago to maximize 
review and supervision functions. The Committee formulates risk management policies, 
frameworks, and organizational functions, executes risk management policies of the Board of 
Directors, and regularly reviews the development, establishment, and implementation of the 
Company's overall risk management mechanisms. It reports the implementation status of risk 
management and necessary improvement recommendations to the Board of Directors.

Committee Organization Rules Members Primary Functions

Audit Committee

The Committee must consist 
of all Independent Directors 
of the Company with at least 3 
members.

Convener: 
Director Wei-Ling Chiang, Independent Director
Committee Members: 
Chi-Ling Wang, Independent Director
Chih-Li Sun, Independent Director
Jin-Li Hu, Independent Director

❶ Fair presentation of the financial reports of the Company 
❷ Evaluation of the hiring or dismissal of an attesting CPA and its 

independence and performance 
❸ Effective implementation of the Company's internal control systems
❹ Adequacy of the Company's legal compliance procedures and plans 
❺ Management of the Company's existing or potential risks

Risk Management 
Committee

 ● The role of the convener is filled 
by an independent director and 
the members are appointed 
based on the approval of the 
Board of Directors. 

 ● The members of the Committee 
include at least one independent 
director, the President, Chief 
Risk Officer (or head of the risk 
management unit), and several 
committee members.

Convener: 
Chi-Ling Wang, Independent Director 
Deputy Convener: 
President Chien-Ming Lo 
Committee Members: 
Shun-Chih Yen, Executive Vice President
Cheng-Pin Lin, Executive Vice President 
Wei-Ko Chen, Executive Vice President 
Wen-Jung Chen, Senior Vice President 
Yung-Chih Chen, Vice President 
Chan-Huang Chen, Vice President 
Chien-Te Wu, Vice President
Yung-Yao Li, Assistant Vice President
(Reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors on July 1, 2021.)
Note: Due to personnel adjustment, President Jung-Tsung Lai took on 
the role of Vice Convener on January 21, 2022. Senior Vice President 
Shun-Chih Yen retired on January 31, 2022.

Review the overall risk strategies and risk tolerance of the Company, 
evaluate and supervise the Company's risk-bearing capacity, current 
status of risks already incurred, and risk response strategies. 

The risks include: 

❶ insurance risks
❷ credit risks
❸ market risks (including liquidity risks)
❹ operational risks
❺ asset/liability matching risks

Fubon Insurance implements a performance evaluation at the end of each year and reports results to the Board of Directors in accordance with "Fubon Insurance Corporate Governance Best 
Practice Principles" and "Fubon Financial Holdings and Subsidiaries Management Policy for the Assignment or Recommendation of Directors and Supervisors to Investee Companies" to establish 
feedback mechanisms for directors and improve the operations of the Board of Directors. The evaluation of the Board of Directors encompasses self-evaluation, peer evaluation, and the 
performance evaluation of functional committees (including the Audit Committee and Risk Management Committee). Performance is categorized as "excellent (over 90 points)", "good (80 to 89 
points)", "acceptable (60 to 79 points)", or "improvements required (under 59 points)" based on the evaluation results. In 2021, there were 8 evaluation items in the Board of Directors' self-evaluation 
questionnaire and 9 evaluation items in the peer evaluation. The performance evaluation of the Audit Committee involves 5 evaluation items and 22 indicators. The performance evaluation of the 
Risk Management Committee involves 4 evaluation items and 15 indicators. All evaluation results show "excellent" performance, suggesting that the overall operations of the Board of Directors and 
functional committees meet the Company's corporate governance criteria.

Performance Evaluation of the Board of Directors
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❶ Knowledge of agenda items prior to the board meeting and 
participation in discussions in the meeting

❷ Interactions with other directors and the management team

❸ Operations of the Board of Directors and functional committees

❹ Other directors' compliance with laws and regulations and best 
practice principles

❺ Other directors' understanding of the functions and roles of the 
Board of Directors

❻ Whether other directors have fulfilled the duties and functions of 
the Board of Directors

❼ Whether other directors actively improve corporate governance

❽ Other directors' understanding of the Company, its management 
team, and its industry

❾ Other items specified by the competent authority or the Board of 
Directors

❶ Attendance in board meetings (excluding attendance by proxy) 

❷ Knowledge of agenda items prior to the meeting and participation 
in discussions in the meeting

❸ Interactions with the management team

❹ Compliance with laws and regulations and best practice principles

❺ Improvement of corporate governance

❻ Continuing education in corporate governance courses

❼ Understanding of the Company, its management team, and its 
industry

❽ Other items specified by the competent authority or the Board of 
Directors

Evaluation Item Evaluation Item

Performance Evaluation of the Board of 
Directors – Peer Evaluation 

Performance Evaluation of the Board of 
Directors – Self-Evaluation

To enhance the professional competency of the Board of Directors, increase corporate sustainability values, and echo 
the Corporate Governance 3.0 - Sustainable Development Roadmap launched by the Financial Supervisory Commission, 
Fubon Insurance proposed the adoption of the governance system for directors in 2021. It shall enable directors to stay 
on top of the Company's important information. We also devised an inquiry procedure for directors to ensure the real-
time communication between directors and the Company. Meanwhile, it increases the level of automation in overall 
operational procedures of the Board of Directors. The system is scheduled to be completed in 2022. 

Proposed Adoption of the Governance System for Directors

The average hours the Company's directors dedicated to continuing education in 2021 was at least six hours. To 
enhance directors' professional competencies, the Company encourages directors to take continuing education courses 
by providing them with information on a variety of courses or seminars organized by external institutions such as ESG 
topics, regulatory compliance, financial reporting, risk management, innovative technology, information security, etc.
Moreover, in response to the constant conceptual updates in corporate governance and corporate social responsibilities 
domestically and globally, directors of Fubon Insurance participate in the annual "home education" for the directors 
and supervisors of Fubon Financial Holdings and subsidiaries organized by Fubon Financial Holdings, where experts 
in related fields give lessons. In 2021, two courses of continuing education for the Board of Directors were held. The 
themes were "Cybersecurity Trends and Defense Strategies" and "ESG Responsible Investment- the Sustainability 
Impact of the Financial Sector". 

Top Quality Continuing Education for Directors

Directors can stay on top of the Company's
important information through the system.

Directors can maintain real-time communication 
with the Company.

The system helps increase automation in overall 
operational procedures of the Board of Directors.

Performance Evaluation of 
Functional Committees

❶ Level of participation in the Company's operations 

❷ Recognition of the duties of the Committee

❸ Improvement of the decision-making quality of the 
Committee

❹ Composition, selection and appointment of Committee 
members

❺ Internal control (applicable to the Audit Committee)

Evaluation Item
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2.1.2 Ethical Management

Management Approach for Material Topic – Ethical Management

Management Policy

 ● Fubon Financial Holdings Co., Ltd. Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles
 ● Fubon Financial Holdings Co., Ltd. Procedures for Ethical Management and Guidelines for Conduct
 ● Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. Whistleblowing Policy

Responsible Unit
Unit responsible for whistleblowing handling,Legal Compliance Dept.

Commitment 

Adhering to an honest, transparent, and 
responsible business mentality, the Company 
engages in commercial activities based on the 
principles of fairness, honesty, faithfulness, 
and transparency, fully implements ethical 
management policies, and actively prevents 
unethical conduct.

Dedicated Resources

One personnel in the legal compliance 
department, and 2 personnel in the human 
resources department. 

Goal 

All employees and members of the Board of Directors complete the ethical management training held 
every three years.

Action

 ● All employees and members of the Board of Directors completed the anti-corruption training.

 ● All employees and members of the Board of Directors completed training on the money laundering 
prevention, combatting the financing of terrorism, and countering proliferation financing.

 ● Promote the whistleblowing policy and channel annually.

Established on April 19, 1961, Fubon Insurance was the first private property insurance 
company in Taiwan. It upholds the four core values of integrity, sincerity, professionalism, 
and innovation and adopted the company motto of "people-oriented and customers first". The 
Company has created a corporate culture of ethical management and healthy development 
based on an honest, transparent, and responsible business mentality to create positive 
business models, risk management mechanisms, and a business environment for sustainable 
development. The Company complies with "Fubon Financial Holdings Co., Ltd. Ethical 
Corporate Management Best Practice Principles" and "Fubon Financial Holdings Co., Ltd. 
Procedures for Ethical Management and Guidelines for Conduct" and encourages insiders to 
report unethical or inappropriate conduct.

To implement the Ethical Management Best Practice Principles, the Company established 
a whistleblowing system and stipulated "Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. Whistleblowing Policy". 
The Policy ensures the effectiveness of the whistleblowing system and whistleblower 
protection mechanisms. If any person discovers that the Company's representative or 
employee has committed a crime or fraud, or has violated regulations, he/she may submit 
supporting documents and file a report to the Legal Compliance Department which is the 
Company's designated unit for the handling. After the unit receives a report, it shall carry out 
investigations and submit the results in accordance with regulations.

A total of 15 whistleblower complaints were filed in 2021, 12 of which involved complaints 
concerning employee workplace behavior, working hours, and claims disputes. These 
complaints were transferred to the responsible units for investigation and proper handling. 
Three whistleblower complaints were accepted and investigated, and no unethical operations 
were found.

To strengthen the independence of units responsible for investigating the Company's whistleblower 
complaints and ensure fairness in investigations, revisions are made to the whistleblowing policy as 
follows.

1. An investigation unit should be allocated depending on the severity of the case. If the reported 
case may lead to major company losses or destruction of the Company's internal control systems, 
the investigation should be conducted by the unit responsible for the evaluation of internal 
control systems effectiveness. For general whistleblower complaints, the investigation should be 
conducted by an investigation committee consisting of at least three specific personnel.

2. The investigation and the termination of investigation should be conducted based on the severity of 
the case and the level of the internal hierarchy of the person accused. If the investigation finds the 
accusation true, there should be countermeasures for improvement. 

3. Case transfer measure: If the complaint received is about labor-management disputes, customer 
complaints, sexual harassment, employee behavior management, and other non-whistleblowing 
matters, considering the protection of consumer and employee rights, the Company has stipulated 
explicitly that such cases should be transferred to dedicated units for investigation. Results of the 
investigation shall be reported to the unit that accepted the complaint for future reference.

Highlighted Measures in 2021

Whistleblowing System Improvement and Revision
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Commitment Policy Content Level of Approval Communication Method Internalization Method Link to Public Website

Fubon Financial Holdings 
Co., Ltd. Ethical Corporate 
Management Best Practice 

Principles

The Company has created a corporate 
culture of ethical management and healthy 
development based on an honest, transparent, 
and responsible business mentality to create 
positive business models, risk management 
mechanisms, and a business environment for 
sustainable development.

Fubon Financial 
Holdings Board of 

Directors

Announcement on the 
enterprise information 

portal (EIP) 

❶ Regularly hold internal 
awareness campaigns 
on ethical management 
policies.

❷ Arrange for training on 
ethical management and 
include relative indicators 
in the employee 
evaluation.

Fubon Financial Holdings Co., 
Ltd. Procedures for Ethical 

Management and Guidelines 
for Conduct

The Company engages in commercial activities 
based on the principles of fairness, honesty, 
faithfulness, and transparency. To fully 
implement ethical management policies and 
actively prevent unethical conduct, the Company 
adopted the procedures and guidelines for 
conduct hereof to provide all personnel of 
the Company with clear directions for the 
performance of their duties in accordance with 
the Company's Ethical Corporate Management 
Best Practice Principles and local regulations of 
the Company and the Group's operations.

Fubon Financial 
Holdings Board of 

Director

Announcement on the 
enterprise information 

portal (EIP)

Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. 
Whistleblowing Policy

To build an honest and transparent corporate 
culture and facilitate healthy development, 
the Policy was stipulated in accordance with 
Article 32-2 of the Regulations Governing 
Implementation of Internal Control and Auditing 
System of Insurance Enterprises.

Fubon Insurance Board 
of Directors

Announcement on 
Fubon Insurance Sales 

Personnel Service 
Website

It is an internal policy that is 
not disclosed publically.

According to the aforementioned regulations, the Company is prohibited from 
engaging in unfair competition and shall engage in business activities in compliance 
with applicable competition laws and regulations. It may not fix prices, make rigged 
bids, establish output restrictions or quotas, or share or divide markets by allocating 
customers, suppliers, territories, or lines of commerce.

In addition, the Directors, managerial officers, and employees of the Company shall 
fulfill the duty of care to ensure that the Company prevents unethical conduct. They 
shall continuously review implementation results and continue to make improvements 
to ensure thorough implementation of the ethical corporate management policy.

The Company launches disciplinary regulation awareness campaigns and regulatory 
compliance training annually. We also hold regulatory compliance training courses for 
all employees and internal control and management training sessions for managers. 
Starting in 2018, the Company conducts a full-scale training every three years for 
employees to thoroughly adopt an ethical, anti-corruption, and disciplined mindset. 
Meanwhile, all employees receive mandatory training on risk management covering the 
Personal Data Protection Act, Money Laundering Control Act, and information security 
education regularly to strengthen their ethical and regulatory compliance concepts.

Ethical Corporate Management Training

Subject Number of 
people

Completion
rate Subject Number of 

people
Completion

rate

All staff 2,879 100%

Board of 
Directors 9 100%

All staff 2,879 100%

Board of 
Directors 9 100%

Subject Number of 
people

Completion
rate

All staff 2,879 100%

Anti-Corruption Training

Fubon Financial Holdings 
Co., Ltd. Ethical Corporate 

Management and Guidelines 
for Conduct

Training on money laundering 
prevention, combatting the 
financing of terrorism, and 

countering proliferation 
financing
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2.1.3 Regulatory Compliance

Management Approach for Material Topic – Regulatory Compliance 

Management Policy

 ● Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. Compliance System and Management Policy
 ● Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. Insurance Compliance and Management Regulations
 ● Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. Notification and Management Regulations for Material Deficiency or 

Fraud+
 ● Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd and Subsidiaries Regulatory Compliance Effectiveness Evaluation 

Regulations

Responsible Unit

Legal Compliance Dept.

Commitment

Secure the second line of defense of the internal control 
system, ensure compliance awareness throughout the 
Company's organizations by implementing processes 
in the compliance system so that employees adhere to 
a cautious and law-abiding attitude in all operations, 
prevent violations of law while protecting the rights and 
interests of policyholders, fulfill social responsibilities, 
and implement sustainable development.  

Dedicated Resources

 ● 1 Head Office Chief Compliance 
Officer and 8 personnel of the Legal 
Compliance Department.

 ● 72 independent compliance officers for 
each unit.

Goal
 ● Stay on top of regulatory changes and trends, stipulate pertinent regulations and ensure 

implementation.
 ● Enhance internal control and management on regulatory compliance, prevent violations of 

law; timely reflect on violations should they occur in order to achieve the annual goal of zero 
violations of social and environmental laws and regulations. 

Action

 ● Established communication channels to voluntarily notify regulatory changes, offer advocacy 
campaigns, training courses and a regulatory inquiry channel, expecting all units to comply with 
laws and regulations in their operations.

 ● Include the implementation status of compliance operations in the regulatory compliance 
performance evaluation as an indicator. 

The Company established the Legal Compliance Department under the management of the 
President in accordance with the "Regulations Governing the Implementation of Internal 
Control and Auditing System of Insurance Enterprises" to take charge of the planning, 
management, and implementation of the compliance system.

Compliance is the second line of defense in the internal control system. The Company 
established internal consultation and communication channels to actively provide information 
on changes in regulations, awareness campaigns, training programs, and legal consultation. 
The aim is to ensure that all departments comply with regulations in business operations and 
use the compliance system to build a top-down compliance awareness in the Company. When 
a unit is inspected by the competent authority or ordered to provide opinions, or receives a 
penalty notice, the compliance unit shall help the unit clarify and analyze the cause of the 
deficiency or malpractice and potential impacts. They shall discuss improvement plans with 
related departments and communicate the improvement plans to the competent authority 
through the audit unit.

The Company has established the "Compliance System and Management Policy", "Insurance 
Compliance and Management Regulations", and "Notification and Management Regulations 
for Material Deficiency or Fraud", and appointed independent compliance officers in each 
department. The compliance officer shall implement the compliance plan established by the 
Legal Compliance Department each year and encourage employees of all departments to 
implement the following operations to ensure compliance with laws and regulations.  

Fubon Insurance has established "Fubon Insurance and Subsidiaries Compliance Effectiveness 
Evaluation Regulations". The aforementioned compliance procedures each department must 
implement are also evaluated. Evaluation results are translated into seven ratings with 85 
points as the basic score to which points are added or deducted based on the criteria for each 
evaluation item. At the end of each year, the Legal Compliance Department consolidates the 
compliance status of each department and reports the evaluation results to the President for 
review and approval.

1. Management of laws and regulations: In the event of an amendment of insurance-related 
regulations, the Legal Compliance Department shall activate the regulatory update 
procedures. In the event of an amendment of law pertinent to the regulations governing 
the operations of a unit, measures shall be taken in response to the regulatory update.

2. The compliance officer of each department shall provide the employees in their 
department with compliance training and increase employees' awareness in business 
operations.

3. Evaluation plan: The Legal Compliance Department activates internal evaluation 
procedures at regular intervals every six months and follow up on improvement for 
deficiencies whenever necessary to ensure that the practice of all units comply with 
current laws and regulations and reduce the legal risks derived from the violation of law.

4. Tracking violations: In the event that a unit discovers a violation of law or penalty in the 
regular internal evaluation, the Legal Compliance Department shall follow up on the 
violation and confirm the improvement status.
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To enhance internal compliance management efficiency and quality of compliance outcomes, Fubon Insurance introduced the regulatory compliance system in 2019 and completed the full-scale 
adoption in 2021.

The systematic management approach moves the existing standard operations of regulatory compliance online. The process design enables each unit to assign and review cases in the system 
independently, which replaces the traditional paperwork for correspondence and reference. Also, through the built-in timeline settings, the system automatically sends a notification to remind 
the compliance officer of deadlines for compliance operations, which reduces the manpower and working hours required for the Legal Compliance Department to audit and expedite compliance 
operations.  

Establishment of the Regulatory Compliance System

Results and Benefits

The online regulatory compliance system encompasses five processes, on-the-job training (OJT) management process for each unit, compliance self-evaluation management process, regulatory 
update management process, management process for outsourcing operations, and the process for changing unit compliance officer and anti-money laundering officer.

Basic Structure of the Regulatory Compliance System

Compliance personnel activates the OJT management process by filling out and submitting a form in the system specifying relative 
information such as the purpose and contents of the compliance advocacy campaign and designated units to organize such training. 
The compliance officer of each unit shall plan for the compliance training and assign personnel to implement it. After implementation, 
the compliance officer shall fill in relative information of the training, upload relative files, and report to the compliance personnel for 
confirmation to close the case. 

On-the-job training (OJT) management process01

Each unit and the Legal Compliance Department carry out the compliance self-evaluation consisting of universal evaluation items and 
exclusive evaluation items for each unit in the system. 
The Legal Compliance Department revises correspondence and operational guidelines and activates the compliance self-evaluation 
process every six months in the system. The compliance officer of each unit shall fill out the form in the system, and the head of each unit 
shall confirm the contents and sign the self-evaluation report. 
The legal compliance personnel shall confirm the reporting status of each unit and the compliance self-evaluation results by reviewing 
the system-generated compliance self-evaluation report.

Compliance self-evaluation management process02

In response to regulatory changes made by the competent authority, the legal compliance personnel shall activate plans countering 
regulatory changes and notify units affected by the scope of the provisions. The compliance officer of each unit shall individually reply with 
a status report to complete the regulatory update management process. 

Regulatory update management process03

When a unit reports an outsourcing institution to the Legal Compliance Department for signature, the Legal Compliance Department 
activates a declaration process for outsourcing operations by filling out a supplier application form. The application is then sent to the 
unit in need of the outsourcing service to confirm the status of outsourcing (terminated or declaration completed) and archived after the 
application process is completed. 
In accordance with regulations by the competent authority, audits are conducted on the list of declared outsourcing institutions in the 
system regularly. Suppliers that are no longer of service shall be terminated by the unit in the system.

Management process for outsourcing operations (declaration, regular audit, termination)04

When a unit appoints or changes its compliance officer and anti-money laundering officer, it has to fill out an application form signed 
by the head of the unit and submit the form to the Legal Compliance Department and Human Resources Department for qualification 
verification and update of the list of unit officers. 
If a newly appointed officer has signed up for training courses, the human resources and legal compliance personnel will follow up on the 
training status and close the case when the training is completed.

Process for changing unit compliance officer and anti-money laundering officer05

The systematic management of each unit's compliance status effectively reduces the 
workload on compliance personnel, the paperwork required for compliance operations, 
and storage costs, further contributing to environmental protection, energy conservation, 
and sustainable development. The system also timely tracks and ensures the completion 
of compliance operations of each unit. The implementation results of the compliance 
system in 2021 are as follows.

 ● 5 regulatory compliance OJT sessions were held in 2021, and notifications were sent 
timely through the system to urge each unit to complete training.

 ● The self-evaluation process for each unit was activated in the first half and second 
half of 2021.

 ● Through regulatory update settings, the system sends out 64 notifications to units on 
regulatory updates automatically.  

 ● Through the management process for outsourcing operations, the system listed 95 
new suppliers. 

 ● There were 31 applications for the change of compliance officer and anti-money 
laundering officer filed by units through the system.
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Implementation Status of Fubon Insurance Compliance Operations in 2021 

Compliance practice Content Implementation status

Compliance self-
evaluation

In accordance with provisions in Article 34 of the Regulations Governing the 
Implementation of Internal Control and Auditing System of Insurance Enterprises, 
the Company conducts the compliance self-evaluation every six months. 

 ● Compliance self-evaluation in the first half of 2021: All units completed the 
self-evaluation.  

 ● Compliance self-evaluation in the second half of 2021: All units conducted 
the self-evaluation in January 2022 as scheduled in the 2021 annual 
compliance plan.

Dissemination of 
regulatory changes 

and planning of 
countermeasures 

 ● The regulatory update process is activated upon the issuance of the competent 
authority regarding regulatory changes, or the revision of union self-disciplinary 
regulations in order to ensure that all operations of the Company comply with 
the law. 

 ● Upon any regulatory updates, the responsible unit shall review the internal 
control procedures and management regulations and timely make revisions to 
ensure that all operations comply with the law.

 ● 64 regulatory updates were completed in 2021.

Channel for regulatory 
inquiries

All units of the Company, in the event of any confusion or questions concerning 
the exercise of duties or applicable laws and regulations, shall send a regulatory 
inquiry to the Legal Compliance Department. The Company also offers joint review 
services for the contracts of the Group's collaborative projects.

 ● 996 regulatory inquiries were accepted and replied to in 2021.

Opinion letter issuance 
in compliance with 

the law and internal 
regulations by the Head 
Office Chief Compliance 

Officer

Before the Company launches new services and insurance products or proceeds 
with the use of material funds, the Company shall review the legality and issue the 
opinion letter by the compliance officer of the Head Office.

 ● 710 opinion letters by the Head Office Chief Compliance Officer were issued 
in 2021.

Regulatory compliance 
training and advocacy 

campaigns

In accordance with provisions in Article 32 of the Regulations Governing the 
Implementation of Internal Control and Auditing System of Insurance Enterprises, 
the Company organizes regulatory compliance training for related personnel. 

❶ Held 3 regulatory compliance lectures for new employees to communicate 
the basic compliance concepts, including money laundering prevention, 
personal information protection, and treating customers fairly. 

❷ Held 5 legal compliance OJT sessions for unit compliance operations to 
increase compliance awareness. Topics covered include money laundering 
prevention, combatting the financing of terrorism, KYC implementation, 
Group management list handling, penalties among peers, self-disciplinary 
convention, data confidentiality principles, safety control measures, 
penalties related to treating customers fairly principles, elaboration on 
FSC and insurance company primary deficiency, and the 2022 treating 
customers fairly principle evaluation mechanism. 
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According to the Company's "Notification and Management Regulations for Operational Risks", a material violation of law is: 

❶ An event that results in a fine of NT$1 million or more by the competent authority, audit authority, or other authorities, or the dismissal or termination of duties of a director, supervisor, 
president, or vice president. 

❷ Cases subjected to material fines or penalties announced on the website of FSC. 

❸ An event called on by FSG as a violation of law and reported to the Board of Directors.

❹ A deficiency already subjected to a penalty by the competent authority that once again violates the same provision in law and is subjected to a penalty by the competent authority once 
again within one year of the issuance of the last penalty notice. 

Definition of a material violation of law

The home fire insurance underwriting violated 
pertinent insurance regulations, and a fine of NT$6 
million fine was imposed in accordance with Article 
171-1-5 of the Insurance Act.

August 2021

○○ Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. solicits residential fire insurance and established a review system in 2008. The 
default increment percentage for decoration is 45%. There are 154 cases of home fire insurance policies generated 
through this system in April 2019, 149 cases of which did not check the agreed increment percentage for decoration. 
During the underwriting process, the Company agreed to underwrite the insurance without checking the applicants' 
selection of the agreed increment percentage of decoration in the application form. Accordingly, the premium was 
calculated based on the 45% decoration percentage without the consent of applicants for an extended period. 

In the event of a material violation of law, the responsible unit shall report it to related units in accordance with the "Notification and Management Regulations for Operational Risks" and 
"Notification and Management Regulations for Material Deficiency or Fraud". The responsible unit shall also provide a report on material deficiency or fraud and improvement to the next following 
Board of Directors meeting. 

 ● The responsible product department has made adjustments to the insurance application form. Insurance solicitors can 
offer customers options for increment percentage of decoration at 0%, 11%, 27%, and 45% in home insurance plans. 
After the customer makes a decision, the printed policy provides a clear description of the selected percentage. 

 ● The product department formulated a refund mechanism and deficiency improvement plans with the bank and reported 
the handling details to the competent authority on October 7. The Board of Directors of the Company and Fubon 
Financial Holdings were notified in accordance with internal regulations as well.

Improvement measures

Material violation of law in the past three years Occurrence
 date Description
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2.2.1 Risk Management and Underwriting Management

Management Approach for Material Topic – Risk Management and Underwriting Management

Goal

Ensure that the Company's business objectives are met and that the Company is able to maximize shareholder 
value and fulfill its social responsibilities while ensuring adequate solvency.

Management Policy 

 ● Fubon Insurance Risk Management Policy 
 ● Fubon Insurance and Subsidiaries Emerging Risk 

Management Guidelines
 ● Fubon Insurance Own Risk and Solvency Assessment 

Policy 
 ● Fubon Insurance Risk Management Guidelines
 ● Fubon Insurance Underwriting Management 

Guidelines

Responsible Unit 

 ● Board of Directors
 ● Risk Management Committee 

Commitment

 ● Build a fine risk management culture and solid 
corporate governance through the establishment 
of risk management mechanisms and pertinent 
regulations. 

 ● Deliver our commitments to customers through 
comprehensive underwriting policies. 

Dedicated Resources

2.2 Risk Management and Climate Response

Action 

 ● Established the Risk Management Committee under the jurisdiction of the Board of Directors, Chief Risk 
Management Officer, independent risk management department, and risk management units to implement 
the Company's risk management culture through a three-line defense mechanism.

 ● Implement comprehensive risk management through risk identification, measurement, response, monitoring, 
and reporting.

 ● To enhance the implementation and effectiveness of risk management, internal control, and information 
security governance, the Company conducts at least one special audit on business operations each year 
and audits business operations that require further inspection of specific items based on actual business 
conditions.

 ● Established "underwriting guidelines" corresponding to specific underwriting policies and regularly amend 
the guidelines based on business development or statistics of losses, reinsurance contracts, and retained 
capacity. Underwriters must conduct evaluations in accordance with the insurance application form and 
underwriting regulations.

 ● 9 personnel in the Risk Management 
Committee. 

 ● 9 personnel in risk management units.
 ● 382 underwriting personnel in product 

departments.

Fubon Insurance's risk management objective is to establish a fine risk management culture and improve corporate governance by 
establishing risk management mechanisms and pertinent regulations. The Company implements comprehensive risk management 
through risk identification, measurement, response, monitoring, and reporting, and establishes relevant risk indicators, risk 
monitoring points, and early-warning mechanisms in accordance with the "Risk Management Best Practice Principles for Insurance 
Enterprises" to actively monitor and manage critical risks. The Company regularly reports to the Risk Management Committee 
and the Board of Directors to ensure that the Company's business objectives are met and that the Company is able to maximize 
shareholder value and fulfill its social responsibilities while ensuring adequate solvency.

Risk Management
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To strengthen risk awareness and the concept of risk ownership, all business, operation, and 
management units must strictly manage risks on the first line. Unit supervisors assign risk 
management personnel to implement risk control procedures and early-warning mechanisms 
in accordance with the general rules for risk events.

The independent Risk Management Department and Legal Compliance Department are 
responsible for formulating risk management and compliance mechanisms and continuous 
monitoring and reporting.

The independent audit unit is responsible for auditing all units' compliance status of all 
regulations and implementation of compliance mechanisms. The auditing procedures include 
two regular audits annually, as well as two audits planned by Fubon Financial Holdings that 
list risk management operations as key audit items to ensure strict compliance with risk 
management regulations.

First line of defense

Second line of defense

Third line of defense

Organizational Structure of the Risk Management Committee

Board of Directors

Risk Management Committee

Convener: Independent Director
Vice Convener: President

Asset-Liability
Risk Group

Asset-Liability Risk

Capital Adequacy Risk

Insurance Risk Group

Commodity Pricing Risk

Underwriting Risk
Reinsurance Risk
Catastrophe Risk
Claim Risk
Reserve Risk

Operational Risk Group

Operational Risk Events

Operational Risk Index 
Monitoring
Information Security
Personal Data Protection
Email Filtering

Credit Risk Group

Pre-Transaction Credit 
Risk

Credit Rating Limit 
Management

Post-Transaction Credit 
Risk

Market Risk Group

Equity Risk

Interest Rate Risk
Foreign Exchange Risk
Funding Liquidity Risk
Market Liquidity Risk

Executive Secretary/
Chief Risk Officer

The Board of Directors bears the ultimate responsibility for the risk management of 
the Company, and it has established the Risk Management Committee under its direct 
management, appointed a Chief Risk Officer, and set up an independent Risk Management 
Department and various business units to effectively integrate risk management and make full 
use of the audit and supervision functions for risk management. The Company has created a 
risk management culture through the three lines of defense.

R
isk m

anagem
ent inform

ation

Audit unitRisk management unit

Implementation of risk 
management procedures and 

internal control

Risk management 
and monitoring

Independent audit and 
inspection operations

Business units

First line of defense Second line of defense Third line of defense

Board of Directors

Senior management
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The product departments and other 13 units evaluate the level of business correlation, 
vulnerability level, and impact level of the risk items and multiply the average values.

The risk management department sequences the risks by materiality and conducts risk 
assessments on two primary risk scenarios and another emerging risk accordingly.

Fubon Financial Holdings listed 35 risks suggested by the WEF.
The Risk Management Department refers to the DJSI definition of emerging risks. 

(An emerging risk should be a long-term risk for over 3 years, an existing non-traditional 
risk, or a non-material issue.)

Level of business correlation (1 lowest ~ 5 highest) ×
Vulnerability level (1 lowest ~ 5 highest) ×

Impact level (1 lowest ~ 5 highest) = Risk impact level

In terms of the independent audits of the third line of defense, the internal audit unit of Fubon 
Insurance conducts at least one general audit on finance, business, information, and other 
management units in accordance with the "Regulations Governing the Implementation of 
Internal Control and Auditing System of Insurance Enterprises" at least once each year. In 
addition, the Company conducts at least one special audit on business operations each year 
to strengthen the implementation and effectiveness of risk management, internal control, 
and information security governance. It also audits business operations that require further 
inspection of specific items based on actual business conditions.

Moreover, the Company conducts stress tests in accordance with regulations stipulated by 
the competent authority annually to strengthen Fubon Insurance's stress resistance. The 
Company evaluates its financial status and key risk factors under different sensitivity settings 
and stress testing scenarios. The factors include interest rate, stocks, exchange rate, natural 
disasters, fires, nuclear power, and major traffic accidents. The test results show that the 
Company's risk-based capital (RBC) under different scenarios is at least 300% of the control 
standards. The Company also conducts own risk and solvency assessments and reports the 
results to the Board of Directors each year in accordance with the "Insurance Industry Own 
Risk and Solvency Assessment Operating Regulations" and the Company's "Own Risk and 
Solvency Assessment Policy".

The Company conducts emerging risk assessments on emerging risks that may cause 
damages to the Company in the next few years in accordance with Fubon Financial 
Holdings "Emerging Risk Management Guidelines" and the risks announced by the World 
Economic Forum. The three major risks identified by Fubon Insurance in 2021 were "broken 
intercontinental relations", "employment and livelihood crisis", and "changes in customer 
behaviors". The assessment procedures and countermeasures are as follows.

Emerging risk assessment procedures

Yes

Sequence

Emerging Risk Scenario Countermeasures

Geopolitical 
risk – broken 

intercontinental 
relations

China-United 
States trade 

war

Impact Assessment
Fubon Insurance uses the ALGO system of Fubon Financial 
Holdings to customize historical stress scenarios. Based on 
the developments in the China-United States trade war, the 
event was segmented into Phase 1 (2018/3/22~2019/2/25) and 
Phase 2 (2019/5/3~2020/1/15). After assessing the impact on 
Fubon Insurance, Phase 1 of the China-United States trade war 
was selected as the primary scenario for the observation and 
simulation of expected losses of Fubon Insurance's investment 
positions without adjustments made to the asset allocation for 
one day and one month. The results are as follows. 
(Assessment benchmark date: 2021/3/31)  

Risk Control Measures 
❶ Regular risk measurement: include 

market risk value, market risk 
testing, risk factor sensitivity 
analysis, national risk management, 
and credit risk concentration 
management.

❷ Precautionary measures: Risk 
management department continues 
to implement precautionary 
measures including early-warning 
mechanisms for investment target 
price fluctuation and stop-loss 
in the middle/end of the month, 
and sends early warning alert to 
the investment unit of which the 
investment target shows early 
warning signs.   

Investment Countermeasures 
In response to the material risk event, the 
China-United States trade war, the investment 
transaction of targets showing early warning 
signs shall be carefully evaluated and reviewed: 

❶ The investment unit should reactivate the 
evaluation process for investment targets 
showing early warning signs in the daily, 
mid-month, end-of-month monitoring. 

❷ The investment unit should re-evaluate 
the four procedures for investment 
transactions of the individual stocks of 
investment targets showing early warning 
signs to effectively lower the number of 
investment targets showing early warning 
signs.

Phase 1 of the China-United 
States trade war

One day NT$ 351 million

One month NT$ 755 million

Duration
Scenario
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Emerging Risk Scenario Countermeasures

Social risk- 
employment and 

livelihood risk
Aging 

population

❶ Collaborate with several universities in launching internship programs to enhance practical insurance training in universities, bridge students to the 
industry, and actively strengthen the linkage between the schools that cultivate interdisciplinary talents. From 2019 to 2021, 25 students who have 
participated in the internship program officially joined Fubon Insurance. 

❷ Launch industry-academia programs in partnership with universities, design diverse courses, hold lectures on insurance practices and experience to 
help students acquire professional knowledge and build up occupational competitiveness; further advocate the Company's philosophy, elevate brand 
image, and attract new members to join the Company.

Technology 
risk- changes 
in consumer 

behaviors

Boarder 
control 

due to the 
coronavirus 

❶ Due to close borders, domestic tourism is increasingly popular. Hence, the Company redirected its overseas travel insurance service capacity to the 
domestic travel insurance market.

❷ Developed insurance policies in response to the market demand for protection against the pandemic, offering policyholders various options such as 
Guarding against the Pandemic medical insurance and vaccination insurance. 

Set out to create reasonable underwriting profits and implement 
risk management, Fubon Insurance established the "Underwriting 
Risk Management Regulations" in accordance with the "Insurance 
Risk Management Guidelines" to effectively manage underwriting 
risks, implement risk selection, risk dispersion, and risk control. 

The product departments regularly amend the Underwriting Operation 
Regulations based on business development or statistics of losses, 
reinsurance contracts, and their retained capacity. Regulations 
include the Underwriting Guidelines for different products, Tiered 
Responsibility and Authorization Table, Single Hazard Special Net 
Retention Management Regulations, and the Anti-Money Laundering 
and Counter Terrorism Financing Operation Guidelines.

The insurance amount of insurance products is adjusted based on 
the risk level, underwriting item, and underwriting scope. The level of 
authorization is determined based on the different limits for different 
types of insurance policies and specified in the Tiered Responsibility 
Table. Where the special net retention for a single hazard exceeds 
the limit for the highest-ranking supervisor, it shall be decided by the 
Underwriting Committee responsible for risk monitoring.

Underwriters must conduct risk assessments based on the insurance 
application form, insurance inquiry table, or survey report produced 
by the loss control unit for underwriting. They must also clarify 
and establish suitable insurance terms based on the Underwriting 
Guidelines. When different types of insurance policies are reviewed in 
the underwriting process, the Company may consider the reinsurance 
contracts for the year and retained capacity, and use facultative 
reinsurance to disperse risks.

Underwriting Management

Fubon Insurance incorporates risk identification and assessment for ESG (environmental protection, social responsibility, 
and governance) issues into the underwriting process to promote the sustainable development of the economy and society.

Risk planning Customer protection

Through continuous communication, the 
Company increases the awareness of ESG 
risks of insurance applicants and the insured 
and provides the insured with reasonable 
protection for property and liability risks to 
ensure comprehensive coverage in the event 
of losses, reduce the impact of ESG risks, 
and create social and economic stability. In 
addition, we continue to develop innovative 
insurance products in response to policies of 
the competent authority and hold advocacy 
campaigns to help the public 
gain more comprehensive 
knowledge of ESG issues.

Fubon Insurance's underwriting procedures 
involve varying underwriting regulations and risk 
assessments for different groups. The underwriter 
must process cases in accordance with the 
following principles and evaluate the insurance 
requirements of the insured and product suitability.

❶ Understand whether the insured has an insurable interest in 
the subject matter insured.

❷ Understand whether the policy contains pertinent insurance 
agreements to understand the insurance requirements.

❸ Evaluate whether the policy conditions are commensurate 
with pertinent risks and scale.

❹ Include the identity category or current state of operations of 
the insured into underwriting considerations. For instance, if 
the insured of an environmental pollution liability insurance 
policy is a target included by the competent authority for 
enhanced management, the insured may only purchase the 
insurance after the control is lifted.
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Fubon Insurance established rigorous insurance underwriting systems and procedures in accordance with the "Regulations Governing Business Solicitation, Policy Underwriting and Claims of 
Insurance Enterprises" and the "Regulations Governing Financial Services Enterprises in Ensuring that Financial Products or Services Are Suitable to Financial Consumers". Underwriters adopt 
consistent standards to review and effectively complete the underwriting procedures to ensure the Company's security and profitability in operations.

To effectively simplify the underwriting procedures and increase the work efficiency of underwriters, Fubon Insurance launched a "smart underwriting decision-making system" for personal 
insurance in May, 2020. The system integrates existing database and the decision-making system and assists underwriters in handling personal insurance underwriting more efficiently by offering 
real-time information support. It simplifies the underwriting procedures and enhances the efficiency of policy issuance. In 2021, the Company underwrote 2,211,007 insurance policies (excluding 
epidemic prevention insurance), 1,611,240 of which were processed through the smart underwriting system. The automation rate was 72.9%.

The Global Risks Report 2021 published by the World Economic Forum (WEF) stated that environmental risks account for all of the 
top five risks that are likely to occur in the next ten years. Fubon Insurance seeks to identify the risks brought forth by climate change 
as early as possible and actively respond to and develop related opportunities. Our support of green development based on the core 
competencies of the financial industry also increases the resilience of the Company and ensure sustainable development.

In the first half of 2019, Fubon Insurance adopted the structure of climate risks and opportunities provided in the Task Force on Climate-
Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) published by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and proposed four frameworks (governance, 
strategy, risk management, metrics and targets) accordingly. Related departments completed the climate change questionnaire. The 
Risk Management Department completed the gap analysis of climate change management, identified climate risks, transition risks and 
opportunities, and proposed strategies and measures in response. To enhance the Company's climate change evaluation and reporting, 
Fubon Financial Holdings commissioned consultants to enhance disclosures. Evaluation methods in the 2021 enhancement project 
include climate sensitivity identification, the calculation of investment emissions, and scenario analysis.   

2.2.2 Climate Change Risk Management

Management Approach for Material Topic – Climate Strategies

Goal

 ● Enhance the Company's resilience and implement sustainable development. 
 ● Include results of climate change risk assessments in the own risk and solvency assessment report annually. 
 ● Include catastrophic disasters in stress testing to ensure that risk-based capital (RBC) is at least 300% of the control 

standards.

Action 

 ● Continue to enhance climate change management guidelines, identify climate-related physical and transition risks and 
opportunities, and propose corresponding strategies and countermeasures based on the four frameworks (governance, 
strategy, risk management, metrics and targets) proposed by TCFD.

 ● Identify the Company's customers and investee industries that are of high climate sensitivity.
 ● Conduct flooding potential analysis of all Fubon Insurance service sites.
 ● Arrange for employees to receive training regularly and obtain necessary professional certifications to support offshore 

wind power insurance operations.

Management Policy 

 ● Fubon Insurance Risk Management Policy
 ● Fubon Financial Holdings and Subsidiaries Climate 

Change Management Guidelines

Commitment

Actively respond to climate change, implement energy 
conservation and carbon reduction measures within 
the Company, and exert influence through product 
development and green investment.

Responsible Unit 

Risk Management Dept.

Dedicated Resources

9 personnel in the Risk 
Management Department.
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Aspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and Performance

Governance

In accordance with "Fubon Financial Holdings and Subsidiaries Climate Change Management Guidelines", the Company's Risk Management Department examines 
and evaluates the potential risks, opportunities, and impact resulting from climate change and includes the findings in the Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA) 
report annually. The Chief Risk Management Officer reports the results of the evaluation to the Risk Management Committee and the Board of Directors once a 
year. For the Board of Directors, high-level executives, and all management personnel to understand more in-depth the impact of climate change and TCFD on the 
insurance industry, the Company commissioned consultants in 2021 to share knowledge on the topic of "Resilience and Benchmark in the Climate Transition of the 
Insurance Industry".  

Strategy

To reduce and adapt to the impact of climate change on business operations, the Company evaluates the risks and opportunities brought forth by climate change 
and considers climate change factors in operational planning and decision-making processes in accordance with Fubon Financial Holdings and Subsidiaries Climate 
Change Management Guidelines. We actively implement various eco-friendly, energy-saving, and decarbonization measures, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and 
promote green financial services in response to the climate change impacts on the industry. Furthermore, in keeping with international climate change frameworks, 
Fubon Insurance strives to continuously enhance climate change management.

【 Climate risk assessment result 】

Risk type Risk Impact 
duration

Positions under 
financial impact Impact description Mitigation measures

Physical risks

Flood Short-term Underwriting

The occurrence of flood, mudslide, 
and landslide results in the insured 
suffering material financial losses.

 ● Regularly conduct risk assessments on extreme 
weather events such as earthquakes and typhoons 
and review the accumulation of catastrophe risk 
percentage to ensure that the value at risk is in 
keeping with the insurance limit of a single event. 

 ● Choose reinsurers with good credit ratings and 
regularly monitor the percentage of reinsurance 
ceded, as well as changes in credit ratings of 
reinsurers to avoid reinsurance credit risks.

Mudslide Short-term Underwriting

Landslide Short-term Underwriting

Transition risks

 The addition 
of carbon 

management-
related 

regulations

Long-term Investment

In response to definitive regulations 
related to carbon management 
introduced domestically and 
globally, Fubon Insurance expects 
its investee companies that are 
listed as special industries in the 
CDP or required of mandatory 
declaration by the Environmental 
Protection Administration to be 
under priority control beneath 
such regulations and impact the 
Company's investment positions.

The total investment amount in 2020 was NT$ 68.38 
billion. The investment amount in domestic stocks 
was NT$14.435 billion (top ten stocks account for 
84%). The risk exposure accounts for 5.8% of the 
total investment amount. In accordance with the 
four investment procedures and pertinent risk 
management regulations, the Investment Department 
analyzes and carefully evaluates investment targets 
and implements the most adequate investment asset 
allocation while avoiding the concentration of risks.

Aspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and Performance
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Aspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and Performance

Climate-Related 
Opportunities Business Opportunity Evaluation

Develop and/or 
increase low-carbon 

products and services

 ● The Company partnered with electric scooter sharing system service providers to provide insurance that offers coverage for service 
interruption due to vehicle damage and repair. 

 ● We combined solar PV and wind power generation into the green energy insurance program and launched related insurance policies 
such as the wind power financing credit insurance. We support government policies that promote green finance and the development of 
the renewable energy industry by offering protection to banks through credit insurance to encourage banks' willingness to consistently 
invest in the renewable energy industry.

 ● In the active development of digitalized services and transactions, we launched a pilot project of distance insurance application service 
via videoconferencing and continue to optimize functions of the app for solicitors to reduce the paper required for the insurance process.

Product and services/
development and 
innovation of new 

products and services

 ● Taiwan's agricultural products are often affected by low temperatures, heavy rain, and typhoons. The Company provides insurance for 
crops and aquatic products in response to government policies and the needs of farmers and fishers. 

 ● The Company introduced business continuity plans and post-disaster recovery services to help customers. We also began long-term 
partnerships with the Center for Weather Climate and Disaster Research of National Central University and National Taiwan University 
and developed multiple quantitative evaluation systems such as the earthquake risk assessment system and typhoon and flood risk 
evaluation system to provide customers with comprehensive recommendations for business life cycle risks and loss control.

Climate-related opportunities identified in 2021

【 Climate risk response strategies 】

Fubon Financial Holdings and all subsidiaries abide by the Fubon Financial Holdings Co., Ltd. and Subsidiaries Responsible Investment Management Guidelines. The 
performance of investment target companies in environmental, social, and governance (ESG) aspects is considered in our evaluation and analysis. A review on green investment 
targets' performance in environmental issues is included in Fubon Insurance's four primary ESG investment indicators (shown below) in accordance with the regulations 
governing the disclosure of financial product investment evaluation reports.

1. Implement responsible investment by considering the environment and climate actions of the investment target

ESG Investment Indicators Confomrity

I. Has any ethical violation occurred in the operation of the management team and the company within the last year? ○ / ✕

II. Has any incident that poses a threat to public safety and people's life and property occurred in the enterprise within the last year? ○ / ✕

III. Has the company remained in collaboration with a supplier of the company's product upstream, midstream and downstream supply chain where 
a violation of law has occurred within the last year? ○ / ✕

IV. Has the company been involved in any violation of green practices, human rights, or serious labor-management disputes within the last year? ○ / ✕

Strategy  

Aspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and Performance
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Strategy

Risk 
Management

Fubon Financial Holdings pledged to adopt science-based carbon reduction targets (SBT) in 2016, conducted the Scope 3 inventory on investment and financing, and 
plans to submit targets for verification in 2022. Fubon Insurance also has also conducted carbon inventory on assets and set targets accordingly. After the targets are 
verified, we will stay committed to the carbon reduction goals through the regular tracking of asset portfolio management, engagement and other means.

Manage investment and financing emissions using science-based carbon reduction targets (SBT)

The Company has stipulated principles that clearly define the ESG investment management mechanisms that should be considered when regulating the use of 
funds, taking environmental, social, and corporate governance issues (ESG) into consideration, and are 100% applicable to the Company's equity, debt, and fund/ETF 
investments. As a decision-making reference prior to making investments, the Company reviews whether related news, financial performance, industry status, social 
responsibility, and governance-related performance of the investee are in conformity with the ESG investment indicators. Investment will not be made to investment 
targets that violate the indicators, and the Company resorts to the negative list as a control measure after investment. Investee shall not receive additional investment if 
any violation is found concerning the aforementioned issues, and the existing positions will be re-evaluated. Where decrease is in need due to the increase of corporate 
risk, the Company shall adjust the trading positions based on the market status. 

Taiwan is easily affected by natural disasters such as typhoons and floods due to its geolocation. Disasters resulting from climate change are considerable risks in 
property insurance. Fubon Insurance incorporates climate change-related risk assessments in the own risk and solvency assessment report and includes catastrophic 
disasters in the stress testing in compliance with regulations stipulated by the competent authority. The test results show that the Company's risk-based capital (RBC) 
under different scenarios is at least 300% of the control standards.

The reinsurance department of Fubon Insurance provides the Company's catastrophe (CAT) simulation analysis results as a reference for purchasing the capacity of 
catastrophe contracts. Heavily affected by natural disasters, the underwriting policies for engineering insurance and property insurance are adjusted based on the 
results of the PML analysis provided by the Loss Control Department. For instance, the claims coverage for natural disasters will be expanded or restrained based on 
PML analysis results.

【Climate risk management procedures】

Fubon Insurance encourages customers to reduce climate risks related to insurance assets through policy pricing structure provisions. 

❶ Preferential insurance plans for green engineering: For subject matters related to renewable or sustainable development applying for engineering insurance, the 
product department conducts analysis on loss factors and reflects its findings in the premium (lower rates), deductible (lower amount), and additional coverage (larger 
scope). Subject matters include green buildings using sustainable materials, solar power equipment, power storage equipment, and wind power systems.

❷ Fire insurance differential rate: The existing fire insurance offers differential rates based on the class of customers' buildings. While underwriting fire insurance, the 
Company always reviews the risk exposure of the subject matter and offers reasonable consideration. Customers can obtain better protection against climate risks 
under a preferential rate. Through lowering the cost of risk transfer, the Company encourages customers to strengthen protection against climate risks.

❸ Loss control services: The Company provides customers with typhoon and flood risk assessment. Assessment results serve as references for insurance 
underwriting, as well as customer flood preparedness and response using longer recurrence intervals. In addition, the Company offers wind damage risk 
assessment for solar power equipment and other outdoor equipment. Similarly, assessment results serve as references for both insurance underwriting and 
improvement planning.

Generally speaking, when formulating insurance policies, Fubon Insurance considers the results of the PML analysis and risk coefficients including past loss 
experience in varying areas and protection measures adopted by customers. After thorough evaluation and verification, the Company introduces products 
featuring different insurance conditions.

Aspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and Performance
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Risk 
Management

In 2021, Fubon Insurance referred to the four climate change scenarios proposed in the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) and calculated the potential risk exposure of physical risks and transition risks in the below 2 °C scenario (RCP2.6) and the business-as-usual high 
emission scenario (RCP8.5) within the scope of the underwriting data in 2020. 

【Risk management and monitoring/ scenario analysis and stress testing】

1.  Physical risk assessment result and risk mitigation measures

(1)  Assessment result 

Given that underwriting data are primarily affected by physical risks, the Company considers risk factors of floods, mudslide and landslides. Risks are categorized into 
five levels based on criticality and rainfall simulation data. Level 5 is of the highest criticality. The speculated number of cases in each scenario is as follows.

(2) Risk mitigation measures

❶ Assuming that rainfall, flooding, mudslides and landslides occur in the subject area, the calculated risk exposure is not the estimated value of loss impact. The 
Company regularly conducts risk assessments on extreme weather events such as earthquakes and typhoons and reviews the accumulation of catastrophe risk 
percentage to ensure that the value at risk is in keeping with the insurance limit of a single event. 

❷ Choose reinsurers with good credit ratings and regularly monitor the percentage of reinsurance ceded, as well as changes in credit ratings of reinsurers to avoid 
reinsurance credit risks.

Level Number of case Risk exposure amount
 (Unit: NT$100 million) Percentage

1 161 244.2 14.1%
2 802 1,248.1 72.0%
3 118 218.2 12.6%
4 14 21 1.2%
5 1 1.5 0.1%

The Company's risk exposure (retention) in the below 2° C scenario (RCP2.6) and the business-as-
usual high emission scenario (RCP8.5) is shown in the following table. 

Scenario Assessment criteria Risk exposure amount
 (Unit: NT$100 million)

RCP2.6 Level 3~5 240.7
RCP8.5 Level 1~5 1732.9

Aspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and Performance
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Risk 
Management

(1) Assessment result

Given that Fubon Insurance's investee companies in industries like transportation and electronic components manufacturing are more vulnerable to transition risks, 
the Company categorizes subjects listed as special industries in the CDP or required of mandatory declaration by the Environmental Protection Administration into 
three levels to examine investee vulnerability. Level 3 is of the highest vulnerability.  

In 2021, Fubon Insurance screened investment and underwriting cases at the end of 
2020 with retention value exceeding NT$100 million based on materiality principles. 
Excluding data in foreign places and data without specific addresses, there were 1,096 
underwriting cases and 37 investment cases. The Company identifies customers and 
investee industries of high climate sensitivity based on the level of exposure (value 
at risk, e.g., investment amount, retention), vulnerability (industry type, e.g., subjects 
required of mandatory declaration by the Environmental Protection Administration), 
and criticality (flood, mudslide and landslide damage potential analysis). The evaluation 
results indicate that the Company's investment and underwriting customers are mostly 
of low climate sensitivity. 

(2) Risk mitigation measures

The total investment amount in 2020 was NT$ 68.38 billion. The investment amount in domestic stocks was NT$14.435 billion (top ten stocks account for 84%). The 
risk exposure accounts for 5.8% of the total investment amount. In accordance with the four investment procedures and pertinent risk management regulations, the 
Investment Department analyzes and carefully evaluates the investment target and implements the most adequate investment asset allocation while avoiding the 
concentration of risks in the invested industries.

2.Transition risk assessment result and risk mitigation measuresTransition risk assessment result and risk mitigation measures

3. Climate sensitivity identification of investment, financing and underwriting positions

Level Number of case Risk exposure amount
 (Unit: NT$100 million) Percentage

1 30 87.9 68.7%
2 7 40.0 31.3%
3 0 0 0.0%

The Company's risk exposure in the below 2°C scenario (RCP2.6) and the business-as-usual high 
emission scenario (RCP8.5) is shown in the following table. 

Scenario Assessment criteria Risk exposure amount
 (Unit: NT$100 million)

RCP2.6 Level 2~3 40.0
RCP8.5 There is no transition risk -

Level Exposure x vulnerability x 
criticality Investment Underwriting

1 0-10 33 1,065
2 11-20 2 24
3 21-30 1 5
4 31-40 1 1
5 41-50 0 1

Sum 37 1,096

Aspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and Performance
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Risk 
Management

Metrics and 
targets 

To understand the impact of physical risks on each service site, Fubon Insurance used the typhoon flood model to speculate the maximum potential inundation based 
on 24-hour precipitation events for 50-year and 100-year recurrence intervals under the assumption that the reservoir and flood control facilities function normally 
without damage, and there are no dike breaches and downstream storm surges. We have emergency response measures in place to respond to and reduce the 
potential impact of various disasters. Among all service sites, Yilan and Ji'an Contact Offices are under flooding risk for a 50-year recurrence interval. The rest of the 
sites are free of flooding risks. See P.92 in the appendix for detail analysis of Fubon Insurance service sites.

4. Flooding potential analysis of Fubon Insurance service sites

In accordance with Fubon Financial Holdings Co., Ltd. and Subsidiaries Responsible Investment Management Guidelines, Fubon is committed to sustainable 
corporate transformation through the launch of various financial products and investment and financing strategies to enhance resilience against climate change 
and create sustainability values for the economy, society, and environment. To achieve Fubon Financial Holdings'vision of "helping customers go sustainable", Fubon 
Insurance's investment division collaborated with Fubon Financial Holdings on the formulation of quantitative and qualitative goals in 2021.

1. Conduct investment carbon emission inventory and set green investment targets

Fubon Insurance obtained the ISO 14064 greenhouse 
gas validation and verification and set greenhouse gas 
emissions reduction goals with 2017 as the baseline 
year. We plan to reduce emissions by 4% by 2021 and 
12% by 2025. The total greenhouse gas emissions in 
2021 were 5,884.786 tCO2e.

An inventory of the Company's investment and 
financing emissions is conducted based on companies 
with investment values exceeding NT$100 million. 
The total emissions were approximately 103 thousand 
tCO2e.  

2. Greenhouse gas emissions

Quantitative goals are capital investment in green finance and investment, including 
low-carbon and renewable energy technologies. 

（1）Quantitative goal

 ● We have stopped underwriting new investments for power plants that 
rely on over 50% of coal-burning for electricity generation since 2021 
unless the capital required is specifically for transitioning to other 
renewable energy sources.

 ● We continue to help Fubon Financial Holdings review and stipulate 
additional criteria for the admittance and divestment of industries 
with high carbon emissions (e.g. power plants, coal mining industry, 
cement industry, iron and steel industry, and the petrochemical 
industry) from 2021 to 2025.

（2）Qualitative goal 

Scope Emissions (Unit: tCO2e)

Scope 1 Direct GHG emissions 295.5696

Scope 2 Indirect GHG emissions associated with the purchase of 
power 3,139.4240

Scope 3
Indirect GHG emissions from transportation 1,819.2255

Indirect GHG emissions of products used by the organization 630.5670

Low-carbon 
investment

The investment balance in renewable energy and pertinent 
industries in 2021 was NT$11.1 billion.

Renewable 
energy 

technologies

The investment balance in renewable energy technologies and 
pertinent industries in 2021 was NT$10.1 billion.

Note 1: The scope of the inventory covers Fubon Insurance headquarters and service sites open to the public.

Fubon Insurance's greenhouse gas emissions in 2021:

Aspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and Performance
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Aspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and PerformanceAspect Fubon Insurance Countermeasures and Performance

Metrics and 
targets 

The long-term ESG sustainability goal of Fubon Financial Holdings for 2025 
encompasses four strategies, decarbonization, digitalization, empowerment, and 
connection. Adhering to the Group's low-carbon sustainable vision, the Company 
continues to help customers go sustainable through product development and 
implements adjustment to or reduction of climate change. Fubon Insurance's 
climate-related products and services are categorized into "renewable energy 
insurance", "natural disaster insurance", and "sustainability-related insurance". 
The performance for the three types of insurance in 2021 amounted to NT$4.78 
billion in revenue. A goal of NT$7 billion for sustainability-related insurance was 
set for 2025.

3. Climate opportunity indicators
Category Product revenue (monetary value)

Renewable energy insurance NT$ 1.03 billion
Natural disaster insurance NT$ 3.7 billion

Sustainable insurance NT$ 50 million

Climate-related sustainable product revenue in 2021 NT$ 4.78 billion

Climate-related sustainable product revenue in 2025 NT$ 7 billion

2.3 Supply Chain Management and Communication

Management Approach for Material Topic – Supply Chain Management 

Goal

Fubon Financial Holdings requests all suppliers to sign the "Supplier Standard of Conduct 
Pledge" and commit to compliance with related regulations. Fubon Insurance will not 
collaborate with suppliers that have not signed the compliance statement.

Management Policy

 ● Regulations for Electronic Procurement and 
Supplier Management

 ● Supplier Sustainable Development Code of 
Conduct

Responsible Unit

 ● Fubon Financial Holdings General 
Administration Division

 ● Fubon Insurance Administrative 
Department

Commitment

Respond to the international focus on supplier 
sustainability risk management and jointly 
facilitate sustainability transition with suppliers.

Dedicated Resources Action

 ● Examined environmental, social and economic indicators through the supplier self-
assessment questionnaire and inspected 37 key suppliers onsite to verify the authenticity 
of supplier certification.

 ● Request qualified suppliers to complete CSR training before participating in Fubon's 
bidding.

 ● Hold supplier CSR meetings to provide suppliers involved in the CSR evaluation with 
feedback for improvement in CSR-related policies.

1,414 suppliers governed by regulations of 
Fubon Financial Holdings.

Fubon Insurance follows the policies of the parent company Fubon Financial Holdings and established specific requirements in accordance with the "Regulations for Electronic Procurement" to 
preclude new suppliers that are entities sanctioned by the "Counter-Terrorism Financing Act" or entities whose place of registration or jurisdiction is prohibited from transactions. New suppliers 
must provide proof of establishment, credit and tax payment, and pass audits for normal operation without suspected breach of contract before they become qualified suppliers of the Company.
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In 2021, the Company's electronic procurement system recorded 1,414 suppliers (125 additional suppliers compared to 2020 with an increase of 10%). Suppliers are divided into six categories by 
industry. The Company selected 37 key suppliers based on criteria such as a certain level of procurement in a specific category, low substitutability of services and products, and importance to the 
operations of subsidiaries such as Fubon Financial Holdings and Fubon Insurance.

Distribution of key suppliers of Fubon Financial Holdings by industry (threshold amount of procurements)

IT equipment/services (10 million)

Decoration and construction (20 million)

Office equipment (5 million)

Printed materials (5 million)

Labor services (10 million)

General consumables (5 million)

51%

3%

19%

11%

8%
8%

Supplier Sustainability ManagementSupplier Evaluation and Procurement Mechanism

To strengthen supply chain sustainability and resilience, Fubon 
Financial Holdings conducts CSR evaluation of suppliers, CSR 
training, and CSR meetings focused on the management of 
greenhouse gas emissions. Through sharing with suppliers 
domestic and global carbon reduction trends and management 
advice, we continue to communicate with our suppliers and 
extend the shared value based on partnerships. In 2021, the 
response rate of the CSR assessment questionnaire was 94%. 
We have conducted on-site inspections at 37 key suppliers, 
reaching a 100% coverage, and organized a supplier CSR 
meeting that acknowledged outstanding suppliers in the 
CSR evaluation, explained the evaluation results, provided 
feedback for improvement, and advocated the reduction and 
management of greenhouse gas emissions.

Fubon Financial Holdings has been requesting all suppliers to comply with the requirements for 
labor rights, human rights, worker health and safety, environmental protection, and prohibition 
on commissions and kickbacks stipulated in Fubon's "Supplier Sustainable Development Code 
of Conduct" since 2016. Suppliers are also required to sign the "Supplier Standard of Conduct 
Pledge" to expressly commit themselves to compliance with the aforementioned contents. 
The Company also established penal provisions for violations. As of the end of 2021, 100% of 
the suppliers in the electronic procurement system have signed the statement. In 2021, new 
suppliers are requested to complete the "New Supplier Sustainability Risk Self-Assessment 
Form" for the examination of their performance in all ESG aspects. Qualified suppliers in the 
electronic procurement system can view information on public tendering cases and directly 
submit bids and collect bid information in the system. The Company has established supplier 
evaluation mechanisms based on suppliers' performance records and compliance with the CSR 
guidelines in the Supplier Sustainable Development Code of Conduct to ensure the consistency of 
service quality and strengthen the sustainability of the supply chain. To strengthen partnerships 
with good suppliers, suppliers with poor records or CSR compliance may be downgraded or 
suspended.

Link to the Supplier 
Sustainable 
Development Code of 
Conduct
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Evaluation Measure B: Supplier On-site Inspection 

37 key suppliers 100%
Subject of evaluation Coverage

Verify the results of supplier evaluation in written format by observing the operations onsite.

Inspection purpose

Evaluation Result

Supplier CSR Evaluation

Evaluation Measure A: Supplier CSR Self-Assessment Questionnaire 

Qualified suppliers that have reached the transaction amount threshold 94%
Subject of evaluation Response rate

Supplier external opinion channel and 
handling mechanism, ethical management, 

regulatory compliance, supplier management, 
information security, business continuity 

management capabilities, etc.

Economic indicator

Labor human rights management, 
worker health and safety

Social indicator

Conduct investigation on greenhouse gas 
emissions and waste handling

Environmental indicator

The suppliers evaluated in 2021 performed better in the stipulation of labor human rights policies, whereas there is room for improvement in organizing labor human rights 
training and implementing human rights due diligence surveys. Overall, the average score improved by 4% in labor human rights management in 2021 from that of 2020. Suppliers 
in the decoration and construction category that were marked as medium-risk in the Company's human rights risk assessment showed a 15% progress in the average score from 
that of 2020. It is evident that the aforementioned evaluation mechanism has successfully urged suppliers to focus on labor human rights and resulted in gradual improvement in 
their day-to-day operations.

Supplier CSR Training

Course title

Greenhouse gas emissions
management

Content

Provide suppliers with domestic and 
overseas carbon reduction trends 

and management advice

Qualified suppliers that wish to 
participate in Fubon Insurance's 

bidding

Subject Completion/Participation rate

100%
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CH3 Evolve
Leading the One-Stop Digital 
Service Model

 ● Robotic process automation (RPA) was introduced to achieve digitalization of operation procedures. 

 ● The first property & casualty insurer approved by the Financial Supervisory Commission to launch the pilot project of distance solicitation via 
videoconferencing.

 ● Obtained the BS 10012 certification for personal data protection.

 ● In 2021, the overall customer satisfaction rate was 85.9%, and the overall net promoter score was 38.7.

Highlight performance

3.1 Digital Finance and Innovation

3.2 Privacy and Information Security Management

3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management

Corresponding SDGs



Technological Innovation Promotion Team

3.1 Digital Finance and Innovation

Management Approach for Material Topic – Digital Finance and Innovation

Goal

 ● Build an interdepartmental communication platform to enhance resource use efficiency in digital development.
 ● Attain 4,000 hours/month of virtual employee comprehensive performance output in 2022 through the introduction of RPA.
 ● Implement distance solicitation technology with a goal of achieving 10,000 insurance purchases through distance solicitation in 

2022.
 ● Integrate virtual and physical resources to offer customers diverse and convenient claims application channels, accelerate the 

claims process, and enhance claims handling timeliness.
 ● Continue to promote electronic policies, dedicated to the reduction of photocopied policies in paper and environmental 

sustainability. The goal for 2025 is to issue 12,684,771 electronic policies at a 133.4% growth rate with 2020 as the baseline 
year.

 ● Reduce the issuance and delivery of paper DMs, launch EDM through precision marketing measures to protect the environment 
and boost conversion rate simultaneously.

 ● Management Regulations for Technology 
Innovation Project Activation

 ● Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. Operational 
Regulations for Solicitor Distance Solicitation 

 ● Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. Management 
Regulations for Robotic Process Automation 
Applications

 ● Operational Regulations for Fubon Insurance 
Mobile Services 

 ● Matters Requiring Attention for Insurance 
Companies Involved in E-Commerce 

Action

 ● Timely communication digital innovation measures: Arrange technological innovation promotion team meetings in response 
to the needs of each unit's digitalization proposals for timely communication and discussion. Efficiently track and strengthen 
technology innovation management through compiling innovative technology project status quarterly. 

 ● Digital customer service: Built an online AI text chatbot to offer customers real-time Q&A services
 ● Online insurance purchase: Target electronic payment platforms with heavy traffic and a large number of members for 

partnerships in insurance premium payment collection and the establishment of an insurance ecosystem jointly. Launched 
the "Insurance Pilot Project" with third-party payment platforms to trial-run innovative business models within the scope 
permitted by pertinent laws and regulations, offering the public a faster and more convenient insurance purchase experience.

 ● Accident report: Accept claims application through a variety of accident report channels. Acceptance of claims by a single 
phone call via the 0800 hotline was enabled in April 2021. A total of 2,320 claims cases were accepted through the hotline by 
the end of 2021.

Management Policy

Commitment

 ● Build an open and innovative communication 
platform, facilitate the Company's innovation, 
and achieve financial innovation throughout 
the insurance value chain. 

Responsible Unit

 ● Technological Innovation 
Promotion Team

 ● Digital Operation Dept.

Dedicated Resources 

 ● The Technological Innovation 
Promotion Team is presided 
over by the Chairman and 
consists of 10 top executives 
including the President. 

 ● A workforce of 159 employees 
including 42 planning 
personnel, 64 information 
personnel, and 53 system 
development personnel. 

Fubon Insurance has followed trends and actively rode the wave of mobile and digital developments by investing more efforts and resources 
in research and development. We worked hard to be the first to introduce new products that are more suitable for our customers, and we have 
gradually shifted our coverage from tangible assets to intangible assets. Furthermore, we strive to optimize every customer touchpoint and focus 
on the improvement and breakthrough of the purchase and service experience to create an irreplaceable and unique consumer experience. We 
also integrated ecosystems to provide differentiated services, reinforce customer loyalty, and increase customer contribution to attain stable 
progress in diversity and refined management.

The "Fubon Insurance Technological Innovation Promotion Team" was established to accelerate the Company's digitalization and integrate 
and execute the overall innovation strategies for FinTech development. The Team's mission includes interdepartmental communication and 
coordination, information integration and communication, and business collaboration and cooperation between Fubon Financial Holdings 
Fintech Division and other subsidiaries. The Technological Innovation Promotion Team is also an open innovation platform that encourages 
employees to create innovative and experimental proposals for resolving pain points in business operations. In 2021, we launched 11 projects to 
enhance employee efficiency and optimize user experience in front-end sales, product underwriting, and claims handling. 

Building on the Insurance Value Chain with Digital Technology to Increase Operational Efficiency in All Aspects

Departments - information integration and communication
Employees - open innovation platform

Other subsidiaries of the group - technological 
innovation business liaison and collaboration

Externally

Internally
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Type Key Projects Project Scope

Type Key Projects Project Scope

Operating 
Procedures 

Digitalization

Introduction of RPA Procedures 
and Application Expansion

Robotic process automation (RPA) is introduced to conduct inventory and diagnosis of the Company's operating procedures and 
achieve full-scale work digitalization and process automation. Cultivate citizen developers to enhance each unit's capacity for 
independent RPA development.

Personal Insurance 
(Mobile App)

Additional functions such as signature of the insured, the link for renewal, and application submission in photographs are enabled in 
the B2A app, offering more convenience to insurance solicitors using the mobile interface.

Fire Insurance Underwriting 
Procedure Intelligent Evaluation 

Original premium rate models are established by having fire insurance inspectors enter site inspection data into the computer 
system.

Compulsory Insurance 2.0 

It is a pilot project jointly implemented by 14 insurance companies that introduced AI to process claims calculation of compulsory 
insurance and medical insurance. It simplifies claims handling procedures and reduces handling time by sending the diagnosis 
certificates and medical bill receipts to the AI recognition engine, which is followed by a manual review of the results of AI 
verification and calculation.

Claims Images Digitalization 
The claims documents provided by customers are scanned and compiled in a digital file. Managers can directly verify the claims 
in the system by reviewing the images. The filing of claims cases is also digitalized, which enhances the efficiency of claims 
management.  

Customer Service 
Digitalization

Security/Claims Consortium 
Blockchain

The Security/Claims Consortium Blockchain is a joint project implemented by 18 property and life insurance companies that offers 
policyholders one-stop services. Customers can simply make a request to any of the insurance companies involved for a change of 
policy or claims, and the rest of the insurance companies will receive the request as well. Policyholders no longer have to prepare 
multiple copies of documents and submit applications to insurance companies separately. It attains the benefits of file-sharing.

Premium Payment via LINE Pay The project is in collaboration with LINE Pay. Policyholders will be guided on LINE Pay to the official website of Fubon Insurance for 
renewal or use the scanner in LINE Pay to scan the QR Code on the payment notice and pay using the credit card linked to LINE Pay.

Customer Service App Function 
Optimization 

Biometric recognition is introduced to the log-in mechanism. It makes it more convenient for members to log in to the app without 
using passwords. We also collaborated with multiple e-commerce and electronic payment platforms on launching online payment 
and online insurance purchase services. Partners include JKOPAY, LINE Pay, and icash Pay.

Counter Service Digitalization 
with Webcams

Counter staff can use Webcam scanners to scan and enter customer IDs into the system, sparing the process of photocopying and 
waste of paper.

AI-OCR Components for 
Identification

AI-powered OCR technology is introduced to convert images into digital texts and reduce the manual data input of passports, 
boarding passes, and account book photocopies. The technology also supports the auto-recognition of national ID, vehicle license, 
and car/scooter driver's license.  

Pilot Project for Distance 
Solicitation Video Conferencing 
Authentication 

The Next2U app for distance solicitation conducts video conferencing authentication on mobile devices using biometric recognition 
technology. It verifies the applicant's identity, checks whether the applicant being authenticated is a living person, and completes the 
distance collection of insurance application documents with e-signature records.

Key Projects the Technological Innovation Promotion Team Launched in 2021
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Schematic demonstration of Next2U distance solicitation applicationPhotos from lessons of the RPA Star ProjectMobile app interface

The empowerment of digital transformation has created a good foundation for enhancing competitiveness. We calibrated and anchored digital transformation resources and the Company's overall 
strategies as we stay ahead of policies, advocacies and social developments domestically and globally through Technological Innovation Promotion Team meetings and rolling evaluations by top 
executives. We also developed the following core strategies to rebuild organizational culture. 

Policies,
 Advocacies and 

Social Developments 
Domestically and 

Globally

Develop fragmentation of insurance products and innovative services with digital 
settings specifically for unmarried customers, elderly customers, and pets in 
response to changes in society's population structure.

Population
structureA

Introduce new products and develop quantitative risk assessment systems to expand 
risk prevention services and help customers disperse or prevent risks.

Climate
changeB

Uncover new opportunities in the sharing economy and provide platforms and users 
with comprehensive coverage.

Sharing 
economyC

Develop innovative products catering to the innovative insurance needs deriving 
from 5G, high-performance AI accelerator and AIoT applications. Also provide 
customers with professional digital services in partnership with third-party service 
providers to reduce risk probability.

5G/ high-
performance

computing
D

Introduce AI innovative service models and RPA to improve process efficiency and 
optimize service experience. 

Efficiency
 upgradeE

Staying ahead of Digitalization Trends and Devising Digital Strategies to Implement Technological Empowerment
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The Introduction of AI Technology to Complete Low-Carbon Digital Customer Experience

Committed to fulfilling the needs of policyholders, Fubon Insurance works 
with cross-sector partners to offer crossover preferential packages in 
fitness, travel, medical services, and house cleaning through the dedicated 
online customer service section. We took the initiative to create customer 
touchpoints and brand communication opportunities by offering differentiated 
value-added services. Striving to become a ubiquitous omnichannel, we have 
established an insurance ecosystem through the Fubon App and remain 
committed to product development and service innovation.

Creating Business Opportunities for the Insurance Ecosystem Combined 

with Cross-Sector Services with Third-Party Partners
Fubon Insurance uses natural-language understanding to set up the chatbot "Fubon Bro" on Fubon Insurance's 
Facebook Messenger account. Users can type in questions, and the chatbot provides menu buttons with categories 
for them to choose from according to the nature of their questions. Meanwhile, the interaction improves the accuracy 
of natural-language understanding.

Fubon Bro is a comprehensive personal smart insurance assistant that provides customers with insurance 
information and purchase channels covering all aspects in life including the living environment, transportation, 
travel, and entertainment. The text chat model increases customer interaction, reduces customer anxiety, and 
enhances customer autonomy in operating functions. It also reduces the customer service workload and resolves the 
pain point of long wait time for the customer service hotline. In 2021, Fubon Bro engaged in 82,236 conversations.

Online Smart Customer Service Robot

Currently, insurance products of Fubon Insurance that can be purchased online include automobile insurance, home fire insurance, accident insurance, travel insurance, trekking insurance, and 
cellphone insurance. Online application is accepted through a variety of media including the computer, cellphone, and tablets, allowing customers to buy insurance more conveniently without 
having to commute to an office. The digitalized processes also achieve a low-carbon digital sales model. Under specific circumstances such as when the insured and the policyholder are different 
people, the car owner is a legal person, the car owner is under 20 years old, or the car has an additional designated driver, consumers can still purchase insurance by choosing the insurance plan 
and payment method online. After the online transaction is completed, they will receive notifications in mail and text message reminding policyholders to sign and send the application form back in 
three days. 

In 2021, insurance products purchased online account for 2% of the Company's total premiums (online and offline) at 970 million dollars in sales value. We rank first in the industry with a 42% 
market share of insurance purchased online by a large margin. Meanwhile, we have improved UI/UE style consistency and operating fluency to increase customer satisfaction and willingness to 
purchase. In 2022, we will start optimizing device interfaces with the online insurance purchase smartphone interface. 

Securing Leading Position in the Market Share of Property Insurance Purchased Online through Consistent Improvement in the Online Insurance Purchase Experience and Introduction 

of Diverse Innovative Products

Committed to the social responsibility of environmental protection and carbon emission reduction, Fubon Insurance was the pioneer in the industry to launch electronic insurance policies in 
2016. Customers can view the policy contents on any electronic device within one hour after purchase. In 2018, the Company led the industry in converting compulsory insurance certificates for 
automobile insurance from printed to electronic. It has improved service efficiency and contributed to energy conservation and carbon reduction. More than 6.33 million electronic compulsory 
insurance certificates and electronic insurance policies were issued and delivered in 2021. We reduced paper consumption by 151,266 kg and carbon emissions by 641,368 kg.

Promoting Electronic Insurance Policies to Achieve Carbon Reduction with Customers 

Customer experience upgrade

 ● Immediate rescue and on-the-spot payments: 
Ease anxiety for parties involved in traffic 
accidents

 ● Medical security: Offer claims payment for 
hospitalization expenses to reduce the hassle 
for policyholders

Procedural improvement 

 ● System structure: Adopt Microservices architecture to 
enhance system development agility

 ● Innovative technology: Integrate robotic process 
automation (RPA) into procedural automation

 ● Process upgrade: Optimize IT and manual processes 
to continuously increase claims services efficiency 
through multiple payments on the same day, actively 
delivering commitments to policyholders

Incorporating Digital Technology to Upgrade Information System Linkage and Further Accelerate Claims Handling

Organizational enhancement

 ● Allocate designated unit to enhance efficiency 
and scope of procedural operations
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Fubon Insurance actively explores innovative and high-tech applications in insurance and continues to attain financial patents strategically to gain the high ground in the development of insurance 
technologies. We have increased our investments in information infrastructure and advanced technology applications to promote technology innovation in operations and services and integrate 
human resources with new core competencies. We strive to enhance our core competitiveness through optical character recognition and system linkage while we remain dedicated to the customer 
experience at our core and continue to develop intelligent and digital services. In 2021, Fubon Insurance obtained 7 utility model patents. We have obtained a total of 9 invention patents and 10 utility 
model patents from 2017 to 2021. The Company will continue to accelerate research and development in big data and artificial intelligence, integrate innovative insurance products and in-depth 
scenario-based applications, and strengthen strategic financial patent portfolio. See P.90 in the appendices for details on patents. 

Integrating Insurance with Digital Technology for Strategic Financial Patent Attainment

The operations of Fubon Insurance involve complex procedures, and the digitalization process varies for each stage. Therefore, we conducted a comprehensive reorganization of the procedures to ascertain areas 
in need of improvement. Digitalization helps the Company save manpower and creates an important foundation for developing big data applications. In 2020, Fubon Insurance established the "Digital  Operation 
Department" to strengthen the efforts of process digitization. We deploy dedicated organizations to enhance the efficiency and scope of process reorganization and integrated innovative RPA technologies with 
traditional registration and record-keeping personnel. Our primary goal is to improve existing procedures through standardization and plan the user interface for mobile applications. We continuously improved the user 
interface (UI) and user experience (UX) to increase convenience and expand the use of digital tools. After accumulating sufficient data, we began putting Fubon Insurance's AI intelligence applications to use in each 
section of the value chain to increase the added value per unit of human resources.

By the end of 2021, Fubon Insurance has introduced RPA to operating procedures of all fronts in 54 development projects. The process automation saves 2,716.5 labor hours in a month on average. Tangible applications 
include the adoption of RPA in automatic inspection at night on subject matters covered by fire insurance, which effectively reduces manual operation in insurance underwriting; the adoption of RPA in weather 
monitoring for the development of new claims services for parametric agricultural insurance; the adoption of RPA in comparing data in search of stolen vehicles with a 100% accuracy rate. 

• Introducing Innovative Digital Technology to Designated Units to Increase Process Efficiency

More than 300 automobile insurance claims handlers of Fubon Insurance across Taiwan have been equipped with iPads and the mobile claims app since 2013. In the event of a traffic accident, the claims personnel will 
actively approach the scene to provide assistance and use the app to inquire whether the vehicles involved are covered by Fubon Insurance.

If the vehicle is not covered by Fubon Insurance, the claims handler shall provide the vehicle owner with recommendations for handling the accident to relieve them of anxiety. If the vehicle is covered by Fubon 
Insurance, the claims handler can use the built-in OCR technology to convert the information on the licenses to text, and the system will automatically accept the claims case. The customer can verify the information 
and affix his/her signature to register the case online immediately. It effectively reduces the time required for handling accidents onsite, and customers no longer have to visit the insurance company to file claims. 
From 2019 to 2021, we have provided immediate rescue services in 3,532 traffic accidents, and we will continue to provide claims services on the spot. 

Starting from 2019, if the policyholder reaches a consensus with the third party onsite, the claims handlers can help both parties sign a settlement online on the iPad. They can also transfer small amounts of claim 
payments to designated accounts without returning to the office to deliver the claims documents. The system has improved the efficiency of claims personnel's services and freed policyholders from complicated claims 
procedures. 48 immediate payments were made on the spot from 2019 to 2021.

• Immediate Rescue and On-the-Spot Payments, Easing Anxiety for Parties Involved in Traffic Accidents 

As of the end of 2021, Fubon Insurance established partnerships with Taichung Veterans General Hospital, Chi Mei Group's Chi Mei Medical Center, Chi Mei Hospital Liouying, Chi Mei Hospital Chiali, and Tung's 
Taichung Metro Harbor Hospital. With the approval of policyholders, the hospitals will provide information on their hospitalization to Fubon Insurance which will accelerate the claims review process, and the claim 
payment can be used directly to pay for medical expenses. Policyholders no longer have to worry about medical bills during their hospitalization and can recover in peace after discharge without having to apply for 
claims. Hospitals can also save administration costs. The arrangements benefit the people, the hospital, and the insurance company.

• Medical Security - Claims Payment for Hospitalization Expenses,Reducing the Hassle for Gathering Money and Financial Impact on Policyholders 

• 

Fubon Insurance's existing operating procedures were designed to complete one payment on the same day. To 
accelerate insurance claims payment procedures, Fubon reorganized, redesigned, and planned the operating and 
data linkage procedures from claims approval and accounting reconciliation to claims payments. We streamlined 
the handling procedures through continuous discussions and reviews and succeeded in converting to a system 
that allows multiple payments in a single day in July 2020. Claims payments will be made for cases approved on 
the previous day. The system also allows on-the-day payment for certain approved claims cases.

• Multiple Payments in One Day- Fast Claims Payment 
and Continuous Improvement of Procedures

We introduced the micro-service structure for IT applications to improve the efficiency and 
flexibility in system development. Moreover, robotic process automation (RPA) technology is 
used to automate procedures and gradually achieve comprehensive digital transformation 
for work and process optimization. The Company has initiated and expanded comprehensive 
internal digital transformation and cultural reform to continue to expand the reach and 
empowerment of innovation.

System Reorganization to Increase Efficiency and 
Agility and Accelerate Digital Upgrade• 
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3.2 Privacy and Information Security Management

Goal

 ● Examine and adjust personal information management goals or policies every year in accordance with legal 
requirements by competent authorities and environment and organizational changes. 

 ● Check and update personal information inventory every year. 
 ● Conduct personal information management impact analysis self-assessment (Provide improvement plans for 

items highlighted in red and track improvements).
 ● Conduct internal audits every year, improve and track status following the suggestions for high-risk personal 

information.
 ● Conduct inspection and evaluation of third-party handlers of the Company's personal information operations every 

year through telephone surveys or on-site inspection.

Action

 ● All units do their part in ensuring information security in compliance with information security policies throughout 
operations.

 ● Stipulate information security-related policies and establish information security systems to ensure that the 
Company's services can operate normally without the impact of information security breaches.

 ● Conduct independent inspections through the Audit Department  to ensure effective implementation of all 
information security-related policies.

 ● Commission information security consultant to conduct computer system security assessment.
 ● Introduced the Personal Information Management System (PIMS).

Management Policy

 ● Personal Information Protection 
Management Policy 

 ● Information Security Policy

Responsible Unit

 ● Personal Information Protection 
Committee  

 ● Information Security Management 
Section, IT Dept.

Commitment 

Strengthen the Company's protection and 
management of personal data, reduce 
operational risks, and protect the rights of 
personal data subjects.

Dedicated Resources

 ● 9 employees serving the Personal 
Information Protection Committee 

 ● 72 independent risk managers 
throughout divisions 

 ● 5 information security management 
personnel 

Fubon Insurance has implemented a three-layer defense mechanism to strengthen information 
security management and the promotion and awareness of information security among its employees. 

First layer of defense: Each unit is responsible for implementing relevant control measures to deal 
with information security risks in their operations.  

Second layer of defense: It is executed by the Information Security Management Section under the 
IT Infrastructure & Application Function. It is mainly responsible for stipulating information security-
related policies, monitoring the advocacy and implementation status of such policies, and responding 
to related information security risks. 

Third layer of defense: The Audit Department conducts independent reviews to ensure the effective 
implementation of information security-related policies.

Board of Directors

President Audit Department Third Layer of Defense

Second Layer of Defense

First Layer of Defense

Information Security 
Management Framework

Chairman

All Units of the Company

IT Infrastructure
& Application

Three-layer Information Security Management Defense Mechanism

Management Approach for Material Topic – Privacy and Information Security Management

Information Security 
Management Section
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To effectively verify the Company's information security capabilities, Fubon Insurance commissioned information security consultants every year to conduct a security assessment on the Company's 
computer system in accordance with requirements prescribed in Guidelines on Computer System Information Security Assessment for Insurers issued by the competent authority. Focused on the 
information architecture, Internet activity analysis, and Internet equipment/server, the assessment involves security inspection, external service vulnerability detection, mobile app inspection, and 
review of information system security setting, reliability, and security breach countermeasures. Following the assessment, the Company classifies risk levels based on assessment results and 
devises management measures and processing deadlines corresponding to different risks. The audit unit will take charge of tracking and monitoring improvements and report them to the Board of 
Directors for supervision.

Information Security Capability Assessment

Fubon Insurance attaches great importance to the protection of customers' personal data and is responsible for the protective management of customers' personal data. To strengthen the 
Company's personal data protection management, the "Personal Data Protection Supervisory Committee" was established in 2013 to supervise the Company's management and protection of 
important personal data. The general convener and members of the committee are appointed by the President. All divisions, the IT, Customer Service & Claim Management and Legal Compliance 
departments appoint representatives to sit on the Personal Data Protection Supervisory Committee which is convened quarterly.

Personal Data Protection and Governance Structure and Policy

Personal Data Protection Supervisory Committee

Shared Resources IT Infrastructure 
& Application

Corporate Insurance Risk Management Customer Service
& Claim

Sales & Marketing Personal Insurance Legal & Compliance

To strengthen the Company's protection and management of personal data, reduce operational risks, and protect the rights of personal data subjects, the "Personal Data Protection Management 
Policy" was formulated for Company employees and personnel dispatched to Fubon Insurance by manpower dispatch agencies. The policy is regularly reviewed by the Personal Data Protection 
Supervisory Committee and then submitted to the Board of Directors for approval. The management objectives are as follows:

Comply with Taiwan's personal data protection laws and 
regulations, the orders of the competent authority, and 
customer contracts or other requirements.

Maintain the personal rights of the personal data subjects and 
provide legal autonomy for their personal data.

The process of collecting, processing, and using personal data 
will be conducted in an honest and credible manner, shall not 
exceed the scope necessary for a specific purpose, and should 
be reasonably related to the purpose of the collection.

Provide appropriate security measures for personal data 
files to ensure that the Company can fulfill its duty of care 
responsibilities.

Ensure the implementation of internal and external 
regulations, and define acceptable risk levels and 
countermeasures for personal data protection.

Ensure that the third party fulfills personal data protection 
responsibilities when the management of personal data is 
entrusted to a third party.
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The operational structure of personal data protection management is based on "Plan (P)-Do (D)-Check (C)-Action (A)". It implements information security and personal data protection laws in daily 
management and operations. At the beginning of each year, a personal information maintenance plan is formulated, and related work items are carried out in accordance with the planned schedule 
to ensure the normal operation and effectiveness of the mechanism. The work items include personal data inventory and BIF map inventory, personal data breach drills, internal control self-
inspection, regular internal audits, personal data operation trustee inspections, personal data masking and data protection impact analysis, and international standard verification of the Personal 
Information Management System. We also check the expectations of personal information management goals every year to meet management indicators effectively. The results of the 2021 
measurement are all in line with the expected index values, and there are zero non-conformities.

Personal Information Protection Management Mechanism

Plan Do Check Action

Formulate a personal information 
maintenance plan at the beginning 
of each year.

Carry out related work items as 
scheduled to ensure the normal 
operation and effectiveness of the 
mechanism.

Examine expectations of personal 
information management goals 
every year.

The results of the 2021 
measurement are all in line with 
the expected index values, and 
there are zero non-conformities.

Fubon Insurance introduced the Personal Information Management System 
(PIMS) in 2012. To further ensure that the Personal Information Management 
System functions effectively, the Company has been commissioning the third-party 
impartial organization, SGS Taiwan Inspection Technology Co., Ltd., to conduct on-
site inspections since 2013. We are the first domestic financial service provider to 
obtain two personal information certifications, which shows that the Company is 
highly committed to customer personal information security.

In response to the EU's Personal Data Protection Law, we completed the GDPR 
applicability assessment and maintenance operations for PIMS enhancement in 
2018. In December in the same year, we obtained the BS 10012:2017 new standards 
certification, and a review is conducted every year to ensure the validity of the 
certificate. The latest annual review was conducted in December 2021, and the 
verification scope has expanded from the headquarters to the branches.
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Treating every customer fairly and reasonably is the fundamental commitment the financial 
services industry makes to its customers. Treating customers fairly is also embedded in Fubon 
Insurance's corporate culture. In compliance with the "Treating Customers Fairly Principles 
for the Financial Services Industry" promulgated by the Financial Supervisory Commission, the 
Company formulated the "Treating Customers Fairly Policy" approved by the Board of Directors 
in 2016. The "Compliance Matters Related to the Fubon Insurance Treating Customers Fairly 
Principles" and "Treating Customers Fairly Principles Promotion Group Action Plan" were also 
formulated. The "Committee for the Promotion of Treating Customers Fairly Principles" was 
established, and regular meetings are held. The chairman of the committee is the President 
who also holds a concurrent position as a director. The top executives of each division are 
responsible for the operations under their jurisdiction. The committee regularly reviews the 
effectiveness of the promotion and implementation of treating customers fairly principles in all 
departments to ensure that treating customers fairly is a corporate culture fully implemented 
top-down across all functions.

In terms of specific results, since the launch of the financial service industry treating 
customers fairly evaluation mechanism in 2019, Fubon Insurance has been rated a company of 
excellent performance in treating customers fairly for two consecutive years (2019 and 2020). 
Our endeavors in treating customers fairly are highly affirmed by the competent authority. In 
the future, we will gradually examine and improve our endeavors in treating customers fairly 
through continuous optimization of the dispute resolution mechanism and enhancing handling 
efficiency with a goal of zero complaints.

Treating Customers Fairly 
Principles

Fair Customer Treatment

Customer Renewal Rate in 2021

Note: Annual customer renewal rate = Number of renewal cases/ Number of expired cases

3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management

Management Approach for Material Topic - Customer Relations and Claims Management

Management Policy

 ● Fubon Insurance Treating Customers Fairly 
Policy

 ● Management Regulations for the Production 
and Announcement of Fubon Insurance 
Adverting and Marketing Materials 

Responsible Unit

Committee for the Promotion of Treating 
Customers Fairly Principles

Commitment

Continue to strengthen employee awareness of 
consumer rights and ensure that customers are 
treated fairly, implement customer protection, 
and create a sustainable corporate environment. 

Dedicated Resources

The entire Company including the board and 
management is dedicated to customer relations 
and claims management adhering to treating 
customers fairly principles.

Goal

In addition to the implementation of treating customers fairly principles, continue to build a friendly 
service environment, strengthen protection of the rights of the elderly, disabled and foreign customers; 
gradually examine and improve our endeavors in treating customers fairly through continuous 
optimization of the dispute resolution mechanism and enhancing handling efficiency with a goal of zero 
complaints.

Action

 ● Customer satisfaction survey.
 ● Online and offline complaint mechanism.
 ● Established the Committee for the Promotion of Treating Customers Fairly Principles. Top executives 

of each division are responsible for the operations under their jurisdiction. The Complaint Tracking 
and Improvement Team and Treating Customers Fairly Task Force under the committee are in place 
to ensure the implementation of treating customers fairly principles. 

 ● Regularly check social media for posts to actively listen to customer opinions.

Fubon Insurance is dedicated to maintaining customer relationships on the basis of 
treating customers fairly. We strive to provide quality and professional services through a 
variety of channels and measures with convenient and heartfelt customer experience.

Customer 
Renewal Rate Item Number of 

Cases Percentage %

Annual 
Customer 

Renewal Rate

Personal insurance renewa 1,923,556
88.08%

Expired personal insurance 2,184,002

Corporate insurance renewal 163,145
84.87%

Expired corporate insurance 192,237
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Fubon Insurance adheres to treating customers fairly principles in all aspects of our insurance services and provides customers with innovative products and services that cater more closely to 
their lives.

Providing Customers with Transparent Information and Fair Advice

Insurance product
planning

01

 Insurance quotation 
and purchase

Insurance 
underwriting 

02 03

(1) The planning of insurance products complies with the "Principle of Fairness and Honesty in Contract Engagement" and the "Principle of Duties of Care and Loyalty". Before the 
insurance product is submitted for review, a product evaluation meeting is convened to ensure the clarity and definitiveness of wording and meaning in the text of policy provisions, 
legal compliance, and that premium rates are adequate, reasonable, and fair. Moreover, automobile insurance policy provisions specify the rights and duties of the applicant, the 
insured, and the beneficiary based on the standard form contract for automobile insurance for personal-use and business-use vehicles pertinent regulations. After the launch of the 
product, policy provisions are disclosed on the Company's official website and the insurance product section on the Taiwan Insurance Institute website in accordance with "Regulations 
Governing Public Disclosure of Information by Non-Life Insurance Enterprises" so that consumers get access to comprehensive information of the insurance products.  

(2) The sales of insurance products complies with the "Principle of Product or Service Suitability" and "Principle of Notification and Disclosure". The insurance application form fully 
states that the Company's products have been reviewed by qualified signatories to be in conformity with actuarial principles and insurance laws and regulations. It also clearly states 
the applicability and timeliness of the right of revocation to help consumers understand their rights and duties and carefully choose to purchase insurance products. There is a QR 
code on the receipt of compulsory insurance that fully discloses items and services not covered under the policy for policyholders to read carefully should any false, incorrect, or 
illegal matters are noticed in the provisions to protect policyholder rights.

(3) After an insurance purchase, the policy will be sent via post to the policyholder. Notification will be automatically sent to customers with the change of vehicle ownership to process 
the transfer or termination of non-compulsory insurance. 

(1) Mobile app development:

An app was developed to allow insurance solicitors to offer services 
to policyholders wherever and whenever. The Company launched 
the "automobile insurance policy checkup" function in May 2021. It 
analyzes customer car insurance protection coverage and generates 
suggested add-on policies tailored to policyholders individually. 

In addition, the "Next2U distance solicitation" function was activated 
in December 2021. It fulfills the environmental sustainability goal 
by enabling paperless and contactless services of online solicitation 
and purchase via the app.

(2) Mobile ID identification service: 

Fubon Insurance is the first in the industry to apply to the competent 
authority for the pilot project. The mobile ID identification service 
confirms customer willingness to purchase insurance without 
requiring paper signatures. The quick verification function 
incorporated with InsurTech and FinTech enhances application 
efficiency with paperless operational procedures and fulfills 
the social responsibility of carbon reduction and environmental 
protection.

In accordance with "Regulations Governing Business Solicitation, 
Policy Underwriting and Claim Adjusting of Insurance Enterprises", 
the Company conducts inspection and underwriting operations on a 
fair, objective and non-discriminatory basis. We do not treat a specific 
policyholder unfairly because of his or her disability.
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• Policy provisions shall provide detailed descriptions 
of insurance coverage, items and matters not 
covered, insurance claims payment, documents 
required for claims application, and other matters 
requiring attention. 

• The official website also offers information about 
claims applications including the claims application 
procedures, FAQs, and forms for download. 

• The toll-free 0800 customer service hotline answers 
claims-related questions.

• Claims application acceptance notification: When 
a customer files a claims application to the 
insurance company, the insurance company will 
send a claims application acceptance notification 
via text message to the customer upon receiving 
the application. 

• Claims handling notification: During the claims 
handling process, the claims handler will send 
notifications to the customer via text message 
to inform processing updates or when additional 
documents are required. 

• Personal insurance claims payment notification: 
For personal insurance claims, after the claims 
payment is made, the insurance company will send 
a text message to inform the customer that the 
claims payment has been made. 

• Automobile insurance case closed notification: 
When an automobile insurance claims case is 
closed, the insurance company will send a text 
message to inform the customer that the claims 
case he or she filed has been completed.

• In the month after the automobile insurance claims 
case is closed, a customer satisfaction survey 
will be sent via text message to collect customer 
opinions and feedback for review and improvement. 

Before claims application Claims handling After claims application

Consumers can access and inquire about comprehensive product information through a variety of channels such as our service locations, 0800 customer service hotline, customer service mailbox 
on the official website, and Facebook fan page. To further deepen customer understanding of financial and personal risks, Fubon Insurance also communicates with customers on potential risks 
and insurance products through occasional seminars, training sessions, advocacy meetings, on-site inspections, visits in person, telephone interviews, or online services. Whether policyholders 
purchase insurance through a solicitor or online, the solicitor's report and online insurance application notice are in place to ensure that all customers are fully aware of the scope of authorized use 
of their personal information, application requirements, and policy provisions. 

We also offer a variety of claims application channels. Claims can be filed via telephone, text message, fax, email, LINE, official website, M+, or paper documents by post.

Diverse and Effective Customer Communication Methods

Fubon Insurance continues to maintain social media presence to bridge with the target audience through diversified social media platforms including Facebook fan page, YouTube, and LINE. We 
also opened an official account on Instagram in 2021. By leveraging digital media influence, Fubon Insurance enhances public awareness and knowledge of risk management in home safety, road 
safety, pet care, outdoor safety and campus safety.

Communication Channels on Social Media

Social Media

Status in 2021
Fan count: 67,959
Number of posts: 134

Fubon Insurance 
Facebook Fan Page

Subscriptions: 642
Number of videos: 17
Total views: 41,813
Total exposure: 58,878

Fubon Insurance 
YouTube Channel

Accumulated number of 
friends: 1,235,876
Accumulated binding users: 
147,621

Fubon Financial 
Holdings LINE Account

Fan count: 486
Number of posts: 61
Post reach: 35,920

Fubon Insurance Official 
Instagram Account
(Activated on March 30, 2021)
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Fubon Insurance sends EDMs, stamped envelopes, and e-newsletters monthly to communicate risks in life and corresponding insurance products with customers. Insurance solicitors occasionally 
visit customers in person and keep close contact with customers through insurance solicitation and after-sales care. In claims handling, claims handlers contact policyholders to inquire about 
claims-related matters via telephone, text message, fax, or mail and offer a variety of claims application channels. In addition to the traditional paper application process, customers can report 
accidents or file claims through the official website, LINE and M+.

Communication Frequency

Adhering to the concept of "empathy" to serve customers, Fubon Insurance continues to optimize the claims process and provide innovative claims services. In order to ensure the quality of service, 
the Customer Service & Claims Management Department conducts the automobile insurance claims satisfaction survey every month to listen to the voices of customers and understand their 
feedback on claims services. Moreover, the road rescue service satisfaction survey is conducted to ensure the service quality of partnering road rescue companies. The automobile insurance claims 
satisfaction survey was previously conducted through manual sampling of surveys over the phone. In order to listen to the opinions of as many policyholders as possible, since August 2020, we have 
been asking customers to fill out the survey directly online by sending them a link via text message. No longer restricted by manpower, the scope of the survey can expand further beyond sampling. 
By means of text messages, customer feedback can be widely used as a reference for future improvements of services. In 2021, the satisfaction of automobile insurance claims was 91.28%, and the 
road rescue satisfaction was 98.68%.

Tracking Claims Satisfaction Rate Regularly

(1) Membership site platform for policyholders

Policyholders can manage their insurance 
policies, access payment services, download 
electronic insurance certificates, and make 
revisions online using the integrated services for 
members. The platform allows policyholders to 
stay updated on the contents of their policies.

(2) Automobile insurance renewal notification 

A renewal notification will be sent via post to the policyholder 
prior to the expiration of the policy. In December 2021, 
English information of vehicle license plate number and policy 
expiration date is added to the renewal notice for the statutory 
compulsory automobile liability insurance. It prevents the 
situation where a foreigner receives a penalty for not insuring 
a vehicle because he or she doesn't understand the contents 
of the renewal notification.  

(3) Payment functions

Fubon Insurance is the first to collaborate with LINE on mobile payment 
for insurance premiums. Customers can choose from "instant search and 
instant payment" and "scan to pay" functions to pay their premiums. The 
previous function is designed for scooter owners that make up a large 
customer demographic. The latter enables all policyholders with payment 
notices to make payments more conveniently. Specifically in response to 
the transformation of consumer behaviors in the wake of the pandemic, 
services are made available online under the new payment model.

Other Services

Fubon Insurance solicitors 89.3%

Counter service at service locations 81.5%

Online insurance purchase 92.0%

Claims application 82.7%

Index Items Satisfaction Rate in 2021

To review the results of our customer services, Fubon Insurance commissioned Ipsos 
Limited to conduct a customer satisfaction survey focusing on four services, solicitors' 
service, counter service at service locations, online insurance purchase, and claims 
application. Authentic opinions gathered from customers who have used the services in the 
past year are taken into account for future optimization and improvement. 

Customer Satisfaction Survey
Overall Satisfaction 

Rate

85.9%（↑ 6.7%）

Overall Net Promoter
Score

38.7（↑ 5.1）
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Claims complaint cases Total number (of persons) of contracts２ Claims complaint rate１

Number of ombudsman 
applications for claims cases Total number (of persons) of contracts２ Ombudsman service application rate for claims cases１

Driven by our people-oriented and customer-centric service goals and adhering to the principles of transparent communication, Fubon Insurance provides diversified and open complaint channels 
on its website (www.fubon. com). A customer service mailbox is available to handle customer comments and complaints. A toll-free customer service hotline (0800-009-888) is also available around 
the clock. When a customer's enquiry is received via the customer service mailbox, a customer complaint representative will promptly inform the responsible department(s) and proceed to reply by 
telephone or through the online platform. Meanwhile, financial dispute representatives will record the resolution process in detail in the automated complaint information system. In addition, the 
Fubon Insurance Guidelines on Handling Customer Complaints has been implemented to ensure cases are handled and monitored in a timely manner in order to improve handling efficiency and 
protect the rights of complainants.

Diversified and Open Complaint Mechanisms

0800 hotline Toll-free hotline with dedicated personnel answering 
calls around the clock.

812,773 calls were made through the 0800 
customer service hotline in 2021.

Customer 
service mailbox

Users can leave comments online to be received and 
handled by dedicated personnel around the clock.

The mailbox received 1,303 comments related to 
complaints in 2021.

Intelligent 
customer 

service

The 24-hour intelligent customer service is powered 
by natural language understanding technology with 
an extensive comprehension scope to automatically 
identify customer inquiry intent or purpose and 
provide customers with answers swiftly.

31,396 users used the intelligent customer service 
in 35,019 conversations with a total engagement 
of 82,236.
FAQs: 
1.Information search
2.Change of information 
3.Insurance cancellation
4.Question outside of knowledge base
5.Filing a case

Social media

The Company actively listens to the voices of our 
customers at all times by regularly checking posts 
on social media platforms including Facebook, 
Dcard, and Mobile01. Upon the discovery of a public 
statement or opinion concerning the Company's 
products or services, the findings will be immediately 
reported to related departments for investigation.

50 posts were detected in 2021, 45 of which 
involved complaints concerning Fubon Insurance 
policyholders and parties involved in traffic 
accidents. The findings were reported to related 
departments for investigation and tracking of 
handling to ensure that customer needs are met. 

Complaint
Channels Characteristics and Strengths Utility Status    

Flowchart of customer complaint handling of Fubon Insurance

Customers Handling departments Related departments

 ● Customer service hotline  
 ● Branch/Communications 

Office
 ● Comments on the official 

website
 ● Fubon Financial Holding's 

complaint channel

Reply with processing 
results

Communicate with the customer about the processing 
methods; or give the reason and apologize

Case closed

Develop solutions

Can it be handled as 
requested by customers?

Accepted or not?

The request does not comply with
A.Laws and regulations;
B.Systems and procedures

Complaint channels Case accepted

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

Claims Complaint Handling

Claims Complaint associated with 
policy claims-related issues 443

Product sales and 
marketing

Complaint associated with 
insurance sales-related issues 19

Underwriting Complaint associate with 
underwriting-related issues 95

Applicant service Complaint associate with 
service-related issues 23

Sum 580

Complaint type Reason of complaint Number 
of cases

443 27,398,885 0.161 ‱
Note1: Claims complaint rate = [ Number of claims complaint cases / Total number (of persons) of contracts ] *10,000
Note 2: Total number (of persons) of contracts: It refers to the sum of the insurance company's total number of effective personal insurance contracts and the total number of 

people of effective group insurance contracts within the statistical period of the ombudsman service application rate.

121 27,398,885 0.044 ‱
Note 1: Ombudsman service application rate for claims cases = [ Number of ombudsman applications for claims cases / Total number (of persons) of contracts ] *10,000
Note 2: Total number (of persons) of contracts: It refers to the sum of the insurance company's total number of effective personal insurance contracts and the total number   

of people of effective group insurance contracts within the statistical period of the ombudsman service application rate.

In 2021, 141 cases were submitted to the Financial Ombudsman Institution for ombudsman services, 121 of which were claims-related. The 
application review rate is 0.044 (%OO).
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Fubon Insurance attaches great importance to customer's right to file complaints. The President is the top supervisor of customer complaints, and the direct supervisor of the respondent is 
responsible for all complaints. The supervisor should contact the customer immediately after receiving the "complaint memo" online to understand the cause of the complaint in order to seek an 
appropriate solution. The relevant handling process and results should be filled in the processing situation field of the complaint management system online, sent to the unit supervisor for approval, 
and then submitted to the responsible unit for retention and management. In addition to taking charge of the handling and timeliness of the response, the unit responsible for complaints will give 
proper handling advice based on the circumstances of the case to assist in resolving consumer disputes.

Clear Organization and Division of Responsibilities for Complaints

For claims handlers to seek continuous self-improvement, in addition to the four-week training for newcomers, Fubon Insurance also organizes internal education and training from time to time to 
improve the professional capabilities of claims handling personnel.

In the past, Fubon Insurance mainly used centralized training lectures as the main teaching method. Due to the pandemic, in 2020, we planned an online education and training model to reduce 
the risk of congregation and eliminate the restrictions of time and location for all claims handlers to complete the course online. If the claims personnel have something they do not understand, 
they can repeat the class and accumulate knowledge from various cases. After studying various professional subjects, claims handlers can quickly respond to customer inquiries with the correct 
knowledge on the spot, understand customer needs and communicate adequately.

We introduced three new online courses in 2021, updating the online training system to comprise a total of 10 professional courses. Each course is 30 minutes. The courses have been taken 3,401 times.

Continuous Improvements for Claims Handler Education and Training

Consumers can check various information related to Fubon Insurance products on our official website, including product contents, policy provisions, and clarification 
of product queries. They can also purchase insurance and manage their personal insurance policies online. In accordance with the "Insurance Industry Self-Discipline 
Standards for Solicitation and Advertisement" and "Matters Requiring Attention for Property Insurance Product Review", Fubon Insurance discloses the product 
name, approval code, insurance type and amount of the main policy, additional fees, company address, complaint telephone number and website, and warnings in the 
insurance policies and product DMs to ensure that customers are fully aware of the contents of products and service scope.

1 Online Price appraisal skills for cars and matters requiring attention (A) 

100%

2 Online Price appraisal skills for cars and matters requiring attention (B)

3 Online Price appraisal skills for TOYOTA and LEXUS cars and matters requiring attention

4 Online Price appraisal skills for Benz cars and matters requiring attention

5 Online Price appraisal skills for Volkswagen cars and matters requiring attention

6 Online Price appraisal skills for TESLA cars and matters requiring attention

7 Online Price appraisal skills for tour buses and matters requiring attention

8 Online Price appraisal skills for BMW cars and matters requiring attention

9 Online Basic knowledge of trucks and price appraisal skills 

10 Online Price appraisal skills for scooters and matters requiring attention

No. Type Course Theme Completion Rate
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CH4 Accelerate

 ● Offer the most number of agricultural insurance policies and launched the first "watermelon insurance" in 2021.

 ● The first insurer in Taiwan to obtain a basic safety training license from the Global Wind Organisation (GWO). We obtained 6 certifications in 2021.

 ● Promote through a diverse range of channels and media outlets, and created an official Instagram account in 2021.

 ● Obtained the ISO 14067 property insurance service product carbon footprint verification in 2021. 

Highlight performance

Corresponding SDGs

Accelerating Low-Carbon and 
Inclusive Finance Transformation
4.1 Sustainable Finance and Diversified Collaborations

4.2 Energy Resource Management



COVID-19 Countermeasures

4.1 Sustainable Finance and Diversified Collaborations

4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services and Promotion

Management Approach for Material Topic – Sustainable Product Services and Promotion

Management Policy

 ● Regulations Governing Pre-Sale Procedures for Insurance Products 
 ● Directions for the Review of Personal Insurance Products 
 ● Directions for the Review of Property Insurance Products
 ● Certification Standards for New Personal Insurance Products
 ● Certification Standards for New Property Insurance Products
 ● Regulations Governing Non-Life Insurance Enterprises Engaging in Injury 

Insurance and Health Insurance
 ● Regulations Governing Insurance Enterprises Engaging in Operating 

Reinsurance and Other Risk Spreading Mechanisms
 ● Treating Customers Fairly Principles for the Financial Service Industry

Responsible Unit

Each product department

Commitment

Perceive social development needs, develop 
innovative products timely, and implement 
product review mechanisms.

Dedicated Resources

 ● 12 product development personnel
 ● 1,584 sales personnel

Goal

 ● Support government energy transition policy and continue to develop new green insurance products.
 ● Promote digital services and implement the low-carbon insurance value chain. 

Action

 ● Launch insurance for migrant workers and watermelons in response to government policies.
 ● Launch credit insurance for wind power financing and insurance products for electric scooter sharing 

systems in support of the government's energy transition policies.
 ● Continue to promote the issuance of electronic policies and electronic notifications to reduce the use of 

paper. 
 ● Established the one-stop app for the solicitation of personal insurance and insurance for small 

enterprises to enhance insurance solicitors' capabilities in digital sales. 
 ● Integrate member services with internal and external resources of the group to offer customers value-

added services including catering, medicine, accommodations, transportation, and entertainment.

In the face of emerging risks as a result of climate change, infectious diseases, and 
technological development, Fubon Insurance continues to advance the sustainable knowledge 
of marketing and solicitation personnel while developing ESG-related sustainable products 
and services. We help customers reduce losses from ESG risks through engaging customers 
in ESG and sustainability risks and offering a variety of ESG-related products and services. 
Based on our competencies as an insurance service provider, we stabilize business operations 
and social development, protect the safety of individuals and families, and implement social 
welfare with our insurance expertise.

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Fubon Insurance has initiated countermeasures in 
policyholder services. In addition to optimizing the coverage of travel insurance for trip delays, we 
have also improved claims for health and medical insurance. At the same time, a comprehensive 
online service function list is in place. Users can quickly search for the insurance service they 
need and have their requests processed online without going to a counter. The convenient 
application channel especially comes in handy for policyholders who are hospitalized or in self-
isolation.

The risk of business suspension for corporate customers due to the pandemic has doubled. 
Fubon Insurance compiled a series of information on pandemic responses from different 
institutions domestically and abroad based on past experiences in guiding the development of 
infectious diseases, human resources and supply chain operations in the industry. The "COVID-19 
Business Continuity Guide" reminds companies of risk management precautions in human 
resources, operations, supply chain, and communication, so that companies can respond to 
emergencies swiftly and ensure the continuity of key business operations.

Fubon Insurance also provides contactless services such as offering corporate disaster case 
analysis teaching plans, distance risk inspection checklists, and earthquake/typhoon flood risk 
assessment to continue to care for our customers and maintain interactions. The COVID-19 
pandemic has also raised the attention of business owners toward the risk of natural disasters. 
In 2020 and 2021 under the impact of the pandemic, the number of applications for earthquake/
typhoon flood risk assessment services reached 310, which is a significant increase from the 62 
cases in 2019.

In addition, considering that traditional disinfection methods cannot completely eradicate the 
pathogen, and that corrosive agents such as sodium hypochlorite cannot be used in the clean 
rooms of science and technology factories and on precision instruments in hospitals, Fubon 
Insurance partnered with the globally renowned decontamination expert in Germany, Belfor. 
We transported cleaning agents by air from Germany to Taiwan and introduced professional 
sterilization services to corporate customers in comprehensive risk management solutions. 
Fubon Insurance dedicates its expertise to epidemic prevention projects to cater to customer 
needs and tackle challenges together with the community.

During the pandemic, the adoption of the work-from-home and remote connection work 
model raises information security concerns. Fubon Insurance introduced a globally renowned 
cybersecurity assessment tool for the first time to help customers analyze risks. In 2021, we used 
the tool in 278 cases.
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Fubon Insurance includes digital innovation and sustainable development of the environment, 
society, and economy into its marketing strategy for decision-makers. The units responsible 
for products manage product sales and promotion, equip sales personnel with sustainable 
knowledge through training, and jointly create a sustainable development ecosystem with the 
Fubon sales teams. 

As of the end of 2021, Fubon Insurance had 2,755 registered insurance solicitors who have 
obtained official certification. To effectively monitor the professionalism of insurance solicitors 
and customer service quality, Fubon Insurance created the on-the-job training platform for 
property insurance solicitors and the Fubon New Vision platform with digital courses on 
corporate insurance products, personal insurance products, customer services and claims, 
and special products. Issues such as integrity management, gender equality, and human rights 
are also covered in courses on treating customers fairly guidelines. The Company encourages 
its insurance solicitors to utilize diverse, convenient, and effective learning methods and learn 
independently based on individual requirements and improve their professional competencies 
consistently.

To enhance insurance solicitors' capabilities in digital sales, Fubon Insurance created a one-
stop app, allowing insurance solicitors to sell personal insurance and insurance for small 
enterprises. Tailoring to customer needs in risk management, insurance solicitors can suggest 
customized plans that cover different insurance categories with the app and easily complete 
all processes of insurance solicitation in a short time. In the case of automobile insurance, the 
app can conduct quick premium calculations, generate insurance suggestions, and send them 
to customers via LINE or email for their reference. For insurance quotations and purchases 
using the app, insurance solicitors can enter information online without having to manually 
fill out paper application forms. Customers can confirm the contents on the iPad on the spot, 
affix electronic signatures, and then submit the insurance application along with required 
documents online. Customers can complete the application for automobile insurance or home 
fire insurance online by simply uploading the inspection photos of the car or home. Manual 
application acceptance, scanning, and data entry at the counter are no longer needed. The 
insurance purchase can be completed in one to three working days, effectively reducing the wait 
time of 2 to 11 working days. Customers will receive their electronic policy in the shortest time 
as well.

Marketing and Solicitation Personnel Training

Fubon Insurance integrates member services on the Fubon Insurance Membership Site on the 
official website. Policyholders can manage their policies and download electronic certificates for 
compulsory insurance. They can also apply for online amendment of insurance policies and pay 
insurance premiums. Easy-to-understand texts and illustrations are in place to explain the most 
commonly used claims procedures, including claims for automobile insurance, travel insurance, 
and injury insurance. We also provide links for downloading required documents for claims and 
collect frequently asked questions regarding automobile insurance in the Q&A section.

The Fubon Insurance Membership Site provides exclusive offers from Fubon Insurance with 
internal and external resources of the Group including catering, medicine, accommodations, 
transportation, and entertainment. 1.5 million people used the Fubon Insurance Membership 
Site in 2021.

Marketing Content Design and Promotion Channels

Meanwhile, Fubon Insurance beats its peers in developing epidemic prevention insurance 
products. In addition to the continuation of "Corporate Epidemic Prevention Insurance for Salary 
Expenses" and "Statutory Communicable Diseases Medical Care and Expenses Compensation 
Insurance" in 2021, we also launched vaccine insurance that offers compensations for adverse 
events following vaccinations and vaccinations for the prevention of statutory communicable 
diseases, as well as the epidemic prevention insurance for migrant workers. We provide financial 
support to both individuals and corporates and answer to the need for help in paying medical 
expenses.

 ● Offer compensation for medical expenses of people who contracted the 
disease or quarantine expenses

 ● Adopt a unified rate regardless of gender, age, and occupation

Statutory Communicable Diseases Medical Care and Expenses 
Compensation Insurance

First in the industry

 ● Offer migrant workers coverage on hospitalization bills within 30 days of 
arrival

 ● Ease the burden on government agencies and employers

Epidemic Prevention Insurance for Migrant Workers

First to be approved for sale

 ● The first insurance policy in Taiwan that covers adverse events following 
vaccinations

 ● Offer compensations for adverse events following vaccinations and 
vaccinations for the prevention of statutory communicable diseases

Vaccine Insurance

First in the Taiwan

 ● Give assurance to employees who are quarantined because they have 
COVID-19 or came in contact with confirmed cases that their salaries will be 
protected and paid during their time in quarantine

Corporate Epidemic Prevention Insurance for Salary Expenses

First in the industry

COVID-19 Countermeasures

 ● Ease the burden on corporates while securing employee benefits
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Insurance policy inquiries, policy 
amendment, security, download of 
electronic certificate for security 
consortium blockchain compulsory 
insurance, re-issuance of electronic 
policies, etc.

Insurance policy services

Automobile insurance claims report, 
claims consortium blockchain, 
claims status inquiry, automobile and 
motorcycle road rescue, overseas 
rescue, VIP services, etc.

Claims services

Foodpanda, Hami Bookstore, Pizza Hut, 
KFC

Home care services

Cofit, True Yoga, Fitness Factory, home 
appliance cleaning services, Senao 
International, Pet Backer, Come4table, 
Miracle · Power · Love, U Carer

Healthy living

Chailease Auto Rental Inc., Hotai 
Leasing Corporation, AVIS airport 
pickup, gogoout

Travel and transportation

In addition, Fubon Insurance holds courses for insurance brokers and reinsurance companies from time to time, covering themes such as sustainable insurance products and claims handling. By 
engaging our partners in our ESG commitments, we ensure that our partners have basic knowledge of ESG risks and opportunities in the solicitation of our products.

Echoing government policies, Fubon Insurance actively prepares mitigation and recovery plans 
for climate risks and emerging risks. Meanwhile, we delve into the analysis of occupational 
and industry changes resulting from the change of the demographic structure of society. 
Aspiring to contribute to society's sustainable development, we plan ESG sustainable products 
and services ahead of time and incorporate Fubon Insurance's care and support for individuals 
and corporates with the Company's business philosophy.

Sustainable Insurance Products

Taiwan passed the Greenhouse Gas Reduction and Management Act in 2015 specifying a 
national GHG emission reduction goal for 2050. The Nuclear-Free Homeland Policy sets 
out to increase renewable energy by 20% in 2025. Carbon reduction and energy efficiency 
enhancements in future power systems are the two primary national strategies. Investment 
demands in green energy soar as Taiwan intends to expand solar and wind power facilities. 
In support of green energy development, energy conservation, and carbon reduction, Fubon 
Insurance actively contributes to the stable development of green projects through green 
insurance products and underwriting capacity.

Environmentally-Oriented Insurance Products

In response to the government's energy transition policy, Fubon Insurance established a 
"Green Energy Insurance Task Force" for the wind power and solar industries. Currently, we 
have underwritten more than 30% of all solar farms and half of onshore wind turbines in 
Taiwan, and participated in the insurance plans for every offshore wind farm. Furthermore, 
Fubon Insurance is the first insurance company in Taiwan to obtain a basic safety training 
license from the Global Wind Organisation (GWO). As of 2021, we have obtained six GWO 
licenses and can provide customers with safety advice for offshore wind farms. As we continue 
to support clean energy with practical actions and contribute to the green energy policy, Fubon 
Insurance has the largest insurance market share in the wind power and solar industries. The 
premium income in 2021 was about NT$903.3 million.

Green Energy Insurance

Through comprehensive insurance services such as eco-friendly car insurance and insurance 
products for electric scooter sharing systems, we encourage the use of electric vehicles for 
carbon reduction and inspire people to take environmentally responsible actions.

Number of policies listed in this category 33,457 Number of policies

Premium income generated from related products 126.8 Million dollars

Item 2021

Note: The statistics hereof are the sum of eco-friendly car insurance and insurance products for electric 
scooter sharing systems.

Fubon Insurance 
Membership Site

External
resources

Internal
resources
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In response to the government's policies that promote green finance and support the development 
of the renewable energy industry, Fubon Insurance offers protection to banks through credit 
insurance to encourage banks' willingness to consistently invest in renewable energy. While 
insurance boosts banks' confidence in financing the renewable energy industry, it contributes to 
the joint prosperity of the financial and green energy sectors. In 2021, we underwrote one credit 
insurance policy with a premium income of NT$2.4 million.

Wind Power Financing Credit Insurance

The eco-friendly car insurance was developed in response to the insurance demand of electric 
vehicles. It covers the charging devices of electric vehicles, software losses, diminished value, total 
losses, and compensations for the purchase of eco-friendly vehicles. Fubon Insurance develops 
new types of products based on the unique characteristics of electric vehicles to provide car owners 
with more environmentally friendly protection. We have also obtained exclusive partnership with 
Tesla Motors of the United States and launched the "Eco-Friendly Car Insurance" in 2017. Adhering 
to low-carbon and environmental protection principles throughout the insurance process, the 
insurance product is expected to arouse people's environmental awareness of energy conservation 
and carbon reduction. In 2021, we underwrote 12,786 policies with a premium income of NT$117.1 
million. According to the Ministry of Transportation and Communications, the average miles 
driven per day per vehicle is 56 kilometers. An electric vehicle would save 11 kilograms of carbon 
emissions daily compared with that of a car running on gasoline. The Company underwrote 12,786 
electric cars in 2021, which roughly translates into a reduction of 140 tons of carbon emissions 
from burning gasoline.

Eco-Friendly Car Insurance

In response to the demand for risk transfer during the testing stages of autonomous vehicles, 
Fubon Insurance is the first and only insurer to launch the "Autonomous Driving Vehicle Test 
Insurance" additional insurance. When the test vehicle is tested on the roads specified by the 
competent authority, the insurance will cover the car and liabilities during the entire testing period.

Test vehicle types covered include self-use large and small vehicles, commercial buses, and 
passenger and cargo vehicles. It helps testers transfer risk losses during closed and open field 
tests and promotes the research and development of domestic self-driving technology. In the 
future, when operational services officially launch, it is anticipated that bus companies will be 
encouraged to replace the old with the new and adopt self-driving buses and electric bus systems 
to realize low-carbon and environmentally friendly public transportation. In 2021, we underwrote 
15 policies with a premium income of NT$0.4 million.

Autonomous Vehicle Test Insurance

We partnered with electric scooter sharing system service providers to protect the safety of drivers 
and road users by offering insurance, including compulsory insurance, injury insurance for drivers, 
and third-party liability insurance. We also provide service providers coverage on vehicle damage 
caused during the leasing period and business losses resulting from service interruption during 
vehicle repair. In 2021, we underwrote 20,671 policies with a premium income of 9.7 million. 
According to the Ministry of Transportation and Communications, the average miles driven per day 
per scooter is 13.6 kilometers. An electric scooter would save 0.65 kilograms of carbon emissions 
from burning gasoline. The Company underwrote 20,671 electric scooters in 2021, which roughly 
translates into a reduction of 4.9 tons of carbon emissions from burning gasoline.

Insurance Products for Electric Scooter Sharing Systems 

Echoing the UN's sustainable insurance principles, Fubon Insurance launched the 
"Environmental Pollution Liability Insurance" to enhance the industry's awareness of 
environmental protection and protect companies from the remediation costs for cleaning 
up sudden and gradual pollution, as well as third-party claims due to the pollution they 
created. High soil and water remediation expenses would affect business continuity. The 
"Environmental Pollution Liability Insurance" is the first step toward implementing ESG 
governance for companies to protect the environment.

In response to the strengthening of storage material management and expansion of applicable 
industries in compliance with the "Administrative Measures for Preventing Storage System 
Pollution of Groundwater Facilities and Monitoring Equipment Installation", Fubon Insurance 
adjusted the coverage of product insurance to include all areas of gas stations and all areas 
or individual tanks of factories. We provide companies with coverage on cleanup and pollution 
remediation costs to reduce operational risks and contribute to environmental-friendly 
endeavors. In 2021, we underwrote 14 policies with a premium income of NT$2.6 million.

Environmental Pollution Liability Insurance

Fubon Insurance attaches great significance to 
social needs. In response to natural disasters 
that damage crops, the pandemic that disrupts 
businesses, and the needs of disadvantaged 
communities and long-term care facilities, 
we offer corresponding insurance products to 
stabilize livelihoods and the economy and reduce 
government expenditure. 

Socially-Oriented Insurance Products

Energy Efficiency and Low-Carbon Transformation Insurance Performance in 2021

Insurance Product Premium Income (million dollars)

Renewable Energy Insurance
(including solar power and wind power) 903.3

Low-Carbon Transportation 126.8

Sum 1030.1
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Fubon Insurance pays attention to social needs and actively participates in the agricultural 
insurance pilot program of the Council of Agriculture. We have combined the technology and 
experience of foreign reinsurers in the planning of insurance products that meet Taiwan's local 
needs, offering insurance options for farmers and fishermen in Taiwan to transfer natural disaster 
risks. We are the property insurance company with the largest variety of agricultural insurance 
products. At present, Fubon Insurance has launched pear, rice, banana, grouper, milkfish, perch, 
tilapia, watermelon, and other agricultural and fishery insurance, as well as typhoon flood 
insurance for agricultural facilities. Among them, banana insurance is the first to use drones for 
aerial photography to inspect damage. Farmers do not need to wait for personnel to conduct on-
site damage inspection. It effectively simplifies the claims application procedures, shortens the 
processing time, and alleviates the economic pressure on farmers timely.

Agricultural Insurance

Since March 2011, Fubon Insurance has been providing one-year injury insurance protection 
for eligible applicants receiving assistance from Fubon Charity Foundation's partner social 
welfare organizations. The goal is to assist those who do not meet the criteria for social relief 
but are unable to purchase commercial insurance. With small premiums, the near-poor is 
protected from the predicament where the family or individual struggles to sustain a living due 
to death or disability in the event of an accident.

In 2014, Fubon Insurance began working with the Fubon Charity Foundation and the 
Department of Social Welfare of the Taipei City Government to further promote and expand 
access to microinsurance. The Department of Social Welfare helped the people it offered 
assistance to who were eligible for the program sign up for Fubon Insurance microinsurance. 
For premium payment, Fubon Insurance donated the amount it budgeted for the program 
to the Fubon Charity Foundation, which in turn handed the funds over to the Department of 
Social Welfare exclusively for the program. At the same time, Fubon Insurance actively seeks 
partnerships and promotion opportunities with charity organizations across Taiwan, such as 
Chiayi County Government, Yunlin County Rehabilitation Youth Association, Taiwan World 

Microinsurance

Taiwan is becoming a super-aged society. While demand for medical care for chronic diseases 
is on the rise, demand for long-term care is also increasing. Fubon Insurance offers liability 
insurance in the event of a third-party loss resulting from a breach of duty due to mistakes or 
negligence at a long-term care facility. It stabilizes the operation of long-term care facilities, 
helps promote such services for the benefit of seniors' health and well-being, and improves 
the quality of life of elders. In 2021, we underwrote 137 long-term care facilities with a 
premium income of NT$2.9 million.

Long-Term Care Facility Liability Insurance

Fubon Insurance launched the "Corporate Epidemic Prevention Insurance for Salary 
Expenses" in 2020 to encourage small business owners to provide salary protection for 
employees undergoing treatment for the disease and employees who need to be isolated due 
to contact with confirmed patients. We seek to support epidemic prevention and leverage the 
positive impact of insurance to bring stability to society. In 2021, we underwrote 1,067 policies 
with a premium income of NT$7.7 million.

Corporate Epidemic Prevention Insurance for Salary Expenses

To support the government's epidemic prevention measures, Fubon Insurance launched 
the first Statutory Communicable Diseases Medical Care and Expenses Compensation 
Insurance, "Guarding against Pandemic" in 2020. The insurance policy includes overseas 
emergency hospitalization medical insurance, statutory communicable disease hospitalization 
insurance, statutory communicable disease care insurance, statutory communicable disease 
isolation expenses compensations, and other insurance benefits. Echoing the government's 
vaccination policy in 2021, Fubon Insurance launched the first vaccination insurance that offers 
compensations for adverse events following vaccinations and vaccinations for the prevention 
of statutory communicable diseases to increase people's willingness to vaccinate. In 2021, 
we underwrote 1,960,235 epidemic prevention insurance policies with a premium income 
of NT$3.44 billion and 2,058,150 vaccination insurance policies with a premium income of 
NT$690 million. 

Upgrading the Epidemic Prevention Personal Insurance Project, "Guarding against the 
Pandemic" with Dual-Protection for Vaccination and Epidemic Prevention

The Ministry of Labor announced that starting on December 1, 2021, migrant worker 
employers should purchase medical insurance for the positive diagnosis of COVID-19 for 
migrant workers. Entry is permitted only for migrant workers who have uploaded certificates 
of their insurance purchase to the airport service website for foreign labor before arriving in 
Taiwan. In response to the government's policy, Fubon Insurance is the first insurer approved 
to launch epidemic prevention insurance for migrant workers. The sum assured is NT$ 500 
thousand with a 30-day coverage period. Insurance benefits will be paid to hospitals directly 
by the insurance company. Since December 2021, we have underwritten 105 policies with a 
premium income of NT$ 0.3 million.

Epidemic Prevention Insurance for Migrant Workers

Pear Insurance 1,446 34.8

Rice Area-Yield Crop Insurance 18,695 110.5
Temperature-Indexed Parametric 
Aquaculture Insurance 407 58.6

Rainfall-Indexed Parametric 
Aquaculture Insurance 10 0.5

Typhoon and Flood Insurance for 
Agricultural Facilities 618 10.6

Banana Crop Insurance 114 2.7

Watermelon Insurance 3 0.03

Total 21,293 217.8

Agricultural insurance coverage
2021

Number of policies 
underwritten (cases)

Premium income
(million)

Vision, and the Autism Association of the Republic of China.  As of 2021, we have served more 
than 31,855 people and paid NT$5.8 million in claims.
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Insurance Products for Sustainable Governance

In order to improve corporate governance and strengthen the exercise of powers by 
independent directors of listed companies, the FSC requires listed companies to purchase 
liability insurance for directors and officers to reduce the pressure on them. It also requires 
listed companies, financial holdings and banks with capital of more than NT$10 billion to 
designate a corporate governance supervisor to assist the directors and supervisors in 
exercising their powers. In recent years, the number of class-action lawsuits against listed 
companies has increased rapidly. Pertinent laws and regulations have imposed higher 
obligations and responsibilities on directors, supervisors, and senior managers. Accordingly, 
the high risk of liability has reduced the willingness of outstanding professionals to serve 
as directors and supervisors. To reduce the pressure on directors and supervisors in 
performing their duties, Fubon Insurance provides "Liability Insurance for Directors, Officers 
and Important Staff", hence encouraging them to actively fulfill their duties. In 2021, we 
underwrote 754 policies with a premium income of NT$202.2 million.

Liability Insurance for Directors, Supervisors and Important Staff

Sustainable business operations secure stable livelihoods for employees and protect investor 
rights and interests. In addition to offering traditional fire, typhoon and flood insurance, 
Fubon Insurance develops new insurance products specifically for emerging sustainability 
risks related to governance to help corporates stabilize business operations and contribute to 
society's stability.

Fubon implements corporate information security control planning for cyber insurance 
customers and assists them in identifying, analyzing, and evaluating information security 
risks. In the event of a corporate data breach, Fubon works with domestic and foreign 
experts who specialize in information security crisis management to provide customers with 
computer forensics, legal consultation, and public relations services in a timely manner 
based on the patterns of the incident and the scope of the cyber insurance coverage. We seek 
to help customers reduce the impact of security breaches and restore operations as quickly 
as possible. Fubon Insurance provides industries with enhanced information security risk 
management mechanisms for risk assessment, response measures, and insurance coverage. 
The Company also strengthens the trust of domestic enterprises in the private insurance 
industry, thereby enhancing the overall image of the insurance industry.

Considering that the asset scale and business nature of small and medium-sized enterprises 
is significantly different from that of large enterprises, Fubon Insurance also offers customized 
solutions for small and medium-sized enterprises, covering the three most important aspects 
for information security risk protection: fees for information security experts, defense costs, 
and compensations. The Company offers customers simple and definitive combinations of 
insurance plans to choose from based on their needs and budget. In 2021, we underwrote 61 
policies with a premium income of NT$47.6 million.

Cyber Insurance

4.1.2 Responsible Investment

Management Approach for Material Topic – Responsible Investment

Management Policy Responsible Unit

Fubon Financial Holdings Co., Ltd. and 
Subsidiaries Responsible Investment 
Management Guidelines

Investment dept.

Commitment

Strengthen and implement the principles 
for responsible investment, and facilitate 
the sustainable development performance 
of investment targets.

Dedicated Resources

 ● The Company's Responsible Finance 
Team under the Investment Department 
consists of three personnel responsible 
for ESG-related liaison, the appointment 
of various ESG projects' participants, and 
stewardship reporting.

 ● Dedicated personnel for responsible 
investment will be appointed in accordance 
with the group's overall planning.

Goal

 ● Stop underwriting new investments for power plants that rely on over 50% of coal-burning 
for electricity generation starting in 2021; continue to examine the existing investment 
portfolio and the status of responsible investments, and gradually increase the proportion of 
responsible investment and achieve quantified objectives of green finance.

 ● Continue to assist the Risk Management Division of Fubon Financial Holdings with the 
stipulation of additional criteria for the admittance and divestment of high-carbon emission 
industries (power plants, coal mining industry, cement industry, iron and steel industry, and 
the petrochemical industry) from 2021 to 2025.

 ● "Science-Based Carbon Reduction Targets": Plan to submit the carbon emission inventory 
of investment targets and carbon reduction goals to SBTi for assessment in 2022.

Action

 ● Conduct negative/exclusionary screening and make a negative list of equities.
 ● Incorporate ESG in indicators for the assessment before investment with a focus on SDG3, 
SDG7, and SDG8.

 ● Stipulate an investment management mechanism to ensure that ESG is considered in the 
application of funds in compliance with PRI.  

 ● Implement shareholder activism, attend shareholders' meetings, and evaluate investee 
companies cautiously.
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01 Incorporate ESG criteria into investment analysis
and decision-making processes

Based on the strategic blueprint of "Fubon ESG Visioning Project", Fubon Insurance 
continues to seek thematic investment targets such as medical biotechnology, renewable 
energy, infrastructure, the 5+2 industries, companies with good ESG performance, and 
low carbon targets. Meanwhile, the Company focuses on responding to the United Nations 
SDG3 "Improve Human Health and Welfare", SDG7 "Ensure Access to Affordable, Reliable, 
Sustainable and Modern Energy for All" and SDG8 "Sustainable Economic Growth as the 
Goal" by integrating ESG into the investment procedures. We have also established an 
evaluation mechanism based on the four major ESG investment indicators to promote the 
sustainable development of investment targets.

Fubon Insurance strictly abides by the "Fubon Financial Holdings Co., Ltd. and Subsidiaries 
Responsible Investment Management Guidelines" for the promotion and implementation of 
responsible investment. Although Fubon Insurance is unable to sign the PRI since Taiwan 
is not a member of the United Nations, the Company still adheres to the PRI. The principles 
clearly define the ESG investment management mechanisms that should be considered when 
regulating the use of funds, taking environmental, social, and corporate governance issues (ESG) 
into consideration, and are applicable to the Company's equity, debt, and fund/ETF investments. 
The Investment Department of Fubon Insurance is a subordinate division of the Responsible 
Finance Team under the Fubon Financial Holdings ESG Task Force. It is responsible for the 
management mechanisms and implantation goals for responsible investment and stewardship.

In response to the Financial Supervisory Commission's promotion of the new version of 
the corporate governance blueprint, Fubon Insurance has completed the signing of the 
"Stewardship Principles for Institutional Investors" compliance statement in 2018. Going 
forward, we will continue to follow this code and fulfill our responsibilities in asset management 
to increase the value of the Company, our customers and our shareholders in the long run. 
Driven by a sustainable business mentality, Fubon Insurance will properly leverage capital as an 
institutional investor to obtain maximum benefits for our customers and beneficiaries.

ESG Investment Indicators
I. Has any ethical violation occurred in the operation of the management team and the company within the last year?

II.Has any incident that poses a threat to public safety and people's life and property occurred in the enterprise within the 
last year?

III.Has the company remained in collaboration with a supplier of the company's product upstream, midstream and 
downstream supply chain where a violation of law has occurred within the last year?

IV.Has the company been involved in any violation of green practices, human rights, or serious labor-management disputes 
within the last year?

Six Principles
for Responsible

Investment

01

02

03 04

05

06

02 Incorporate ESG criteria into all ownership
policiesand practices

 █ Signed the "Stewardship Principles for Institutional Investors" 
compliance statement.

 █ Continue to strengthen compliance with due diligence, governance 
and interest management to avoid conflicts of interest between 
individual investment behavior and the Company by prescribing 
additional provisions related to prohibited behaviors of domestic equity 
investment-related personnel and monthly reporting.

 █ Incorporated ESG principles into investment policies.
 █ Investment targets were assessed according to the ESG risk indicators 

prior to investment. Active thematic investment (drug development 
and production industry, low-carbon investment, ESG performance 
screening, the 5+2 industries, public infrastructure, social welfare, etc.). 
* The 5+2 industries include intelligent machinery, Asian Silicon Valley, green 
energy, biomedicine, national defense and aerospace, new agriculture and 
circular economy.

 █ Established a "Money Laundering Prevention and Combating Financial 
Terrorism System" in compliance with the "Fubon Financial Holdings 
Co., Ltd. Measures for Preventing Money Laundering and Combating 
Financial Terrorism Country/Region, Occupation Industry, Product 
Service and Customer Risk Assessment Measures".

 █ Regularly review and update the equity negative list.

Fubon Insurance
Institutional
Investor Stewardship
Section 

Demand proper disclosure of ESG 
information from investee institutions

 █ Any stock that violates ESG or the Insurance Sustainable 
Development Principles will be added to the negative list of 
equities and shall not receive additional investment.

03

Promote acceptance and implementation of 
PRI principles within the investment industry

 █ Regularly confirm that all the corporations the investee 
foreign funds subordinate to are PRI signatories.

 █ Always obtain ESG-related documents before investing in 
foreign securities such as funds.

04

Reinforce PRI implementation effectiveness 
through partnerships

 █ Participate in ESG conferences organized by outside 
institutions.

05

Conduct individual reports on PRI 
activities and current progress

 █ Regularly report on the implementation status of 
responsible investments to the ESG Task Force. 

 █ Convey the Company's commitment to responsible 
investment to the public in Fubon Financial 
Holdings' annual CSR report.

06

 █ Implement shareholder activism 
and carefully evaluate investee 
companies. As of December 2021, the 
attendance rate of Fubon Insurance at 
shareholders' meetings reached 98%.
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Fubon Insurance adheres to the United Nations' six principles for responsible investment (PRI) in its application of funds. Under the scope of business operations permitted by the Insurance Act and 
competent authority, we continue to strengthen and integrate various ESG action plans and have established an ESG investment mechanism to facilitate the sustainable development of investment 
targets as well as the financial sector through ESG evaluations and a variety of thematic investment.

Incorporating ESG into Investment Procedures and Mechanism

ESG Investment Mechanism

Fubon Insurance Responsible Investment Strategies

Negative screening/ Exclusionary selection of commodities

Positive screening/ Selection of best commodities among peers

Shareholder activism and engagement

Make a negative list of equity investment targets.

List two positive commodity selection indexes for investment decision-
making reference. 
1.Sustainability evaluation index of Taiwanese enterprises selected in the 

Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI)
2.Constituents of the TWSE Corporate Governance 100 Index

 ● Shareholder activism 
Stipulated clear voting policies in accordance with principle 
5 of the Company's "Stewardship Principles for Institutional 
Investors Compliance Statement", attend shareholders' 
meetings and exercise voting rights.  

 ● Engagement
Showcase the Company's commitment to stewardship 
through engaging and communicating with investee 
companies in accordance with principles 3 and 4 of the 
Company's "Stewardship Principles for Institutional 
Investors Compliance Statement".

ESG-integrated investment 

Sustainable thematic investment

Established a responsible investment management mechanism, which 
clearly stipulates that environmental, social and governance issues 
should be considered in the application of funds. The mechanism 
applies to the Company's equity, bond, and fund/ETF investments.

Continue seeking to invest in ESG-related industries that facilitate 
human health and well-being and investment targets of good ESG 
performance, committed to promoting inclusive and sustainable 
economic growth through investment.

Industries that facilitate human
health and well-being

ESG screening by excellent 
performance 

The 5+2 industries, public 
infrastructure and social welfareLow-carbon investment

• Regularly review the negative list.
• Actively inquire about the situation when the investment target is involved in ESG-related news events and strengthen 

ESG communication. 
• Investment shall not be made when the investment target is confirmed of any violation against ESG investment 

indicators. Reassess the existing positions, and where reduction is needed for a certain position due to increased 
risks, adjustments shall be made according to market conditions. 

• Avoid voting in favor of any agenda topic that violates ESG when attending the shareholders' meeting of an investee.

Conduct an evaluation on whether the investment target's company fulfills environment, social and governance 
responsibilities on top of the analysis of industry and finances, and take ESG investment indicators as the basis of 
investment decision-making. New investment shall not be made should any violation is found.

Conduct a review on the negative list. First-tier
review

Second-tier 
evaluation

Third-tier
action

Tracking and 
management 

after investment

Confirm whether it 
is a PRI signatory 

or examine its ESG 
implementation 

methods

Peers in the 
financial sector

Responsible Investment Strategies and Action Plans

ESG thematic
investment

ESG
Evaluation 
Mechanism

Facilitate 
sustainable 

development in 
investment targets 
and the financial 

sector 
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In response to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), Fubon Insurance not only strengthens the ESG investment evaluation mechanism but also consistently seeks to invest in 
targets that facilitate human health and well-being, companies of good ESG performance, and ESG-related industries. We are committed to promoting inclusive and sustainable economic growth 
through investment. The various thematic investments corresponding to SDG made in 2021 are as follows.

Continuously pursue the goal of improving 
human health and well-being by investing 
in new therapeutic agents and industries 
related to medical biotechnology

Investment in new drug development and 
production

The investment balance of medical biotechnology-related equities in 
2021 is approximately NT$ 100 million, and the investment balance of 
bonds is NT$ 1.3 billion.

Continue to invest in renewable energy 
or alternative energy sources to ensure 
universal access to sustainable and clean 
energy

Low-carbon investment The investment balance of green energy-related industries in 2021 is 
approximately NT$ 11.1 billion.

Add ESG performance screening methods, 
and invest in Taiwanese companies with good 
ESG performance; Comply with government 
policies and invest in the 5+2 industries, 
public infrastructure, and social welfare to 
promote inclusive and sustainable economic 
growth

Investment based on ESG performance 
screening

The investment balance of Taiwanese companies with good ESG 
performance and ESG-related funds in 2021 in approximately NT$ 8.6 
billion. 

Investment in 5+2 Industries, public 
infrastructure, and social welfare

The investment balance of the 5+2 industries, infrastructure, and 
social welfare in 2021 is approximately NT$ 19.7 billion, among which 
the investment balance of the green energy technology sector in 2021 
is NT$ 10.1 billion.

Corresponding SDGs Vision Project Strategy Action Plans 2021 Results

4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on ESG Endeavors

Management Approach for Material Topic – Multi-Party Collaboration on ESG Endeavors

Goal

Convey correct concepts of risk mitigation to society and enhance society's risk resilience.

Management Policy 

Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice Principles for 
Fubon Financial Holding Co.

Responsible Unit

 ● Customer Service & Claim 
Management Dept.

 ● Loss Control & Safety, Health Dept

Action

 ● Collaborate with ITRI and introduced international security regulations to help customers upgrade their risk 
management software and hardware to meet international standards, strengthen protection, and reduce the 
probability of danger.

 ● Collaborate with Belfor, a global disaster recovery company, to introduce business continuity plans and post-
disaster loss control services to help customers rebuild quickly, reduce capital expenditures, and further reduce 
the potential impact of accidents and resume operations as soon as possible.  

 ● Partner with domestic and overseas institutions in developing various natural disaster evaluation models; 
together with on-site surveys conducted by civic engineers, provide customers with comprehensive plans for 
protection against natural disasters and assistance in sustainable operations.

Commitment

 ● Consolidate diverse areas of expertise among 
partners to build risk management and prevention 
systems, and jointly promote and facilitate ESG 
sustainable development.

 ● Convert from risk remediation to mitigation and 
become an all-round risk consultant.

 ● Support customers in sustainable development and 
create true value for using insurance to bring stability 
to society.

Dedicated Resources

 ● A Loss Control Team of 16 
engineers.

 ● 7 personnel in relation to the 
Planning Dept.
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Fubon Insurance Loss Control Services

Natural Disaster Risk Integrated Management ServicesLoss Control Services

According to "Lloyd's City Risk Index 2018", Taipei's risk index ranks third in Asia and fourth in the 
world as typhoons, earthquakes, financial crises, and flooding pose serious threat to the stability 
of economic development and economic lives of the people. El Niño, global warming, and climate 
change issues have exacerbated extreme weather conditions in recent years, and natural disasters 
have become the biggest risk for businesses in Taiwan.

Fubon Insurance was the first insurance 
company to hire civil engineers, and we 
currently have the most capable civil 
engineering team among our peers. We also 
work with domestic and foreign institutions in 
the development of various natural disaster 
evaluation models. We deploy civil engineers to 
conduct on-site surveys, offer comprehensive 
plans for protection against natural disasters, 
and help companies adopt science-based 
quantitative management methods for natural 
disaster risks. By establishing specific loss 
control measures with appropriate insurance 
planning, we enhance the corporate resilience 
and demonstrate the capacity for sustainable 
development amid commercial competition 
globally. In 2021, we offered natural disaster 
risk-related services in 114 cases. Our services 
are highly affirmed by our clients.

Comprehensive Corporate Life Cycle Services
Fubon Insurance supported SDG 11 which aims to make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and 
sustainable. By introducing business continuity plans and post-disaster loss control services, we help customers 
rebuild quickly, reduce capital expenditures, and reduce the occurrence of accidents.

To further obtain information on the characteristics of natural disaster risks, Fubon Insurance actively sought cross-
industry collaboration and began long-term partnerships with the Center for Weather Climate and Disaster Research 
of National Central University and National Taiwan University. We developed multiple quantitative evaluation 
systems such as the "fire risk evaluation system", "construction insurance PML evaluation system", "earthquake 
risk evaluation system", and "typhoon and flood risk evaluation system" to provide customers with a diverse range 
of loss control technologies and consulting services. We also introduced international security regulations to help 
customers upgrade their risk management software and hardware to meet international standards. We support 
customers' sustainable operations through risk assessment, risk improvement recommendations, post-disaster equipment rescue, and post-disaster recovery services. Our services further 
secure the livelihoods of companies and employees and create true value for using insurance to bring stability to society.

Fubon Insurance led the industry in the creation of a loss control department in 1995. We 
organized loss control technology seminars and introduced international security regulations to 
help customers upgrade their risk management software and hardware to meet international 
standards. The current Loss Control Team consists of 16 engineers specializing in fire safety, 
environmental engineering, chemical engineering, industrial safety, electrical engineering, civil 
engineering, structural engineering, and geotechnical engineering. It is the most capable risk 
management service team in Taiwan that provides clients with technical consulting services for 
loss control.

Fubon Insurance Comprehensive Corporate Life Cycle Services

Loss Control 
Services

Civil 
Engineering 
Projects Risk 
Assessment

Earthquake Risk 
Assessment 
Services

Business 
Continuity 
PlanningInstrumentation 

and Control 
Safety/ Layers 
of Protection 
Analysis

Loss Control 
Education and 
Training

New Factory 
Loss Control 
Consulting

Infrared 
Thermography 
Inspection 
Services

Fire/ Explosion 
Risk Assessment 
System

Typhoon and 
Flood Risk 
Potential 
Analysis

Photo source: Lloyd's City Risk Index - Asia Pacific

 ● Construction loss 
control consulting

 ● Natural disaster 
susceptibility analysis

 ● Safety inspections/
reviews

 ● Education/ training

 ● Emergency response plans

 ● Disaster cause 
identification

 ● Post-disaster recovery plan

 ● Business continuity plan

Plant Building Phase

 ● Risk assessments: 
Computerized system

 ● Risk improvement: 
Coverage analysis

 ● Risk monitoring: Risk-
based inspections/ 
infrared

Operating Phase Sustainable Operations
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Cross-Industry Collaboration for the Identification and 
Management of ESG Risks

Collaborating with Medical Technology Partners to Promote
Intelligent Medical Applications

Fubon Insurance continues to work with the Industrial Technology Research Institute, 
major reinsurance companies, Disaster Management Society of Taiwan, National 
Center for Earthquake Engineering, National Science and Technology Center for 
Disaster Reduction, National Taiwan University, National Central University, and 
the National Fire Protection Association of the United States through contracts or 
collaboration to deepen technical collaboration and exchanges and improve the 
professional skills of loss control engineers. Also through multiple quantitative 
risk assessment systems, underwriters are able to identify key risks and provide 
customers with comprehensive loss control services.

The "Earthquake Risk Assessment System" was developed by Fubon Insurance with 
resources of the industry, government, and academia in 2004, and its utility was 
affirmed in the technology development plan of the Ministry of Economic Affairs 
and the Innovation Award of the Asian Insurance Forum. This system quantifies 
earthquake risks and can serve as the basis for corporate insurance planning and 
reinsurance planning for insurance companies. The system has been used to provide 
services to hundreds of clients since its activation and has won the trust of customers 
and international reinsurance companies.

For insurance planning to keep up with the advancement of medical technologies used in cancer 
treatment, Fubon Insurance launched the world's first policy for high-end minimally invasive 
surgeries, " Cancer Insurance for da Vinci Surgery" . We collaborated with Intuitive, the pioneering 
technology company specializing in robotic-assisted minimally invasive surgery, to offer patients 
diagnosed with cancer for the first time pay-as-you-go hospitalization, medical and surgical 
insurance to cover the high expenses for the da Vinci surgery. We aspire for insurance planning to 
progress in sync with medical technology advancements, hence facilitating the healthy lives and 
well-being of people in all age groups.

On the day of the product launch, Ou Yen-Chuan, President of the R&D Innovation Center at Tung's 
Metro Harbor Hospital and an expert in robotic prostate surgery and various urological surgery, was 
invited to conduct a demonstrative session explaining robotic-assisted surgeries. Fubon Insurance 
also introduced medical insurance products and claims services. We hope to combine insurance 
planning with medical technology to offer customers treatment options of better quality.

Risk Management 
Solutions Inc. Typhoon Risk

Teamed up to study typhoon risk; introduced the best tools from 
Taiwan and abroad to help companies use scientific methods to 
quantify and manage risks from natural disasters.

Taiwan Risk 
Management Co.

Typhoon/ 
Earthquake Risk

After the joint development of an earthquake model in 2004, 
the partnership continued working on new models, including a 
typhoon flooding model.

ITRI Green Energy and 
Environment Research 
Laboratories

Solar Panel 
Installation Risk 
in a Natural 
Disaster

Typhoons Soudelor and Dujuan in 2015 severely damaged solar 
power plants. Fubon and the Industrial Technology Research 
Institute collaborated on developing enhanced installation 
methods for solar panels by studying cases of damage and 
jointly held seminars.

Belfor (Germany) Disaster Recovery

Jointly developed tangible loss prevention measures to help 
clients quickly recover from disasters and strengthen their 
resilience while also bolstering society's ability to withstand 
disasters and promote inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable 
cities.

Results of Cross-industry Technical Collaboration

Partner Area Description

Photo: Vice President and General Manager of Intuitive Taiwan, 
Jason Yang (Right) and Chairman of Fubon Insurance, Ben Chen 
(Left) signed a contract at the product launch and became the first 
policyholder of the Caner Insurance for da Vinci Surgery in Taiwan.

Photo: Ou Yen-Chuan, President of the R&D Innovation 
Center at Tung's Metro Harbor Hospital conducted a 
demonstrative session on the operation of robotic-
assisted surgery. 

Insurance companies, 
financial institutions, 

and government 
regulatory authorities

High-tech
industries

Recommendations for earthquake protection for high-tech industries

Consolidated earthquake risk
assessment for Taiwan

Earthquake risk assessment 
for an individual work site

Inspection process Machinery and equipment

Earthquake
Risk

Assessment
System

Ministry of Economic Affairs

Fubon
Insurance

National
Central University

Industrial Technology
Research Institute
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In addition to the product and service information available on the official website, Fubon 
Insurance also publishes press releases and share media coverage on Fubon Insurance's 
Facebook fan page. We select important topics of concern to the public such as common 
knowledge of insurance, road safety, home risks, and response to natural disasters to increase 
the public's ESG risk awareness through easy and simple methods. In 2021, we created an 
official Instagram account, designed a picturebook on risk awareness for children, and offered 
free risk education materials covering home safety, road safety, pet life, outdoor safety, and 
campus safety. By communicating risk awareness through daily themes, we set out to reduce 
the probability of all sorts of accidents.

Official 
Instagram 

account

In terms of newspapers and magazines, the Company publishes articles on products and 
services in publications such as CommonWealth, Health for All, and Risk Management, 
Insurance and Finance. Through the newspaper, we communicate the latest information and 
the concept of insurance coverage and risk transfer to the general public. Meanwhile, we also 
communicate to the public through TV media to increase the knowledge of ESG topics and 
related risks.

Let's Talk about Health Insurance News coverage on Fubon Insurance's da Vinci surgery on the 
official website of                             , the magazine, which had 
12,022 views.

Health for All
                                                              Episode No.1310- 
Family Insurance for Dummies Explained by Experts

4.2 Energy Resource Management

Management Approach for Material Topic – Energy Resource Management

Management Policy Responsible Unit

Fubon Financial Holdings Environmental 
Management Policy

Administrative Dept.

Commitment

Actively establish a friendly office environment 
to reduce the impact of operations on the 
environment through carbon reduction, energy 
conservation, water conservation, and industrial 
waste management measures for sustainable 
development.

Dedicated Resources

Designate a head for each floor, and the 
manager of a business unit serves as the leader 
of the energy conservation promotion team to 
ensure that each floor implements the required 
environmental protection and energy conservation 
measures.

Goal

Action

 ● Reduce power consumption by 12.8% by 2025 with 2017 as the baseline year.

 ● Reduce water consumption by 10% by 2025 with 2017 as the baseline year.

 ● Reduce waste by 5% by 2025 with 2021 as the baseline year.

 ● Introduced the ISO 14001 Environmental Management 
System, ISO 14064 Greenhouse Gas Inventory, and ISO 50001 
Energy Management System.

 ● Action plans implemented: use power-saving and 
water-saving equipment, implement off-peak control 
for elevators, set air-conditioning temperature to no 
lower than 26 ℃ , reduce the water pressure for the 
building, encourage employees to use the elevator 
less, print double-sided and implement paper 
recycling.

Fubon Insurance has implemented energy conservation measures internally for its 
employees and introduced the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System, ISO 14064 
Greenhouse Gas Inventory, and ISO 50001 Energy Management System to implement 
environmental protection and achieve business sustainability. For more information on 
energy resource management measures, please refer to page P.49 in the 2021 Fubon 
Financial Holdings ESG Report. Fubon Insurance obtained the ISO 14067 property 
insurance service product carbon footprint verification in 2021. The inventory suggests that 
the carbon emission per property insurance service in 2019 is 1.725 kgCO2e.

Home risks 7 posts 7,270

Road risks 6 posts 740

Campus risks 1 post 103

Outdoor risks 2 posts 2,758

Pet risks 3 posts 440

Total 19 posts 11,311

Theme Number of posts Exposure

Multi-Channel Media Coverage
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The results of the energy resource inventory and management are as follows.

*Carbon emissions from business travel include air travel, high speed rail, and employee commuting, which 
was added as a new item starting from 2019.

Note 1: The scope of the inventory covers Fubon Insurance headquarters and service locations open to the 
public.

Note 2: Waste is divided into recyclable waste and general waste starting in 2021.
Note 3: The Company's headquarters moved to a new office building in 2021, hence the large amount of 

waste.

Reduce waste per capita by 5% by 2025 with 2021 as the baseline year.

2019 2020 2021

Waste Waste Recyclable waste

161,723 kg 162,999 kg

154,351 kg

General waste

117,075 kg

Fubon Insurance established strategies and frameworks for environmental management 
in accordance with the "Fubon Financial Holdings Environmental Management Policy". 
The Company devised improvement measures and goals for continuous management on 
designated targets for improvement to effectively implement carbon reduction, energy 
conservation, water conservation, and industrial waste management for environmental 
sustainability. The Company actively creates a friendly office environment to reduce the impact 
of operations on the environment and fulfill corporate social responsibility.

Fubon Insurance has established supervision mechanisms for energy conservation and 
environmental protection. A manager ranked Senior Vice President or above serves as the 
head of the building and a manager ranked Vice President or above or the highest-ranking 
officer of the floor serves as the head of the floor. The manager of a business unit serves as 
the leader of the energy conservation promotion team to ensure that each floor implements 
the required environmental protection and energy conservation measures.

ISO 14064-1 Greenhouse Gas Inventory

Scope Inventory Item Statistics of the year (Unit: ton)

Energy Conservation Action Plans

2019 2020 2021

Scope 1 + Scope 2 Total greenhouse gas emissions 2,532 3,191 3,435

Scope 3
* Business travel carbon emissions 105 26 1,819

Carbon emissions from procurement of 
products and services and waste disposal 620 648 631

Total 3,257 3,865 5,885

Energy 
Conservation

 ● Use roofs that provide natural lighting to reduce the use of lights during the day.
 ● Continue to replace or update operation equipment to increase energy efficiency and replace 
neon advertisement lights with LED lights. Switch off signboard lights 1 hour in advance. 
Non-business units turn off the lights for 1 hour at noon, and install sensor lights in pantries.

 ● Encourage employees to walk and take the stairs more often and use the elevator less.
 ● Implement off-peak control for elevators and set limits for the number of floors for stopping 
to separate users.

 ● Set air-conditioning temperature to no lower than 26℃.
 ● Set employee computers and office machines on power saving mode.

Water 
Conservation

 ● Purchase toilets with dual-mode flushing.
 ● Reduce the water pressure for the building through the propertymanagement company.
 ● Install energy-saving and water-saving faucets.

Waste  ● Prohibit the use of disposable chopsticks and polystyreneproducts.
 ● Print double-sided and recycle waste paper.

To implement the low-carbon aspect of the group's sustainable strategies, Fubon Financial 
Holdings and its subsidiaries jointly set reduction goals for various energy resources and set 
out to achieve sustainable performances as a united front through diverse measures. Fubon 
Insurance's annual performance in energy conservation, water conservation, and waste 
reduction are as follows. 

Note 1: Note 1: The scope of the inventory covers Fubon Insurance headquarters and service
 locations open to the public.

Note 2: Due to measures in response to the pandemic such as working from home, working in different 
areas, and different working hours implemented in 2021, computers were on for longer hours, 
hence the increase in electric power consumption.

Note 3: Achievement rate in 2021= Target value for 2021 / Actual value in 2021

Note 1: The scope of the inventory covers Fubon Insurance headquarters and service
 locations open to the public.

Note 2: Due to the pandemic in 2021, employees washed their hands frequently and doubled down on 
cleaning and disinfecting the environment, hence the surge in water consumption. However, the 
annual water consumption of 2021 is still less than that of 2020. 

Note 3: Achievement rate in 2021= Target value for 2021 / Actual value in 2021.

Reduce power consumption by 12.8% by 2025 with 2017 
as the baseline year.

2019 2020 2021

5,868,219 kWh 5,654,044 kWh 6,253,832 kWh

Achievement 
rate in 2021

91%
Energy 

Conservation

Waste

Reduce water consumption by 10% by 2025 with 2017 as 
the baseline year.

2019 2020 2021

43,497 ton 45,626 ton 44,611 ton
Water 

Conservation 

Achievement 
rate in 2021

97%
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CH5 Dedicate

 ● Established Fubon Rapid Testing Stations and added "insurance for statutory communicable diseases" to the employee group insurance. 

 ● Partnered with 10 universities and offered 33 internship opportunities.

 ● Launched "Fubon Safety GO!" the online driving game to enhance public knowledge of car insurance. 

 ● Launched                                     a picture book on risk education for children in e-book, DIY version and animation for free, extending our reach 
of insurance education to young children. 

Highlight performance

Corresponding SDGs

Empowering Employees to Create 
Positive Social Impact for Common Good
5.1 Talent Cultivation and Workplace Care

5.2 Local Community Support

Magic in the Kitchen,



5.1.1 Talent Acquisition and Development

Management Approach for Material Topic – Talent Cultivation and Development 

Goal

 ● Continue to offer student internship opportunities and plan to add units accepting interns outside of 
Taipei, New Taipei, Taichung, and Kaohsiung to encourage students to return to their hometowns to 
practice, hence reducing the urban-rural gap.

 ● Continue to optimize teaching materials and online courses of Fubon Academy to provide employees 
with better learning experience.

 ● Launch junior management trainee certification programs in accordance with Fubon Financial 
Holdings guidelines to complete the Company's talent pool of trainees and prevent talent shortages 
in junior management.

Management Policy

 ● Management Guidelines for Internal Lecturer 
 ● Regulations on Subsidies for Advanced Studies and 

Foreign Language Learning 
 ● Rules on Incentives for Long-tenured Employees
 ● Employee Certification Management and Incentives 

Guidelines
 ● Performance Evaluation Policy

Responsible Unit

Human Resources Dept.

Action

 ● Promote the "junior management trainee certification program" to complete the Company's talent 
pool of trainees.

 ● Launch FinTech courses to foster innovative thinking and facilitate skills application among 
employees.

 ● Improve internal training quality and enhance teaching capabilities of internal lecturers through the 
certification mechanism for internal lecturers.

 ● Offer employees diverse training resources for talent development through comprehensive online 
learning channels.

 ● Establish diverse talent acquisition channels such as campus recruitment and internship programs.

Commitment

 ● Continue to dedicate resources to the cultivation of 
insurance talents on campus, reduce the industry-
academia gap through industry-academia collaboration, 
and dutifully implement corporate social responsibility.

 ● Continue to develop employee professional capabilities 
and create a diverse and independent learning 
environment.

Dedicated Resources 

Dedicated NT$ 1,657,043 to the 
establishment of online training platforms, 
Fubon Academy and the in-service training 
platform for property insurance specialists, 
offering employees comprehensive learning 
resources.

5.1 Talent Cultivation and Workplace Care

Fubon Insurance's employees consist mainly of local hires in Taiwan, and all senior executives 
are local residents. As of 2021, the Company has a total of 2,892 employees (including full-
time employees and dispatched employees) with a balanced gender ratio. The Company 
provides diverse learning resources and training courses based on employees' job descriptions 
to meet human rights requirements in the workplace. We comply with the government's labor 
regulations and have never hired child labor. Foreign nationals are appointed in accordance 
with laws as well.

Employee Demographics

Senior Management Demographics

Total number of senior executives 24 25 26

Locally-hired senior executives 24 25 26
Percentage 100% 100% 100%

2019 2020 2021

Number of Employees and Gender Ratio

Full-time 
employee 1,335 46.4% 1,544 53.6% 2,879 100%

Part-time 
employee 3 23.1% 10 76.9% 13 100%

Statutory
working hours

Female Male Sum

Number of 
employees Percentage Number of 

employees Percentage Number of 
employees Percentage

Non-regular 
contract 1,335 46.4% 1,544 53.6% 2,879 100%

Regular
contract labor 3 23.1% 10 76.9% 13 100%

Labor-
Management 

Relation

Female Male Sum

Number of 
employees Percentage Number of 

employees Percentage Number of 
employees Percentage

In addition to the number of employees on regular and non-regular contracts, we have 128 
dispatched employees for administrative work, which is not drastically different from that of 
last year. 
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Based on the Company's business philosophy, we have devised talent acquisition and development mechanisms. We also formulated strategies suitable for the development of Fubon Insurance in 
accordance with the standards and regulations of our parent company, Fubon Financial Holdings.

Talent Development

Five Highlights of Fubon Insurance Talent Development

Diverse Courses Devised for Employees to Develop Professional Capabilities

To foster innovative thinking and facilitate skills application among employees, Fubon Insurance has 
launched FinTech Talent Development and Skills Training Courses since 2020. Training includes RPA 
process analysis workshops, AIOCR experience and orientation, and course themes such as future 
digital marketing, brief introduction of FinTech, service design, cloud computing, and machine 
learning. In 2021, a total of 497 people took the courses. To further establish a sustainable company 
culture, enhance employees' sustainability competencies and encourage employees to implement 
sustainable endeavors in their daily work, Fubon Insurance produced five themed courses under the 
ESG Classroom in association with the parent company, Fubon Financial Holdings.

Fubon Insurance continues to provide consumers with more diverse and appropriate insurance 
products and services based on the "customer-oriented" service principle. We aspire to offer 
the best products as the best service provider, making "Fubon" not only the top choice in the 
market but also the best insurer in the minds of consumers. Fubon Insurance is deeply aware 
that having an advanced insurance sector is an indispensable criterion of a modernized nation. 
In the pursuit of profitability, businesses must take social responsibility simultaneously. 

Talent Cultivation

All employees are subject to a performance evaluation every year in accordance with the 
"Performance Evaluation Policy" of Fubon Insurance. The Company evaluates annual 
performance through a cycle of personal goal setting, workplace performance, mid-year 
interviews, year-end self-evaluations, and evaluation by supervisors of two superior levels. 
The final employee ranking is determined based on the total score for annual performance 
within each evaluation group respectively. The evaluation results are linked to the year-end 
bonus distribution, which is based on the year's overall profitability. They are also used as 
the basis for salary adjustment, promotions, and training development. The performance 
evaluation helps employees and their supervisors reach a consensus on their work targets 
and achieve the Company's operational objectives.

Performance Evaluation

Related Guidelines and
Regulations

Outstanding Achievements

Management Guidelines for Recruitment, 
Selection, and Hiring, Regulations 
Governing Incentives for Employee 
Recommendation

Consistently offer jobs and internship 
opportunities through industry-academia 
collaboration every year. In 2021, Fubon 
Insurance partnered with 11 departments 
in 9 schools. A total of 33 students 
took part in the internship program. 
The Company also launched campus 
recruitment programs in association with 
Fubon Financial Holdings.

Related Guidelines and
Regulations

Outstanding Achievements

Training Management Regulations

Offer employees a comprehensive 
online learning platform, Fubon 
Academy, and the "in-service 
training platform for property 
insurance specialists" introduced in 
2020 exclusively for qualified sales 
representatives in compliance with 
laws and regulations.

Related Guidelines and
Regulations

Outstanding Achievements

Performance Evaluation Policy, 
Management Guidelines for Promotion 
and Salary Adjustment

100% of Fubon Insurance employees 
underwent performance evaluation in 
2021.

Related Guidelines and 
Regulations

Outstanding Achievements

Regulations on Rotating and 
Transferring Personnel, Employee 
Unpaid Leave Management 
Regulations, Expatriate Management 
Guidelines

Promote "junior management trainee 
certification programs" to complete 
the Company's talent pool of trainees 
and prevent talent shortages in junior 
management. From 2009 to the end 
of 2021, 396 people completed the 
certification process.

Related Guidelines and 
Regulations

Outstanding Achievements

Management Guidelines for Internal 
Lecturer (retroactive recognition of 
licensed lecturers), Regulations on 
Subsidies for Advanced Studies and 
Foreign Language Learning, Rules on 
Incentives for Long-tenured Employees, 
Employee Certification Management 
and Incentives Guidelines

From 2008 to the end of 2021, 242 
internal lecturers completed the 
certification process.

Recruitment Channels Training Performance Evaluation Career Development Incentive Measures

Anti-Money Laundering and Counter 
Terrorism Financing Annual in-service training All staff of 2,879 people

Legal Compliance Annual in-service training All staff of 2,879 people
Information Security Awareness 

Campaign Annual in-service training All staff of 2,879 people

FinTech Talent Development and 
Skills Training Elective course 497 people took the course in 2021

ESG Classroom Elective course 24 people completed the course in 2021 

Course Course frequency Number of people completed the course
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5.1.2 Human Rights Commitment and Workplace Inclusiveness 

Management Approach for Material Topic – Human Rights Commitment and Workplace Inclusiveness

Goal

In support of international human rights treaties and based on principles of respecting human 
rights in the workplace, Fubon Insurance is dedicated to building a diverse and inclusive workplace 
and supports the union as we build a robust and well-supported working environment.

Management Policy

Fubon Financial Holdings Corporation 
Human Rights Policy

Responsible Unit

Human Resources Dept.

Action

 ● Include issues such as integrity management, gender equality, and human rights in courses on 
the "Principle for Financial Service Industries to Treat Clients Fairly", "The Convention on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities and Principle for Friendly Financial Services".

 ● Gender equality-promoting measures (No preferential treatment or discrimination based 
on gender or sexual orientation for recruitment, appointment, evaluation, or promotion; 
breastfeeding rooms, discount programs at child care facilities.)

 ● In providing employees and their families comprehensive care, the Company offers a 10-week 
maternity leave and subsidies for childbirth that exceed statutory requirements and set up 
fully-equipped breastfeeding rooms in all office buildings. We also launch lectures featuring 
thoughtful fathers and sign discount programs with child care facilities.

Commitment

Fubon Insurance has declared its 
support for the United Nations Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and other 
international human rights treaties. We are 
committed to employee human rights and 
eradicating any human rights violation.

Dedicated Resources

 ● Human rights advocacy-related training 
and courses available on Fubon 
Academy, the online training platform.

 ● User-friendly facilities allocated at all 
service locations.

Fubon Financial 
Holdings Corporation 
Human Rights Policy

Fubon Insurance strictly abides by labor regulations for the workplace and is committed to supporting the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights and other international human rights treaties. In compliance with the "Human Rights Policy" of Fubon Financial Holdings, we regularly 
implement risk assessments for all personnel to protect employee human rights. Control and mitigation measures are implemented based on the 
assessment results. The Company also evaluates and manages potential risks faced by employees to prevent any violation of human rights through 
human rights due diligence investigations. Risk assessments, mitigation and compensation measures are listed as follows.

Excessive working hours All employees Manage excessive work hours Medium

Workplace health All employees Employees who report signs of musculoskeletal disorders under the "Ergonomic Hazards Prevention 
Plan" Medium

Workplace safety All employees Statistics of occupational injuries/deaths Medium

Child labor Interns and dispatched employees Review candidate resume or ID when they report for work Low

Discrimination, unlawful 
harassment in the workplace All employees Employee complaints and feedback Low

Protection of women Female employees who are pregnant or have given birth 
in the past year categorized in Tier 2 and Tier 3 risk levels Conduct telephone or questionnaire surveys Low

Sexual harassment All employees Reported sexual harassment cases Low

Freedom of association and 
negotiation All employees Employees can freely decide to join a union; employees who are not union members also enjoy equal 

protection of rights Low

Salient Issues Vulnerable Groups Management Approach Risk Level
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Excessive working 
hours

❶ Fubon's work rules limit regular working hours to no more than 8 hours a day 
and no more than 40 hours a week in principle.

❷ Employees must give their consent to work overtime, and any overtime request 
must meet legal requirements.

❸ The attendance management system limits overtime to no more than 46 hours a 
month per person in accordance with provisions in the Labor Standards Act. 

The Company offers overtime pay or compensatory leave to employees 
who work overtime.

Workplace health

❶ Employee health checkup once every two years that exceeds statutory 
requirements.

❷ Maternal Health Plan, Ergonomic Hazards Prevention Plan, and Plan to Prevent 
Illnesses Caused by Abnormal Workload launched.

❸ Regular onsite healthcare service offers care and medical advice to female 
employees protected by the Maternal Health Plan and employees who have 
abnormalities in their health checkup results. 

❶ Contracted hospitals conduct statistics and analysis of the examination 
items and notify employees of abnormalities in their results.

❷ Health-promoting events are organized based on health checkup results, 
along with physician consulting services offered to enhance employee 
health management.

Workplace safety

❶ Basic occupational health education and training conducted for current 
employees in compliance with laws.

❷ Evacuation drills conducted in association with property management companies 
that manage the Company's building.

❸ Environmental tests conducted by a third party every six months.
❹ Plan to Prevent Unlawful Harassment in the Workplace launched.

❶ A labor safety e-newsletter is sent via e-mail to raise employee awareness 
of occupational safety.

❷ The Company assists employees with occupational hazard compensation 
application and related counseling.

Child labor After investigation, there is no child labor involved in the Company's operations. Fubon Insurance will continue to implement a zero-child-labor employment 
model. 

Discrimination,
unlawful harassment 

in the workplace

An employee complaint section can be found on the Company's intranet system 
and public website. Employees can file complaints through a variety of channels 
including telephone hotline, fax, and email.

❶ There were zero cases of employee complaints filed in 2021 related 
to labor-management relations and discrimination (including sexual 
harassment). 

❷ All the communication channels function properly. Should there be 
complaints filed, they will be handled and resolved in a timely manner. In 
processing those cases, the Company will establish the facts amicably, 
rationally, and lawfully and presented its findings to the affected employees 
in writing or by telephone, bringing the cases to satisfactory conclusions. 
All confidentiality guidelines will be respected during the process to 
protect the system's credibility.

Sexual harassment

❶ A digital course on the "Guidelines for Investigating Sexual Harassment 
Complaints and Disciplining Offenders" is required for all new employees; Nearly 
100% of new hires completed the course in 2021.

❷ Employees can file complaints through a variety of channels including telephone 
hotline, fax, and email.

Salient Issues Mitigation Measures Compensation Measures

Fubon Insurance supports and implements the Human Rights Policy. We treat all employees with fairness and mutual respect as long as their skills and qualifications meet their job requirements. 
We do not impose preferential treatment or discrimination on the basis of race, social status, language, thought, religion, political association, origin, place of birth, sexual orientation, age, marital 
status, appearance, disability, or other factors.
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Employee Diversity

Since the establishment of the Corporate Governance and Sustainability Committee in 2015 
by our parent company Fubon Financial Holdings, gender equality has become one of the 
key goals. Fubon Insurance organizes training on sexual harassment prevention, workplace 
discrimination prevention, and human rights for employees each year. We also provide a 10-
week maternity leave and childbirth subsidies and benefits that exceed statutory requirements, 
and set up fully-equipped breastfeeding rooms in all office buildings. The Company also 
organizes lectures featuring thoughtful fathers and sign discount programs with child care 
facilities to provide employees and their families with comprehensive care. In building a 
friendly and comfortable environment for breastfeeding, in addition to the breastfeeding rooms 
in the headquarters, Taichung Branch Office, and Kaohsiung Branch Office, the breastfeeding 
room in Tainan Branch Office was completed in 2021.

In the future, Fubon Insurance will continue to heed the gentle yet strong voice of women and 
respect all opinions regardless of gender. We will also pay close attention to gender equality 
issues, promote gender equality, provide employees with comprehensive childbirth and child 
care support, and strive to create a diverse and inclusive company culture to attain shared 
prosperity for society.

The Company has 24 employees with disabilities. Service bells, barrier-free ramps (or portable 
ramps), and Braille elevator signs are available across all service locations, and the headquarters 
is equipped with barrier-free restrooms. The barrier-free facilities are in place as an active 
implementation of the principle to treat clients fairly by offering services to a variety of customers. 
The facilities also enhance the friendly work environment for employees with disabilities. 
Moreover, "The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and Principle for Friendly 
Financial Services" was introduced to the in-service training for property insurance specialists in 
2021. While strengthening the diversity and inclusiveness of the Company's culture, it also instills 
correct customer service mindset in employees. In 2021, a total of 2,787 people received the 
training. 

Building A Friendly and Inclusive Workplace for Employees with Disabilities

Communication with the union has always been among Fubon Insurance's top priorities. 
Quarterly labor-management meetings are held to facilitate labor relations. Union 
representatives have seats on the Occupational Health and Safety Committees to discuss 
health and safety issues in committee meetings. Any organizational adjustments or operational 
changes made that may have a major impact on employees must be promptly announced on 
the Company's intranet system. Executives may communicate such changes directly to the 
entire staff if necessary. We maintain an open attitude toward employees joining a union. The 
president of the union encourages new hires to join the union at the new employee orientation. 
In 2021, 73% of employees joined the union. Employees who are not union members also enjoy 
equal protection of rights.

Labor-Management Communication

Union Participation Rate in Recent Years

Employee complaint channels for labor-management relations issues

Fubon Insurance has allocated diverse and confidential channels for complaints in accordance 
with "Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd. and Subsidiaries Guidelines for the Filing and Handling 
of Employee Complaint" and "Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd. and Subsidiaries Regulations 
for the Prevention, Complaint, Investigation and Punishment of Sexual Harassment". We 
aspire to build a safe, friendly, non-discriminatory, and mutually-respectful work environment. 
To facilitate harmonious labor-management relations, we collect employee opinions on 
various issues through opinion surveys and adopt them as references for improvement. In 
2021, the Company received zero cases of complaints related to labor-management relations 
and discrimination.

Fubon Insurance whistleblowing mailbox
Complaint e-mail: whistleblowing.ins@fubon.com

HR+ mobile app care mailbox

Complaint e-mail: HRplus.fhc@fubon.com

Sexual harassment, employee complaints, and feedback 

Complaint e-mail: 022sug@fubon.com

Complaint telephone: 02-6602-7597

Complaint fax: 02-6600-3808
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5.1.3 Employee Care and Workplace Safety

Management Approach for Material Topic - Employee Care and Workplace Safety

Goal

 ● Continue to care for employee needs and improve various employee welfare measures. 
 ● Build a safe and healthy work environment and achieve the goal of having zero workplace injuries.

Management Policy

 ● Rules for Incentives for Long-tenured 
Employees

 ● Fubon Insurance Headquarters Occupational 
Safety and Health Management Proposal

 ● Fubon Insurance Headquarters Safety and 
Health Work Guidelines

 ● Human Resources Dept.
 ● Loss Control & Safety, Health Dept.

Responsible Unit

Action

 ● Diverse welfare and subsidies. 

 ● Psychology and legal counseling services (Employee Assistance Program): collaborated with 
Teacher Chang Foundation, Taiwan Institute of Psychotherapy, and law firms to offer employees free 
psychological counseling, stress tests, and legal counseling services. 

 ● Offer employee stock ownership trust to encourage employees to grow with the Company in the long 
run. 

 ● Offer paid leaves and bonuses to employees who have been with Fubon Insurance for 10 years or 
multiples of 10 years to encourage employees to stay with the Company for a long time. 

 ● Arrange for onsite health services in addition to the quarterly onsite medical services with contracted 
physicians at the headquarters. Contracted nurses visit 2 to 3 times a month and contracted 
physicians visit 2 to 3 times a year to offer onsite medical services at branch offices.  

 ● Conduct employee health checkup once every two years covering examination items that exceed 
statutory requirements and screenings for four cancers.

 ● Established Fubon Rapid Testing Station to reduce the risk of cluster infection by preventing 
employees going to hospitals.

 ● Added "insurance for statutory communicable diseases" to the employee group insurance.

Commitment

 ● Build a fair, friendly, and diverse work 
environment that encourages employees to 
grow with the Company. 

 ● Ensure worker safety and health and build trust 
and commitment between employees and the 
Company through efficient labor-management 
communication channels to achieve shared 
prosperity. 

Dedicated Resources

 ● Employee Welfare Committee benefits
 ● Company benefits
 ● Other benefits

Fubon Financial Holdings established the Corporate Governance and Sustainability Committee 
in 2015. The "Employee Care" team under the Committee is responsible for labor relations, 
talent development, compensation and benefits, and workplace health and safety. Fubon 
Insurance regularly compiles the aforementioned data for the Employee Care Team to 
evaluate the implementation status and overall benefits of the plans. The ESG Task Force 
regularly reports to the Corporate Governance and Sustainability Committee to ensure the 
implementation of all ESG plans.

The remuneration structure of all employees includes fixed and variable (including performance 
bonuses) compensation which are distributed based on prevailing rates in the industry, personal 
performance, and the Company's business performance. The Company provides employees 
with the employee stock ownership trust program. Employees who have passed their probation 
period can voluntarily join the shareholding trust. Participants pay a fixed amount of trust fund 
(personal contribution) to purchase the Company's stocks, and the Company pays an additional 
100% of the personal contribution (company contribution). The plan effectively offers long-term 
incentive for employees to continuously increase their savings and growth with the Company 
with the return on investment. Employees are eligible for 75% of the company contribution after 
2 years of employment, and they are eligible for 100% of the company contribution after 4 years 
of employment. To encourage employees to continue to work at the Company, Fubon Insurance 
provides commendation and rewards for employees for 10 years of service and every 10-year 
anniversary thereafter based on the Rules on Incentives for Long-tenured Employees.

Fair Remuneration and Diverse Benefits

Overall Salaries

The ratio of total annual remuneration 11.1%

The ratio of total annual remuneration percentage increase 201%

Ratio of Highest Salary and Median Salary in the Company

Note: 
The ratio of total annual remuneration: The total annual remuneration of the individual with the highest salary in the organization ÷ the 
median of all employees' total annual remuneration (The annual remuneration of the individual with the highest salary is excluded.)
The ratio of total annual remuneration percentage increase: The percentage increase of the total annual remuneration of the individual 
with the highest salary in the organization ÷ the median of the percentage increase of all employees' total annual remuneration (The 
annual remuneration of the individual with the highest salary is excluded.)
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Fubon Insurance established the "Fubon Insurance Headquarters Occupational Safety and 
Health Management Plan", "Fubon Insurance Headquarters Safety and Health Work Rules", 
"Maternal Health Protection Plan", "Plan to Prevent Illness Caused by Abnormal Workload", 
"Ergonomic Hazards Prevention Plan", and " Plan to Prevent Unlawful Harassment in the 
Workplace" in accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Act. We implement 
measures to ensure occupational safety and employee health by preventing occupational 
hazards, injuries, and diseases. Through effective communication channels between labor and 
management, the Company builds trust and commitment between itself and employees and 
attains shared prosperity.

If an employee suffers an injury due to an accident during business operations or commuting, 
the accident must be immediately reported to the unit supervisor. The unit supervisor must 
immediately report to the occupational safety and health management unit. If the injury 
is severe and requires hospitalization, the unit supervisor must immediately report to the 
President of the Company.

In the event of a severe occupational injury, emergency aid must be provided, and the incident 
shall be immediately reported to the unit supervisor. The unit supervisor must immediately 
report to the occupational safety and health management unit, which shall report to the 
President immediately and the local labor inspection institution within eight hours. Meanwhile, 
the site must be kept from unauthorized displacement or destruction so that the judicial 
authority or labor inspection agency can complete investigations and inspections.

Friendly, Healthy, and Safe Workplace

Parental Leave Statistics

Statistics on Occupational Injuries of Fubon Insurance in the Past Three Years

Fubon Insurance pays close attention to employee benefits and monitors changes in the 
subjective and objective environment at all times. In addition to compliance with government 
regulations, the Company has established welfare measures to meet the needs of employees, 
including annual leave, health insurance, labor insurance, labor pension contributions, group 
insurance, subsidies for marriages, funerals, and childbirth, social organizations, bonuses 
for the three traditional Chinese festivals, health checkups, employee stock ownership 
trusts, internal and external training courses, rewards for continuing education, condolence 
compensation system, and rewards for long-tenured employees.

Fubon Insurance's employee benefits are distributed by the Company and the Employee 
Welfare Committee. They are explained as follows:

Subsidies for travel, social organizations, birthday celebrations, weddings, funerals, children's 
education and scholarships, and Chinese New Year rewards.

Employee Welfare Committee benefits
01

Psychological counseling, legal counseling services, massage services, ten weeks of maternity leave 
for female employees (superior to the statutory eight-week leave stipulated by the Labor Standards 
Act), twelve days of bereavement leave for the death of an employee's parent or spouse (superior to 
the statutory eight-day leave stipulated by the Labor Standards Act).

Other

03

Childbirth subsidies, child care subsidies, group insurance (including life insurance, medical insurance, 
and insurance for statutory communicable diseases), employee integrity warranty insurance, group 
injury insurance for claims handlers, health checkups, Dragon Boat Festival and Mid-Autumn Festival 
bonuses, wedding bonuses, funeral and condolence subsidies, shareholding trust, survivor benefits for 
the death of an employee, rewards for long-tenured employee, and education rewards.

Company benefits

02

Number of employees eligible for 
parental leave in the current year (A) 43 62 49 43 141 150

Number of applicants for parental leave 
in the current year (B) 1 22 3 12 1 17

Application rate (B/A) 2% 35% 6% 28% 0.7% 11%

Number of employees expected to be 
reinstated from parental leave in the 
current year (C)

1 12 2 21 3 16

Number of applicants for reinstatement 
in the current year (D) 1 9 2 7 1 11

Reinstatement rate (D/C) 100% 75% 100 % 33.33% 33.3% 68.8%

Number of employees reinstated in the 
previous year (E) 0 7 1 9 2 7

Number of employees reinstated in the 
previous year who have worked for more 
than one year (F)

0 7 1 9 2 7

Retention rate (F/E) - 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

2019 2020 2021
Male Female Male Female Male Female

Number of people injured from 
occupational hazards 

Male 2 2 0

Female 1 0 1

Number of occupational deaths
Male 0 0 0

Female 0 0 0

Number of lost days
Male 8 3 0

Female 5 0 30

Disabling injury frequency rate
Male 0.48 0.45 0.00

Female 0.24 0.00 0.22

Disabling injury severity rate
Male 1 0 0

Female 1 0 6

Item Sex 2019 2020 2021
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Fubon Insurance provides onsite health services in accordance with the Labor Health 
Protection Regulations. In addition to the quarterly onsite medical services with contracted 
physicians at the headquarters, contracted nurses visit 2 to 3 times a month and contracted 
physicians visit 2 to 3 times a year to offer onsite medical services at Chengzhong, Taoyuan, 
Taichung, Tainan, and Kaohsiung branch offices. We organized 148 sessions of onsite health 
services in 2021 for 371 participants. The medical services covered are as follows. Face-to-face 
interviews were provided to pregnant female employees to ensure their physical and mental 
health and work safety during pregnancy and after childbirth. Follow-ups were conducted for 
employees with abnormal health examination results, and doctors were appointed to provide 
one-on-one health consultation and health guidance based on their individual needs to prevent 
diseases and protect the health of our employees.

The Company offers employee health checkups once every two years covering examination 
items that exceed statutory requirements. Screenings for four cancers are also included for 
the purpose of detecting and treating early-stage diseases. Proceedings of employee health 
checkups are organized by the Human Resources Department of Fubon Financial Holdings and 
assisted by nurses in charge of labor health services. The Company conducts employee health 
management through analysis, management, and monitoring of health examination data. In 
2021, 2,516 employees received a health checkup. The checkup rate is 96.4%.

To advocate prevention over treatment, the Company organized health-promoting events 
based on examination items of the year's health checkup that show abnormal results. 
Following the employee health checkup in 2021, a seminar on "Learning about Advanced 
Cardiovascular Checkups" and personal health education sessions were held and participated 
by 104 employees. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Fubon Financial Holdings set up a 
rapid testing station on June 7. A total of 1,529 employees of Fubon Insurance were tested, and 
the screening expenses were covered by the Company. The Company also added "insurance 
for statutory communicable diseases" to the employee group insurance. When an employee 
contracted a statutory communicable disease and is hospitalized, he can apply for "daily 
claims for statutory communicable diseases and hospitalization". The insurance premium 
is covered by the Company. Moreover, the Company strengthened epidemic prevention 
communications from time to time to advocate the new lifestyle of epidemic prevention amidst 
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Fubon Rapid Testing Station

5.2 Local Community Support

Management Approach for Material Topic – Local Community Support

Goal
 ● Enhance resilience to risk for disadvantaged communities.
 ● Improve risk awareness among society, corporates, families and individuals to prevent accidents 

from happening.
 ● Incorporate game elements into the learning of abstruse insurance knowledge. Through the fun 

online driving game, the general public can familiarize with driving risk management concepts in a 
short time.

 ● Continue to promote risk education for children, improve the diversity of teaching materials, and 
actively seek collaboration and exposure externally to engage with more beneficiaries and attain 
better external benefits.

Management Policy

Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd., and 
Subsidiaries Guidelines on Donation Procedures

Responsible Unit

Planning Dept.

Action
 ● Commenced industry-academia collaboration with 10 universities and colleges and offered 33 

internship opportunities; shared professional knowledge and experience from years of practice 
through a variety of channels such as workshops or seminars. A total of 293 students participated. 

 ● Held 10 online loss control training sessions in collaboration with clients in 2021 to help factory 
personnel in China and Southeast Asia establish correct loss control concepts.

 ● Launched                                     , a picture book on risk education for children.
 ● Launched "Fubon Safety GO!", an online driving game that attracted over 12 thousand players to 

learn about auto insurance, further guiding players to plan for their auto insurance.
 ● Activated the emergency response mechanism for major disasters 3 times in 2021, actively contacted 

affected customers, followed up on developments in the aftermath, and offered necessary assistance.
 ● Organized 20 charity ambassador programs involving employee participation and contributed to local 

communities through elderly services, companionship for disadvantaged communities, and health 
promotions.

Commitment 

Monitor the effectiveness of budgets for 
charitable donations, distribute resources for 
charity properly, and maximize the benefits of 
charitable endeavors.

Dedicated Resources

 ● Donations made in 2021 amounted to NT$ 
34,617,764.  

 ● More than 346 employees took part in charity 
services, amounting to 1,544 hours of service.  

Magic in the Kitchen
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Committed to the enhancement of society's overall awareness of sustainability risks, Fubon 
Insurance actively creates opportunities to engage with corporates, civic organizations, and 
individuals. In addition to offering insurance products and services, the Company shares risk 
management knowledge with corporates, universities, elementary schools and the general 
public through seminars, promotional courses, picture books, and games. The sharing covers 
all stages of risk management from prevention in advance to remedial measures in the 
aftermath. We intend to reduce the impact on society in the event of losses through tangible 
measures.

Fubon Insurance organizes large-scale seminars every year to explain emerging social risks 
and countermeasures. We also provide customized training courses for corporate clients and 
convene auto insurance seminars.

In addition, Fubon Insurance has commenced industry-academia collaboration with several 
universities and colleges for many years to strengthen their practical insurance programs. 
We have also organized internship programs for university and college students. Through a 
variety of channels such as seminars and lectures, Fubon Insurance shares its many years of 
professional knowledge and experience in the industry for students to fully combine theories 
into practice and prepare for their future careers. These programs also help the insurance 
industry develop more talents for the future.

ESG Risk Engagement, Dedicated to Enhancing Society's 
Sustainability Risk Awareness 

Goal for the promotion of insurance education 

Program Title Contents Participants Number of 
Participants

Industry-Academia 
Collaboration Program

Lecture on Property 
Insurance Management 

and Practices

Students of Chengchi University 
(undergraduate and graduate 

students)
53

Industry-Academia 
Collaboration Program

Case Study on Property 
Insurance Practices  

Tamkang University 
(graduate students) 5

Industry-Academia 
Collaboration Program

Lecture on Property 
Insurance Practices 

Tamkang University 
(undergraduate students) 74

Industry-Academia 
Collaboration Program Auto Insurance Course Tamkang University 

(undergraduate students) 31

Industry-Academia 
Collaboration Program

Property Insurance and 
Life 

Feng Chia University 
(undergraduate students) 70

Industry-Academia 
Collaboration Program

Property Insurance and 
FinTech

Feng Chia University 
(undergraduate students) 60

Industry-Academia 
Collaboration Program

Property Insurance 
Internship Program

Tamkang University, Ming 
Chuan University, Shih Chien 

University, Feng Chia University, 
Takming University, Taichung 

University of Science and 
Technology, Chaoyang, and 

Kaohsiung University of Science 
and Technology

33

Fubon Insurance Industry-Academia Collaboration Programs

Advocacy for Universal Risk Management

With rapid technological advancements and unpredictable natural and man-made disasters, 
the concept of risk has been transformed from "compensation for losses" of the past to "risk 
prevention". Fubon believes that the social responsibility of insurance companies is no longer 
fixated on the basic functions of offering compensation for the losses of existing customers. 
Instead, it should further include educational endeavors for society on how to prevent risks 
and minimize losses after the occurrence of risks.

Fubon Insurance organizes large-scale risk seminars from time to time to explain to clients, 
the public, and the media countermeasures in response to emerging social risks deriving 
from regulations and innovative technologies. In addition to the experience sharing of Fubon 
Insurance's senior executives and employees in charge of independent projects, we also work 
with external initiatives and organizations.

Risk Management Seminars

Improve insurance talent competence
Strengthen risk management awareness in society

Practical training for 
insurance talents

Increase risk awareness 
Promote loss control knowledge

Private companies and 
the general public

Loss control 
education

University and college 
students

Industry-academia collaboration 
internship program
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In 2021, we organized the "Seminar on Risk Management for Directors and Supervisors" 
with Taiwan Corporate Governance Association and the "Seminar on Digital Governance for 
Directors and Supervisors" with Taiwan Digital Governance Association, explaining the liability 
risks of directors and supervisors and information security practices via video conferencing. A 
total of 156 participants joined the seminars.

Corporate Governance Risk Management Education 

Fubon Insurance provides corporate clients with customized training on loss control 
technologies as well as consulting services for loss control technologies. Clients including 
Innolux Corporation, Hon Hai Precision Industry, ASE Group, YFY, Kuo Kuang Power, and 
TPC have repeatedly invited Fubon Insurance to provide onsite training services. In light of 
the pandemic, we responded to client demand for video conferencing in 2021 and connected 
remotely to our clients' plants in China and Southeast Asia to increase the positive impact of 
our services. We organized 10 training sessions for more than 334 participants (participants 
online excluded from the statistics) with a satisfaction rate of 96%.

Risk Education and Training for Corporate Clients

In addition, Fubon Insurance formed an Auto Insurance Loss Control Advocacy Team consisting 
of senior claims personnel in 2005 to provide pro bono auto insurance training for clients, 
government agencies, and education institutions. The team helps the general public develop 
correct driving habits and take correct countermeasures in the event of an accident. A total 
of 66 training sessions were offered in 2021 to trainees including clients as well as insurance 
companies, rental car companies, district mediation committees, Reserve Command, District 
Civil Affairs Office, Notary Public Association, and Association for Victims Support. The 
sessions were well received by the public.

Driving and Road Safety Education

Fubon Safety GO!

Before Children's Day in April 2021, Fubon Insurance launched a risk education picture book,
                           . Young readers are guided to learn about home fire safety through the 
narrative of the otter family. The picture book is the Company's first attempt to extend our 
reach of insurance education to young children. The e-book of the picture book in English 
and Chinese and DIY version are available for free download on the official website. The 
animated version can also be found on YouTube. To further expand engagement, Fubon 
Insurance actively organized physical events including the Junior Risk Doctor Storytelling 
activity. The Company sponsored gifts and encouraged school teachers and employees to read 
picture books with children and teach them risk knowledge. The Company also took part in 
the child care campaign organized by Fubon Charity Foundation Yunlin Branch and the 2021 
Taiwan SDGs Action Days. We brought the settings in the picture book to life and arranged 6 
storytelling sessions to teach fire risk knowledge to a live audience. The online risk education 
materials (including clicks on the official website, YouTube, and Instagram post reach) have 
amounted to a total reach of 7,800 times. 640 participants joined the physical events.

Magic in the Kitchen

Magic in the Kitchen, Risk Education Picture Book for Children  

Fubon Insurance seeks to provide customers with immediate claims services in the event of a 
major accident or disaster. We created the "Emergency Response Team" for personal insurance 
and corporate insurance services and assigned dedicated personnel to actively contact customers 
affected by such events, monitor follow-up developments, and provide necessary assistance to 
increase customer satisfaction.

In addition to setting up the Emergency Response Team for immediate claims service, Fubon 
Insurance formulated emergency response plans to estimate the possible losses and impact of 
the affected insurance policies and report them to different levels based on the statistical tables, 
notifications, and reporting procedures specified in the response plan. The plan allows supervisors 
to quickly understand the overall impact of the incident and help the Company obtain consistent 
information to explain to external parties and mitigate the concerns of the public, investors, and 
the competent authority.

Caring for Affected Customers through the Emergency
Response Mechanism to Major Disasters

Fubon Charity Foundation Yunlin Branch Child Care 
Event in 2021

"Magic Auntie Storytelling" event at 2021 Taiwan 
SDGs Action Days

Adhering to our core belief to "be positive and stay protected", Fubon Insurance provides a 
safety net against disaster impacts through the claims mechanism. While we reduce losses for 
our clients passionately and professionally, we also care for the disadvantaged communities. 
Through continuous effort in exerting the competencies of an insurer, we are dedicated 
to enhancing risk awareness among all groups to lower public accident risks and achieve 
sustainable lives of good health and safety.

In 2021, Fubon Insurance 
launched an online driving 
game, "Fubon Safety GO!" 
as a fun advocacy for road 
safety education. The 
driving game explains 
accident risks and auto 
insurance in simple terms 
incorporated with game elements. Through simulations in the game, players can familiarize 
with potential dangers while driving and the coverage of different auto insurance products. The 
game helps the general public develop basic concepts of driving risk management in a short 
time. As an incentive to attract more players to the game, Fubon Insurance further devised a 
"Word Collect Lucky Draw" to increase player engagement. From April 19, 2021, the day it was 
launched to the end of 2021, a total of 12 thousand players played the game for 10.7 times a 
day on average.  
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Fubon Insurance encourages employees to actively participate in charity services, submit proposals for charity projects, and help charity service units promote their programs. Through the "One Vote One 
Hope: Delivering Positive Love" campaign, the Company provides additional subsidies for winning projects as an incentive for employees to visit the event page, review cases together, and vote for projects 
they approve of. "Making Friends with Love" is a program that offers scholarships to disadvantaged students, and "Give A Wish, Build A Future" gathers supplies based on children's wish lists, calls for 
donations, and convenes volunteers to sort the supplies.

Fubon Insurance approved 20 charity ambassador projects in 2021. Each project involves physical events participated by employees of Fubon Insurance, including elderly services, companionship for the 
disadvantaged, and health promotion. Employees of service locations across Taiwan convert their love into actions to take care of groups and institutions in need of assistance.

Fubon Insurance Employees as Charity Ambassadors

• "Care for Women" Breast Cancer Screening in Remote Areas

• 2021 Syin - Lu Social Welfare Foundation Charity Concert 

• Fish Themed Classroom – Ruifang After-School Project

• Taiwan Public Welfare League - 2021 Youth Charity Competition 

• Fundraising for Meal Costs of the Level C Massage Class

• 2021 Camp for Children of Single Parents

• "Look over Here" Music Course Performance

• Youth Workshop on Self - Media

• Connecting Dreams with Love - After - School Care and Service Project for Economically Disadvantaged Children

• Sunshine Breakfast, Smile Canteen, Happiness Delivery 

• Wheelchair Tai Chi Elementary Workshop

• Digital Growth Camp for the Elderly

• Delivery of Barrier - free Love and Happiness @ Nangang Workshop

• Children Empowerment Project

• A Bit Orange Expansion Project for Students with Special Needs

• Food Distribution and Homeless Empowerment Project

• Yunlin County Love without Obstacles Association 2021 Epidemic Prevention and Care Project for the Disabled,  

• Mid - Autumn Festival Companion for Elderly People Living Alone

• 2021 Fall Horticultural Therapy Cooperative Project for Wheelchair Users and the Visually Impaired

• Down Syndrome Foundation Xinyi Daycare Center "Music Therapy and Education"

Events

 
Projects
20

New Taipei City

2
Hualien County

1

Taitung County

1
Pingtung County

2

Kaohsiung City

2

9
Taipei City

1
Taichung City

2
Yunlin County

Community and Families
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Trade Association The Non-Life Insurance Association of the Republic of China member managing director

Association
Taiwan Corporate Governance Association member -

Chinese Insurance Service Association member director

Society

Insurance Society of the Republic of China member -

Risk Management Society of Taiwan member Supervisor

The Non-Life Underwriters Society of the Republic of China member director

The Actuarial Institute of Chinese Taipei, AICT member director

Financial Governance and Compliance Society of the Republic of China member -

Taiwan Insurance Law Association member -

Disaster Management Society of Taiwan member -

Others

Institute of Financial Law and Crime Prevention, IAFI member -

Chinese National Association of Industry and Commerce, Taiwan（CNAIC） member -

Taiwan Financial Services Roundtable, TFSR member -

Type Name of association Membership Status Position

Appendix ❶ : List of Association Memberships    

Invention
VEHICLE AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND 
VEHICLE AUTHENTICATION METHOD 
THEREOF

2018/6/1 The vehicle authentication system conducts authentication on users and vehicles, captures vehicle miles traveled, and calculates 
insurance premiums accordingly. 

Invention DECENTRALIZED INSURANCE REWARD 
SYSTEM 2018/5/11

The system calculates default values for risk probability and rewards based on the data inserted by the insured. If the actual loss 
is less than the default value after the period of insurance ends, the insured can receive rewards. Blockchain applications are 
deployed to record the payment flow of rewards.      

Invention MOBILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF 
SOCIAL GROUP INSURANCEPOLICY 2018/8/21

A social group is formed by several policyholders, and the system generates a default risk probability based on the data inserted 
by all policyholders. Policyholders are required to install on-board self-diagnosis devices to record their driving behaviors. When 
the average risk probability of the social group is lower than the default value, the social group receives rewards. The lower the 
average risk probability is, the higher amount of rewards the group receives. It is a win-win mechanism for the insured and the 
insurer. 

Invention A RISK EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR 
SOCIAL GROUP INSURANCE POLICY 2018/11/1

A social group is formed by several policyholders, and the system generates a default risk probability based on the data inserted 
by all policyholders. When the average risk probability of the social group is lower than the default value, the social group 
receives rewards. The lower the average risk probability is, the higher amount of rewards the group receives. It is a mechanism to 
encourage drivers develop good dirving habits.   

Patent Type Title Date of grant Claim

Appendix ❷ : List of Financial Patents Obtained by Fubon Insurance   
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Invention
RISK ASSESSMENT AND INSURANCE 
PLANNING SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 
INSURANCE OF ENTERPRISE 

2019/12/21
This invention assists insurance specialists with the sales of corporate insurance by automatically generating recommended 
cross-category insurance plans based on the data inserted by corporate clients. Clients can also adjust coverage based on the 
recommendations. The system generates application forms for cross-category insurance plans on mobile devices for clients to sign. 
It also supports off-line operation as a solution for unstable internet connection in remote areas.    

Invention VEHICLE INSURANCE SYSTEM 2019/3/21

The system is adopted for UBI insurance. The insured is required to insert multiple authentication data so that the insured can later 
proceed with insured vehicle authentication on a mobile device. The insurance coverage comes into effect once the driver and vehicle 
data are verified as listed in the insurance policy. Moreover, for liability insurance, the insured is required to insert authentication 
data for the driver and multiple vehicles. Once the authentication for the driver and insured vehicles is completed on the driver's 
mobile device and the on-board sensory device, insurance coverage comes into effect. Drivers or vehicles that fail the authentication 
will not be protected.    

Invention
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
VERIFYING REMOTE ACCIDENT 
SCENE IMAGE AND IDENTITY 

2020/4/11
Users can conduct authentication on mobile devices that are connected to the system through which images of the accident scene 
are sent to claims specialists. Claims specialists can verify whether the images sent by users following instructions given by claims 
specialists through the system are taken at the primary scene of the accident.

Invention
DECENTRALIZED METHOD AND 
SYSTEM FOR RECORDING VEHICLE 
DRIVING HISTORY 

2020/2/11

This invention verifies the driving history of the insured vehicle through license plate recognition devices. It also confirms vehicle 
usage data at gas stations and repair shops through a data collection system. Data such as fuel consumption, time and location of 
refuel are considered for risk assessment on car usage time and location. The data are kept using blockchain technology to prevent 
tampering. This system and method enables the collection of driving history for risk assessment without the need to install any 
devices.   

Invention
CLAIM ADJUSTMENT AND DAMAGE 
ASSESSMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD 
FOR MOTOR ACCIDENT 

2020/9/21
In the event of a road accident, the image recording device records the characteristics (vehicle type, license plate number, color, 
etc) of a third-party vehicle and captures images of the driving situation before and after the occurrence of the accident. Liability is 
determined based on the images and characteristics (e.g., traffic light, speed limit) of the accident. 

Utility VEHICLE CERTIFICATION SYSTEM 2017/2/21 The vehicle authentication system conducts authentication on users and vehicles, captures vehicle miles traveled, and calculates 
insurance premiums accordingly. 

Utility MOBILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF 
SOCIAL GROUP INSURANCEPOLICY 2017/6/11

A social group is formed by several policyholders, and the system generates a default risk probability based on the data inserted by 
all policyholders. Policyholders are required to install on-board self-diagnosis devices to record their driving behaviors. When the 
average risk probability of the social group is lower than the default value, the social group receives rewards. The lower the average 
risk probability is, the higher amount of rewards the group receives. It is a win-win mechanism for the insured and the insurer. 

Utility A RISK EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR 
SOCIAL GROUP INSURANCE POLICY 2017/6/11

A social group is formed by several policyholders, and the system generates a default risk probability based on the data inserted 
by all policyholders. When the average risk probability of the social group is lower than the default value, the social group receives 
rewards. The lower the average risk probability is, the higher amount of rewards the group receives. It is a mechanism to encourage 
drivers develop good dirving habits.   

Utility ELECTRONIC DEVICE 2019/2/1 Based on the ID number, code, or information provided in the claims application of the insured, the mobile device looks through the 
multiple insurance policies of the insured to identify the plans and items eligible for claims and the amount of eligible claims.

Utility DEVICE FOR CLAIMS REVIEWING 
PROCESS CONTROLLING 2019/6/11

The device establishes an insurance knowledge base based on the historical data of insurance claims. It collects claims data in 
large quantities for analysis, builds claims models accordingly, and serves as a reference for customer services specialists handling 
similar claims. It enhances the reasonableness and fairness of insurance claim evaluation. 

Utility ELECTRONIC DEVICE SUITABLE FOR 
ASSIGNING CLAIM CASES 2021/7/1 The electronic device is equipped with an automated dispatch system. It assigns claim cases to suitable specialists based on their 

work status and specialty claims types.     

Utility ELECTRONIC DEVICE SUITABLE FOR 
PAYING INSURANCE INDEMNITIES 2021/7/1

After the evaluation of the claim case is completed, the system pays claims to the customer's designated financial account at a 
specific time according to the time the claim case is signed and concluded. The system can make payments more than one time a 
day. 

Patent Type Title Date of grant Claim
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Utility
ELECTRONIC DEVICE SUITABLE FOR 
DUNNING 

2021/7/21
The system automatically generates different accounts for the collection of different pending payment requests and send 
account and payment details to the payer. The status of payment can be changed according to payment collection details (such as 
payment received, due payment, or incorrect payment amount). It increases the efficiency of payment reminders.   

Utility MEDICAL CLAIM SYSTEM 2021/9/1 To provide hospitalized policyholders with a better claims service experience, the system allows policyholders to pay hospital 
bills directly using the medical insurance claims upon application without having to pay out of their pockets.

Utility CUSTOMER SERVICE SYSTEM 2021/11/21
This system overcomes the restriction of a fixed office location required to take calls. Through the 0800 remote call function, 
the system supports remote work from home operations and identifies suitable customer service specialists based on the past 
applications of the calling customers. When customer service specialists are unable to provide customers with timely voice call 
services, the system will advise customers to make reservations for their requested services.    

Patent Type Title Date of grant Claim

Low/Medium/
High Yes/No Low/Medium/

High

1 Headquarters 7F~14F., No. 179, Liaoning St., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

2 Zhonglun Liaison Office 1F., No. 67, Sec. 4, Bade Rd., Songshan Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

3 International Insurance Services Branch 7F~14F., No. 179, Liaoning St., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

4 Jianguo Branch Area A, 12F., No. 238, Sec. 2, Jianguo N. Rd., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City, 
Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

5 Neihu Liaison Office 1F., No. 62, Ruihu St., Neihu Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

6 Cheng Zhong Branch 13F., 16F., 18F. & 19F., No. 9, Xiangyang Rd., Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City, 
Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

7 Shihlin Service Center No. 525, Zhongzheng Rd., Shilin Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.3m-0.5m 0.3m-0.5m Low Yes Low

8 Cheng Zhong Branch Nangang Office 1F., No. 7, Aly. 64, Dongxin St., Nangang Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

9 Shifu Liaison Office 17F., No. 210, Sec. 1, Keelung Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

10 Banqiao Branch 3F., No. 266, Sec. 1, Wenhua Rd., Banqiao Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan 
(R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

11 Shulin Liaison Office 2F., No. 77-1, Zhenqian St., Shulin Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

12 Sanchong Branch 6F., No. 89, Sec. 1, Chongyang Rd., Sanchong Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan 
(R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

13 Xinzhuang Branch 16F., No. 229, Xintai Rd., Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

NO Building/Branch Address 50years 100years Potential 
Inundation

With flood 
protection

Overall risk 
level

Appendix❸ : Flood Risk Analysis of Fubon Insurance Service Locations
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Low/Medium/
High Yes/No Low/Medium/

High

14 Linkou Liaison Office 1F. & 2F., No. 57, Xinyi Rd., Linkou Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

15 Wanhua Branch 9F., No. 52, Guilin Rd., Wanhua Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

16 Wanhua Branch Xindian Office 4F., No. 351, Sec. 1, Beixin Rd., Xindian Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

17 Shuanghe Branch 3F.-3&4, No. 122, 3F.-1, No. 128, Sec. 2, Zhongshan Rd., Zhonghe Dist., New 
Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.3m-0.5m 0.5m-1m Low Yes Low

18 Keelung Branch 5F. & 6F., No. 38, Yi 1st Rd., Zhongzheng Dist., Keelung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

19 Wudu Liaison Office 1F., No. 28, Ln. 294, Shijian Rd., Qidu Dist., Keelung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

20 Xizhi Service Center 3F.-3, No. 79, Sec. 1, Xintai 5th Rd., Xizhi Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

21 Hualien Branch 3F., No. 256, Linsen Rd., Hualien City, Hualien County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.5m-1m 0.5m-1m Low Yes Low

22 Jian Liaison Office No. 8, Sec. 1, Zhongshan Rd., Ji'an Township, Hualien County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 1m-2m 1m-2m Medium Yes Medium to low

23 Yuli Liaison Office No. 128, Sec. 1, Ren'ai Rd., Yuli Township, Hualien County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

24 Lanyang Branch 3F. & 4F., No. 197, Gongzheng Rd., Luodong Township, Yilan County, Taiwan 
(R.O.C.) 0.5m-1m 0.5m-1m Low Yes Low

25 Lanyang Branch Yilan Office 3F., No. 101, Sec. 2, Zhongshan Rd., Yilan City, Yilan County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 1m-2m 1m-2m Medium Yes Medium to low

26 Taoyuan Branch 5F., No. 245-1, Sec. 3, Sanmin Rd., Taoyuan Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

27 Nankan Service Center 4F.-2, No. 83, Sec. 1, Nankan Rd., Luzhu Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

28 Bade Service Center 1F., No. 466, Sec. 2, Jieshou Rd., Bade Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

29 Hsinchu Branch 10F. & 11F., No. 141, Zhongzheng Rd., North Dist., Hsinchu City, Taiwan 
(R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

30 Zhudong Liaison Office 2F., No. 100, Guanxin 2nd St., East Dist., Hsinchu City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

31 Hsinchu Branch Zhubei Office 1F., No. 31, Dong Sec. 2, Guangming 6th Rd., Zhubei City, Hsinchu County, 
Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.5m-1m 0.5m-1m Low Yes Low

NO Building/Branch Address 50years 100years Potential 
Inundation

With flood 
protection

Overall risk 
level
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Low/Medium/
High Yes/No Low/Medium/

High

32 Zhongli Branch 3F.-5 & 6, No. 398, Huanbei Rd., Zhongli Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

33 Zhongli Branch Yangmei Office 2F., No. 61, Ln. 298, Huandong Rd., Yangmei Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan 
(R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

34 Miaoli Branch 9F., No. 399, Zhongzheng Rd., Miaoli City, Miaoli County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

35 Zhunan Service Center No. 144, Dongping Rd., Zhunan Township, Miaoli County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.5m-1m 0.5m-1m Low Yes Low

36 Yuanli Service Center 2F.-1, No. 88, Nanxing Rd., Yuanli Township, Miaoli County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

37 Fuli Liaison Office 1F., No. 8, Fuqing, Miaoli City, Miaoli County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

38 Taichung Branch 11F., No. 196, Sec. 2, Liuchuan W. Rd., West Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan 
(R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

39 Dali Service Center No. 463, Defang S. Rd., Dali Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

40 Taichung Branch South Taichung Office No. 345, Sec. 3, Xiangshang Rd., Nantun Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

41 Changhua Branch 2F. & 3F., No. 1, Sec. 1, Zhongzheng Rd., Changhua City, Changhua County, 
Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

42 Changhua Branch Yuanlin Office 3F., No. 55, Zhongzheng Rd., Yuanlin City, Changhua County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

43 Huatan Liaison Office No. 372-4, Sec. 2, Zhongshan Rd., Huatan Township, Changhua County, 
Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

44 Shalu Branch No. 157, Zhongshan Rd., Shalu Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m 0.3m-0.5m Low Yes Low

45 Daya Service Center 5F., No. 837, Sec. 4, Yatan Rd., Daya Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

46 Dajia Liaison Office 1F., No. 230, Xinyi Rd., Dajia Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

47 Zhong Gang Liaison Office No. 8-10, Sec. 1, Youyuan Rd., Dadu Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

48 Nantou Branch 3F., No. 616, Zhongxing Rd., Nantou City, Nantou County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.5m-1m 0.5m-1m Low Yes Low

49 Caotun Liaison Office No. 40, Sec. 2, Taiping Rd., Caotun Township, Nantou County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

50 Puli Liaison Office 1F., No. 156, Zhonghua Rd., Puli Township, Nantou County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

NO Building/Branch Address 50years 100years Potential 
Inundation

With flood 
protection

Overall risk 
level
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Low/Medium/
High Yes/No Low/Medium/

High

51 Fengyuan Branch No. 340, Zhongshan Rd., Fengyuan Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

52 Fengdong Liaiso Office 1F., No. 128, Fengdong Rd., Fengyuan Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

53 Tainan Branch 10F., No. 279, Sec. 2, Minsheng Rd., West Central Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan 
(R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

54 East Tainan Liaiso Office 10F.-4, No. 425, Zhonghua Rd., Yongkang Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

55 Rende Liaiso Office No. 116, Zhongshan Rd., Rende Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

56 Chiayi Branch 5F. & 6F., No. 396, Minquan Rd., West Dist., Chiayi City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.3m-0.5m 0.3m-0.5m Low Yes Low

57 Puzi Service Center 2F., No. 62, San'an Rd., Puzi City, Chiayi County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m 0.5m-1m Low Yes Low

58 Huwei Branch 6F., No. 116, Xinxing Rd., Huwei Township, Yunlin County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.3m-0.5m 0.3m-0.5m Low Yes Low

59 Beigang Service Center 4F., No. 95, Zhongzheng Rd., Beigang Township, Yunlin County, Taiwan 
(R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

60 Douliu Service Center 12F.-6, No. 211, Sec. 2, Yunlin Rd., Douliu City, Yunlin County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

61 Xinying Branch 6F., No. 301, Minzhi Rd., Xinying Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

62 Jiali Service Center 2F., No. 106, Yanping Rd., Jiali Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

63 Xinying Branch Yongkang Office 3F., No. 202, Zhongzheng N. Rd., Yongkang Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

64 Kaohsiung Branch 12F., No. 95, Minzu 2nd Rd., Xinxing Dist., Kaohsiung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.5m-1m 0.5m-1m Low Yes Low

65 Nan Gao Service Center No. 397, Yanhai 1st Rd., Xiaogang Dist., Kaohsiung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

66 Penghu Liaison Office No. 92-42, Xiwen'ao, Magong City, Penghu County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

67 Linhai Liaison Office No. 1, Zhonggang Rd., Xiaogang Dist., Kaohsiung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

68 Fengshan Branch No. 156, Sec. 3, Jianguo Rd., Fengshan Dist., Kaohsiung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

69 Fengshan Branch Gangshan Office 3F., No. 32, Liuqiao W. Rd., Gangshan Dist., Kaohsiung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

70 North Kaohsiung Branch 12F., No. 439, Dashun 1st Rd., Gushan Dist., Kaohsiung City, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

NO Building/Branch Address 50years 100years Potential 
Inundation

With flood 
protection

Overall risk 
level
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Aspects Grade Description

NO Building/Branch Address 50years 100years Potential 
Inundation

With flood 
protection

Overall risk 
level

Low/Medium/
High Yes/No Low/Medium/

High

71 Pingtung Branch 6F., No. 459, Heping Rd., Pingtung City, Pingtung County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.3m-0.5m 0.3m-0.5m Low Yes Low

72 Donggang Service Center No. 23-15, Chuantou Rd., Donggang Township, Pingtung County, Taiwan 
(R.O.C.) <0.3m 0.5m-1m Low Yes Low

73 Taitung Branch 3F., No. 26, Chuanguang Rd., Taitung City, Taitung County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) 0.3m-0.5m 0.5m-1m Low Yes Low

74 Guanshan Liaison Office No. 22, Minquan Rd., Guanshan Township, Taitung County, Taiwan (R.O.C.) <0.3m <0.3m Low Yes Low

Potential inundation
over 100 years

Low No flooding or with flood depth less than 1.0 m

Medium With flood depth of 1.0 to 2.0 m

High With flood depth of over 2.0 m

With flood protection
Yes With sandbags, flood gates/boards and contingency plans

N/A Only equipped with simple sandbags or with no advance preparation

Overall risk level

Low Good condition with low chance of loss

Medium Moderate condition with chance of insurance claim in extreme situations

High Poor condition with chance of insurance claim in general situations

Potential Inundation Low Low risk Low risk

Potential Inundation Medium Low to medium risk Medium risk

Potential Inundation High Medium risk High risk

Overall risk level With flood protection Without flood protection

*The potential inundation height is based on the road in front of the building. If the building is elevated, the actual flooding height can be reduced.  
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Appendix❹ : GRI Standards Index

General Disclosures Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 102: General 
Disclosures

102-1 Name of the organization About This Report 02

102-2 Activities, brands, products, 
and services

About Fubon Insurance 
1.2.2 Economic Performance

04 
21

102-3 Location of headquarters About Fubon Insurance 04

102-4 Location of operations About Fubon Insurance 04

102-5 Ownership and legal form About This Report 02

102-6 Markets served About Fubon Insurance 04

102-7 Scale of the organization About Fubon Insurance 04

102-8 Information on employees 
and other workers

5.1.1 Talent Acquisition and 
Development 78

102-9 Supply chain 2.3 Supply Chain Management and 
Communication 45

102-10 Significant changes to the 
organization and its supply chain

2.3 Supply Chain Management and 
Communication 
(No major changes)

45

102-11 Precautionary Principle or 
approach

2.2.1 Risk Management and 
Underwriting Management 34

102-12 External initiatives 4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on 
ESG Endeavors 72

102-13 Membership of associations 4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on 
ESG Endeavors 72

102-14 Statement from senior 
decision-maker Chairman's Message 03

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and 
opportunities

2.2.1 Risk Management and 
Underwriting Management 34

102-16 Values, principles, standards, 
and norms of behavior 2.1.2 Ethical Management 28

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and 
concerns about ethics 2.1.2 Ethical Management 28

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page

General Disclosures Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 102: General 
Disclosures

102-18 Governance structure

1.2.1 Sustainability Strategies and 
Implementation  
(No committee was established)

19

2.1.1 Corporate Governance 24

102-19 Delegating authority 1.2.1 Sustainability Strategies and 
Implementation 19

102-20 Executive-level responsibility 
for economic, environmental, and 
social topics

1.2.1 Sustainability Strategies and 
Implementation 19

102-21 Consulting stakeholders on 
economic, environmental, and social 
topics

1.1.1 Stakeholder Communication  
4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on 
ESG Endeavors

08

102-22 Composition of the highest 
governance body and its committees 2.1.1 Corporate Governance 24

102-23 Chair of the highest 
governance body

2.1.1 Corporate Governance 
(Chair of the highest governance 
body is not a member of the 
management team)

24

102-24 Nominating and selecting 
the highest governance body

2.1.1 Corporate Governance 
(The directors of the Company 
are appointed by Fubon Financial 
Holdings because the Company is 
wholly owned by Fubon Financial 
Holdings. Directors are not 
nominated or selected by the 
highest governance body)

24

102-25 Conflicts of interest 2.1.1 Corporate Governance 24

102-26 Role of highest governance 
body in setting purpose, values, and 
strategy

2.1.1 Corporate Governance 24

102-27 Collective knowledge of 
highest governance body 2.1.1 Corporate Governance 24

102-28 Evaluating the highest 
governance body's performance 2.1.1 Corporate Governance 24

102-32 Highest governance body's 
role in sustainability reporting

1.2.1 Sustainability Strategies and 
Implementation 19

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page
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General Disclosures Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 102: General 
Disclosures

102-33 Communicating critical 
concerns 1.1.2 Material Topics Identification 12

102-35 Remuneration policies 5.1.3 Employee Care and Workplace 
Safety 83

102-36 Process for determining 
remuneration

5.1.3 Employee Care and Workplace 
Safety 83

102-37 Stakeholders' involvement in 
remuneration 1.1.1 Stakeholder Communication 08

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 1.1.1 Stakeholder Communication 08

102-41 Collective bargaining 
agreements

5.1.2 Human Rights Commitment 
and Workplace Inclusiveness 80

102-42 Identifying and selecting 
stakeholders 1.1.1 Stakeholder Communication 08

102-43 Approach to stakeholder 
engagement 1.1.1 Stakeholder Communication 08

102-44 Key topics and concerns 
raised 1.1.1 Stakeholder Communication 08

102-45 Entities included in the 
consolidated financial statements About This Report 02

102-46 Defining report content and 
topic Boundaries About This Report 02

102-47 List of material topics 1.1.2 Material Topics Identification 12

102-48 Restatements of information About This Report 02

102-49 Changes in relporting 1.1 Material Topics and Transparent 
Communication 08

102-50 Reporting period About This Report 02

102-51 Date of most recent report About This Report 02

102-52 Reporting cycle About This Report 02

102-53 Contact point for questions 
regarding the report About This Report 02

102-54 Claims of reporting in 
accordance with the GRI Standards About This Report 02

102-55 GRI content index Appendix 4: GRI Standards Index 97

102-56 External assurance Appendix 7: External Assurance 
Report 104

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page

Management Approach

General Disclosures Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-1 Explanation of the 
material topic and its Boundary 1.1.2 Material Topics Identification 12

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page

Key topics

Ethical Management Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management 
approach and its components 2.1.2 Ethical Management 28

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach 2.1.2 Ethical Management 28

GRI 205: Anti-
corruption

205-2 Communication and 
training about anti-corruption 
policies and procedures

2.1.2 Ethical Management 28

205-3 Confirmed incidents of 
corruption and actions taken

2.1.2 Ethical Management 
(There were no confirmed incidents of 
corruption in 2021)

28

GRI 206: Anti- 
competitive Behavior

206-1 Legal actions for anti-
competitive behavior, anti-trust, 
and monopoly practices

2.1.2 Ethical Management 
(There was no anti-competitive practice 
in 2021) 

28

Regulatory Compliance Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management 
approach and its components 2.1.3 Regulatory Compliance 30

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach 2.1.3 Regulatory Compliance 30

GRI 307: Evironmental 
Compliance

307-1 Non-compliance with 
environmental laws and 
regulations

2.1.3 Regulatory Compliance 
(There were no major fines and non 
monetary penalties for violating 
environmental laws and/or regulations in 
2021)

30

GRI 416: Customer 
Health Safety

416-2 Incidents of non-
compliance concerning the 
health and safety impacts of 
products and services

2.1.3 Regulatory Compliance 
(There were no incidents of non-
compliance concerning the health and 
safety impacts of products and services  
and voluntary violations in 2021)

30

GRI 417: Marketing and 
Labeling

417-2 Incidents of non-
compliance concerning product 
and service information and 
labeling

2.1.3 Regulatory Compliance 
(There were no incidents of non 
compliance concerning the information 
and labeling of products and services 
and voluntary violations in 2021)

30

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page
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Key topics

Ethical Management Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 417: Marketing 
and Labeling

417-3 Incidents of non-
compliance concerning marketing 
communications

2.1.3 Regulatory Compliance 
(There were no incidents of 
non-compliance with laws and 
regulations concerning marketing 
communications (including 
advertisements, promotions, and 
sponsorships) and/or voluntary 
violations in 2021)

30

GRI 419: 
Socioeconomic 
Compliance

419-1 Non-compliance with laws 
and regulations in the social and 
economic area

2.1.3 Regulatory Compliance 30

Regulatory Compliance Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

2.2.1 Risk Management and 
Underwriting Management 34

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

2.2.1 Risk Management and 
Underwriting Management 34

Risk Management and Underwriting Management Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services 
and Promotion 64

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services 
and Promotion 64

GRI 302: Energy
302-5 Reductions in energy 
requirements of products and 
services

4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services 
and Promotion 64

GRI 417: Marketing 
and Labeling

417-1 Requirements for product and 
service information and labeling

4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services 
and Promotion 64

Climate Strategy  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

2.2.2 Climate Change Risk 
Management 38

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

2.2.2 Climate Change Risk 
Management 38

GRI 201: Economic 
Performance

201-2 Financial implications and 
other risks and opportunities due to 
climate change

2.2.2 Climate Change Risk 
Management 38

GRI 305: Emissions

305-1 Direct (Scope1) GHG 
emissions

2.2.2 Climate Change Risk 
Management 38

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope2) GHG 
emissions

2.2.2 Climate Change Risk 
Management 38

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page

Key topics

Corporate Sustainability Strategy Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

1.2.1 Sustainability Strategies and 
Implementation 19

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

1.2.1 Sustainability Strategies and 
Implementation 19

Multi-Party Collaboration on ESG Endeavors Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on 
ESG Endeavors 72

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on 
ESG Endeavors 72

Digital Finance and Innovation Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components 3.1 Digital Finance and Innovation 49

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach 3.1 Digital Finance and Innovation 49

Corporate Governance Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components 2.1.1 Corporate Governance 24

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach 2.1.1 Corporate Governance 24

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page

Secondary topics

Responsible Investment Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components 4.1.2 Responsible Investment 69

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach 4.1.2 Responsible Investment 69

GRI 203: Indirect 
Economic Impacts

203-1 Infrastructure investments 
and services supported 4.1.2 Responsible Investment 69

Economic Performance Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components 1.2.2 Economic Performance 21

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach 1.2.2 Economic Performance 21

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page
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Secondary topics

Economic Performance Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 201: Economic 
Performance

201-1 Direct economic value 
generated and distributed 1.2.2 Economic Performance 21

201-4 Financial assistance received 
from government

1.2.2 Economic Performance 
(An investment deduction of NT$1.69 
million has been applied for in 2020)

21

GRI 207: Tax 207-1 Approach to tax 1.2.2 Economic Performance 21

Privacy and Information Security Management Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

3.2 Privacy and Information Security 
Management 54

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

3.2 Privacy and Information Security 
Management 54

GRI 418: Customer 
Privacy

418-1 Substantiated complaints 
concerning breaches of customer 
privacy and losses of customer data

3.2 Privacy and Information Security 
Management 
(There was no incident affecting the 
personal information of customers 
in 2021) 

54

Energy Resource Management Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components 4.2 Energy Resource Management 75

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach 4.2 Energy Resource Management 75

GRI 302: Energy 302-4 Reduction of energy 
consumption 4.2 Energy Resource Management 75

Sustainable supply chain management Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

2.3 Supply Chain Management and 
Communication 45

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

2.3 Supply Chain Management and 
Communication 45

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page

Other topics

Human Rights Commitment and Workplace Inclusivenes Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 405: Diversity and 
Equal Opportunity

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies 
and employees

5.1.2 Human Rights Commitment 
and Workplace Inclusiveness 80

GRI 406: Non-
discrimination

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and 
corrective actions taken

5.1.2 Human Rights Commitment 
and Workplace Inclusiveness 80

Customer Relations and Claims Management Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

3.3 Customer Relations and Claims 
Management 57

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

3.3 Customer Relations and Claims 
Management 57

Talent Cultivation and Development Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

5.1.1 Talent Acquisition and 
Development 78

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

5.1.1 Talent Acquisition and 
Development 78

GRI 202: Market 
Presence

202-2 Proportion of senior 
management hired form the local 
community

5.1.1 Talent Acquisition and 
Development 78

GRI 404: Training and 
Education

404-1 Average hours of training per 
year per employee

5.1.1 Talent Acquisition and 
Development 78

404-3 Percentage of employees 
receiving regular performance and 
career development reviews

5.1.1 Talent Acquisition and 
Development 78

Employee Care and Workplace Safety Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

5.1.3 Employee Care and Workplace 
Safety 83

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

5.1.3 Employee Care and Workplace 
Safety 83

GRI 401: Employment

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time 
employees that are not provided to 
temporary or part-time employees

5.1.3 Employee Care and Workplace 
Safety 83

401-3 Parental leave 5.1.3 Employee Care and Workplace 
Safety 83

Local Community Support Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components 5.2 Local Community Support 85

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach 5.2 Local Community Support 85

GRI 203: Indirect 
Economic Impacts

203-1 Infrastructure investments 
and services supported 5.2 Local Community Support 85

203-2 Significant indirect economic 
impacts 5.2 Local Community Support 85

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page

Other topics

Human Rights Commitment and Workplace Inclusivenes Corresponding Chapter  Page

GRI 103: Management 
Approach

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

5.1.2 Human Rights Commitment 
and Workplace Inclusiveness 80

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

5.1.2 Human Rights Commitment 
and Workplace Inclusiveness 80

GRI Standards Disclosures Chapter and Page
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Appendix ❺ : PSI Index 

Principle 1: We will embed in our decision-making environmental, social and governance issues relevant to our insurance business. Corresponding Chapter Page

1. Company strategy

Establish a company strategy at the Board and executive management levels to identify, assess, manage and monitor ESG issues 
in business operations 1.2.1 Sustainability Strategies and Implementation 19

Dialogue with company owners on the relevance of ESG issues to company strategy 1.2.1 Sustainability Strategies and Implementation 19

Integrate ESG issues into recruitment, training and employee engagement programmes 1.2.1 Sustainability Strategies and Implementation 19

2. Risk management and   
underwriting

Integrate ESG issues into risk management, underwriting and capital adequacy decision-making processes, including research, 
models, analytics, tools and metrics 5.1.1 Talent Acquisition and Development 78

Establish processes to identify and assess ESG issues inherent in the portfolio and be aware of potential ESG-related consequences 
of the company's transactions 4.1.2 Responsible Investment 69

3. Product and service 
development

Develop products and services which reduce risk, have a positive impact on ESG issues and encourage better risk management 2.2.1 Risk Management and Underwriting Management 34

Develop or support literacy programmes on risk, insurance and ESG issues 4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services and Promotion 64

4. Claims management

Respond to clients quickly, fairly, sensitively and transparently at all times and make sure claims processes are clearly explained 
and understood 4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services and Promotion 64

Integrate ESG issues into repairs, replacements and other claims services 3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management 57

5. Sales and marketing

Educate sales and marketing staff on ESG issues relevant to products and services and integrate key messages responsibly into 
strategies and campaigns

3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management 57

4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services and Promotion 64

Make sure product and service coverage, benefits and costs are relevant and clearly explained and understood 5.1.1 Talent Acquisition and Development 78

6. Investment management Integrate ESG issues into investment decision-making and ownership practices 
(e.g. by implementing the Principles for Responsible Investment) 4.1.2 Responsible Investment 69

Principle 2: We will work together with our clients and business partners to raise awareness of environmental, social and governance issues, 
manage risk and develop solutions.

Corresponding Chapter Page

1. Clients and suppliers

Dialogue with clients and suppliers on the benefits of managing ESG issues and the company's expectations and requirements on 
ESG issues

2.3 Supply Chain Management and Communication 45

3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management 57

Provide clients and suppliers with information and tools that may help them manage ESG issues
2.3 Supply Chain Management and Communication 45

2.3 Supply Chain Management and Communication 45

Integrate ESG issues into tender and selection processes for suppliers 3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management 57

Encourage clients and suppliers to disclose ESG issues and to use relevant disclosure or reporting frameworks
3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management 57

4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on ESG Endeavors 72

2. Insurers, reinsurers and 
intermediaries

Promote the adoption of the Principles 4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on ESG Endeavors 72

Support the inclusion of ESG issues in professional education and ethical standards in the insurance industry 3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management 57

PSI Dimension and Content Chapter and Page
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Principle 3: We will work together with governments, regulators and other key stakeholders to promote widespread action across society on 
environmental, social and governance issues.

Corresponding Chapter Page

1. Governments, regulators 
and other policymakers

Support prudential policy, regulatory and legal frameworks that enable risk reduction, innovation and better management of ESG 
issues 4.1.2 Responsible Investment 69

Dialogue with governments and regulators to develop integrated risk management approaches and risk transfer solutions 4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on ESG Endeavors 72

2. Other key stakeholders

Dialogue with academia and the scientific community to foster research and educational programmes on ESG issues in the context 
of the insurance business 4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on ESG Endeavors 72

Dialogue with intergovernmental and non-governmental organisations to support sustainable development by providing risk 
management and risk transfer expertise 4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on ESG Endeavors 72

Dialogue with business and industry associations to better understand and manage ESG issues across industries and geographies 4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on ESG Endeavors 72

Dialogue with media to promote public awareness of ESG issues and good risk management 4.1.3 Multi-Party Collaboration on ESG Endeavors 72

PSI Dimension and Content Chapter and Page

Activity Metric FN-IN-000.A Number of policies in force, by segment: (1) property and casualty, (2) life, (3) 
assumed reinsurance 1.2.2 Economic Performance 21

Transparent Information & 
Fair Advice for Customer

FN-IN-270a.1
Total amount of monetary losses as a result of legal proceedings associated 
with marketing and communication of insurance product related information 
to new and returning customers

2.1.3 Regulatory Compliance     
A total of 788 complaints were filed in 2021, 202 of which (accounting for 25.6%) 
are associated with the marketing and communication of insurance. The 
complaints did not cause any monetary losses as a result of legal proceedings. 

30

FN-IN-270a.2 Complaints-to-claims ratio 3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management 57

FN-IN-270a.3 Customer retention rate 3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management 57

FN-IN-270a.4 Description of approach to informing customers about products 3.3 Customer Relations and Claims Management 
4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services and Promotion

57 
64

Incorporation of 
Environmental, Social, 
and Governance Factors in 
Investment Management

FN-IN-410a.1 Total invested assets, by industry and asset class
Refer to
https://ins-info.ib.gov.tw/customer/Info2-1.aspx?UID=70826461 for the total 
invested assets by industry and asset class. 

-

FN-IN-410a.2 Description of approach to incorporation of environmental, social, and 
governance (ESG) factors in investment management processes and strategies 4.1.2 Responsible Investment 69

Policies Designed to 
Incentivize Responsible 
Behavior

FN-IN-410b.1 Net premiums written related to energy efficiency and low carbon technology 4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services and Promotion 64

FN-IN-410b.2 Discussion of products and/or product features that incentivize health, safety, 
and/or environmentally responsible actions and/or behaviors 4.1.1 Sustainable Product Services and Promotion 64

Topic Code Accounting Metric Corresponding Chapter and Information Page

Appendix Appendix ❻ : SASB-Insurance Standards Index
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Environmental Risk 
Exposure

FN-IN-450a.1 Probable Maximum Loss (PML) of insured products from weather-related 
natural catastrophes

The PML value is considered sensitive and confidential information of the 
Company. Hence, it is not disclosed in this report. -

FN-IN-450a.2
Total amount of monetary losses attributable to insurance payouts from (1) 
modeled natural catastrophes and (2) non-modeled natural catastrophes, by 
type of event and geographic segment (net and gross of reinsurance)

The PML value is considered sensitive and confidential information of the 
Company. Hence, it is not disclosed in this report. -

FN-IN-450a.3
Description of approach to incorporation of environmental risks into (1) the 
underwriting process for individual contracts and (2) the management of firm-
level risks and capital adequacy

2.2.2 Climate Change Risk Management 38

Systemic Risk Management

FN-IN-550a.1.
Exposure to derivative instruments by category: (1) total potential exposure to 
non-centrally cleared derivatives, (2) total fair value of acceptable collateral 
posted with the Central Clearinghouse, and (3) total potential exposure to 
centrally cleared derivatives

USD 535,000 (thousand dollars) 
EUR    5,249 (thousand dollars) 
 
Fubon Insurance only has the total potential exposure to non-centrally cleared 
derivatives and does not have centrally-cleared derivatives and acceptable 
collateral posted with the Central Clearinghouse. Refer to (1) Non-hedging 
derivatives on page 36 in Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. Parent Company Only 
Financial Statements and Auditor's Report for 2020 and 2021.   
Financial statements: 
https://doc.twse.com.tw/server-java/t57sb01?step=1&colorchg=1&co_id=5828
&year=110&seamon=&mtype=A&"

-

FN-IN-550a.2 Total fair value of securities lending collateral assets Fubon Insurance was not involved in securities lending in 2021. -

FN-IN-550a.3. Description of approach to managing capital- and liquidity-related risks 
associated with systemic non-insurance activities

Refer to (2) Liquidity-related risks on page 92-94 in Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. 
Parent Company Only Financial Statements and Auditor's Report for 2020 and 
2021.   
Financial statements: 
https://doc.twse.com.tw/server-java/t57sb01?step=1&colorchg=1&co_id=5828
&year=110&seamon=&mtype=A&"

-

Topic Code Accounting Metric Corresponding Chapter and Information Page
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External Assurance Report
ISO 14001

Environmental Management System
ISO 14601-1

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

ISO 14067

Product Carbon Footprint

Managing Director BSI Taiwan, Peter Pu 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Opinion Statement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Holds Statement No:                                 GHGEV 765209-2 
 Verification opinion statement 
 As a result of carrying out verification procedures in accordance with ISO 14064-3:2006, it is the opinion of 

BSI with reasonable assurance that:  
 

⚫ The Greenhouse Gas Emissions with Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. for the period from 2021-01-01 to 
2021-12-31 was verified, including direct greenhouse gas emissions 295.5696 tonnes of CO2 
equivalent and indirect greenhouse gas emissions from imported energy emissions 3,139.4240 tonnes 
of CO2 equivalent. 

⚫ No material misstatements for the period from 2021-01-01 to 2021-12-31 Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
calculation were revealed. 

⚫ Data quality was considered acceptable in meeting the principles as set out in ISO 14064-1:2018. 
⚫ The emission factor for electricity for the year 2021 is not published by Taiwan government so far, the 

emission factor used for electricity is 0.502 kilograms of Carbon Dioxide equivalent per kWh instead 
which may potentially result in different Greenhouse Gas Emission estimates. 

 
The other selected indirect GHG emissions listed in the attached table on the next page were also reported 
and thus verified with limited assurance, and data quality was not considered unacceptable in meeting the 
principles as set out in ISO 14064-1: 2018. 
 
 
 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions  
Verification Opinion Statement 
 This is to verify that: Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. 

No. 179, Liaoning St..  
Zhongshan Dist. 
Taipei City 
104105 
Taiwan 
 

富邦產物保險股份有限公司 

台灣 

台北市 

中山區 

遼寧街 179號 

104105 

 

The British Standards Institution is independent to the above named client and has no financial interest in the above named client. This Opinion Statement 
has been prepared for the above named client only for the purposes of verifying its statements relating to its carbon emissions more particularly described 
in the scope.  It was not prepared for any other purpose.  The British Standards institution will not, in providing this Opinion Statement, accept or assume 
responsibility (legal or otherwise) or accept liability for or in connection with any other purpose for which it may be used or to any person by whom the 
Opinion Statement may be read.  This Opinion Statement is prepared on the basis of review by The British Standards Institution of information presented to 
it by the above named client.  The review does not extend beyond such information and is solely based on it.  In performing such review, The British 
Standards Institution has assumed that all such information is complete and accurate. Any queries that may arise by virtue of this Opinion Statement or 
matters relating to it should be addressed to the above name client only. 
Taiwan Headquarters: 2nd Floor, No. 37, Ji-Hu Rd., Nei-Hu Dist., Taipei 114, Taiwan, R.O.C. 
BSI Taiwan is a subsidiary of British Standards Institution. 
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For and on behalf of BSI: 

Managing Director BSI Taiwan, Peter Pu 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Opinion Statement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The British Standards Institution is independent to the above named client and has no financial interest in the above named client.  This Opinion Statement has been prepared for 
the above named client only for the purposes of verifying its statements relating to its carbon emissions more particularly described in the scope.  It was not prepared for any other 
purpose.  The British Standards institution will not, in providing this Opinion Statement, accept or assume responsibility (legal or otherwise) or accept liability for or in connection 
with any other purpose for which it may be used or to any person by whom the Opinion Statement may be read.  This Opinion Statement is prepared on the basis of review by The 
British Standards Institution of information presented to it by the above named client.  The review does not extend beyond such information and is solely based on it.  In 
performing such review, The British Standards Institution has assumed that all such information is complete and accurate.  Any queries that may arise by virtue of this Opinion 
Statement or matters relating to it should be addressed to the above name client only. 
Taiwan Headquarters: 2nd Floor, No. 37, Ji-Hu Rd., Nei-Hu Dist., Taipei 114, Taiwan, R.O.C. 
BSI Taiwan is a subsidiary of British Standards Institution. 

 

Holds Statement No:                                 PCFV 304 

As a result of carrying out the verification of product life cycle greenhouse gas emissions, it is the opinion of BSI 
with reasonable assurance that: 

⚫ The product carbon footprint with the functional unit of per non-life insurance service is 1.687 kilograms 
of CO2 equivalent. 

⚫ No material misstatements in this product life cycle greenhouse gas emission statement were revealed. 
The product life cycle GHG data quality was verified to be acceptable against the requirements of ISO 14067: 
2018 and Taiwan EPA CFP promotion management guidelines (including Annex III-CFP data qualification and 
verification specification). 
 
This statement shall be valid for a maximum period of two years after the latest issue date on this certificate.  
Should there be a change in the life cycle of the product whose GHG emissions are being assessed, the validity of 
this opinion statement will cease. 

Product Carbon Footprint  
Verification Opinion Statement 
 This is to verify that: Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd. 

7-14F 
No. 179, Liaoning St. 
Zhongshan Dist. 
Taipei City 
104105 
Taiwan 

富邦產物保險股份有限公司 
臺灣 
台北市 
中山區 
遼寧街 179號 
7-14樓 
104105 

Page: 1 of 2 

Originally Registration Date: 2021-11-22                                                Effective Date: 2021-11-22  
   
Latest Revision Date: 2021-11-22                                                Expiry Date: 2023-11-21  
 
 

For and on behalf of BSI: 

ISO 50001

 Energy Management System 

BS 10012：2017

Personal Information Management
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Accountant's Independent Limited Assurance Report
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Accountant's Independent Limited Assurance Report
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